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· ABSTRACT OF THESIS -
" 

The -general approach ·of this thesis ·is on two, distinct l'"evels 

treating the subject International Relati·ons, so to speak, both 

internally and externally. The external form of the study is 

assessed first -·the scope, character, and status of it as an 
.l_ ....... 

academic pursuit. It is concluded tha·t in form the subject· is now 

fairly well-defined and strongly, though not universally, entren-
L 

ched; the analysis is couched in general, coraparative·terms, the 

experience of other- disc1plines being ad.duced to show that the 

autonomous position of International Relations is justified and 

that the process of its· establishment is typical~ The singular 

nature of the subject ·-is stressed - its considerable dependence . 

upon other disciplines as to techniques and procedures, coupled 

with its great independence as subject-matter. ' 

Having delineated the. outlines of the discipline, attention 

l :. 
,; ·(.{)::} 

;·,~~ 
•':,;.;. 

, . 
. --- .. 

. ·, 

--. ..:.,-~:: 

is directed· inward~, to the substance of the subject. 1L1-----=--~-_::._,----,--- The present 

' ' ' 

disputation bett-1een a .•scientific' and a 'classical• approach is 
·- - ·--- -- -- -- . -assessed, ·care being taken to set this particular iss'ue within the 

general nature of .. e:pistemolo·gical analysis. 1'h.is exercise is 
I 

partly_developed with the aid of analogies, one of which - drawn 

from Economics - provides a ,useful perspeqtive upon_ the substantive 

nature of the Internati.onal-Relati~.1:ls theorizing, ~bout which the 
' . 

'classicists' and 'scientists' are arguing at a more procedural 
I 

'· 
··,·· 

·1-
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. J.evel. The bifurcation of economic theory into micro- and macro-
CJ 

• • r ~· 

· fields has its parallel in International Relations--in the develop:-

ment of the most advanced scientific-theoretical analysis along . . . 

· two roads: that of decision-maJ.cing analysis applied to foreign po.licy 
\ 

at the -state level; and that of systems analysis comprehending the 

·general interaction of all state units.· .. In the frameivor1-: of.this 

dichotomy of levels of ··t·heoretical analysis . the most· significant 

· contributions · to the substantive theory of the subject are set out 

and assessed, the 'state of the discipline I in these areas being 

. 
judged to have advanced greatly but still to be subject to important 

limitations, in both explanatory and organizing theory and in empiri

cal data. 
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-Chapter 1: Introduction 
.. 

It is often remarked of persons_ engaged in the study of inter
national relat1ons that they are inordinately preoccupied with '1 ~ .• 

the diffic\tlties of articu~ating and resolving the questions that 
\· relate to the nature and essence of their subject. The concen-

tration upon such questions as 9what is International Relations1 
as 

.. a subject of study? o is something i?Jhich persons 't-Jorldng i-1ithin 
.. the field, as well as outside observers 9 often find exasperating. 

The great investment of scholarly time and energy in 'thinking 
about thinking about international relations' strikes many obser-

\ 

vers as conducive ··of an undue disregard of· the important substan-
tive issues with which the field is replete 9 and is often cited 
as evidence of the immaturity of the subject - or at least of many 
of its practitioners. 

Yet altho¥gh attention to the form, as opposed to··/the ·sub
stance, of the subject is in many respects superficial it is diffi-
cult to conceive of,, any discipline making solid progress without · 
some clarification of primary ~sues. Among.the most important of 
such matters must rank the question of whether the study in hand 
may legitimately be treated as-a distinct discipline or whether 
available intellectual resources would be better applied to_its 
particular subject-matter .1rti.thin some other discipline. As a field 
of study international relations is by no means aione in presenting 
these first order problems; longer established-f±eids---ElUcrn as-·------ -- . .. 
history have accumulated ~µbstantial bodies of thought on their 
nature and essence as scholarly pursuits st and in the case of his
tory, the substantial sub-field known as 'the philosophy of history' 
constitutes an acknowledged specialisation. The student of history 

- -.;I 

1To avoid confusio·n, or at least to minimise it, the usage 'International Relations I will stand for the discipline ·or subject and the usage '.in_ternational ·relatiens I for t-he subject-matter 
·thereof. 
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• , ~is fortunate. in that his ·title to aca.deniic and administrative 
·independence is seldom contested, and hence his first order ques
tions n1a.y,,_ be more fruitfully dU:ected to establisl1ing the 9nature' 
of :··11.istor,r the relative value of various historiographic methods, .J CJ 

the uses of histo1~y 9 and so fortho We do not eJcpect that such 
enquiries 1r1ill yield final and ep.during ans1:1ers; rather, they are 
understood· as constituting an on-going dialogue 9 a proper and 

. wor'thtr1hile universe of discourse 9 likely to illumine and shape our 
study of u'tvhat really happened v GD It is no'tihere seriously conten
ded that the historian should eschew such methodological and philo
sophical debate in order to devote himself completely to the 
substance. of history. 

It is plain, then, that international relations is by no means 
unique as a subject-matter in throwing up problems of form and 
attempting to resolve them for working purp-oses. But the ,~tudy is, 
perhaps, exceptional in its degree of concern - to an extent that 

. mi$f ~ seriously be called neurotic - with the initial 9 administrative 
and unproductiv.~ 9 issue of form: is the supje~t-=ma tter properly 
and effic,iently to be subsumed under the head of a separate subject? 

< - . Each scholar labouring in the vineyard of world affairs confronts· 
the task of hoeing this troublesome initial row. The arguments pro 
and con the disciplinary autonomy of the field have been widely 
stated. 2 Those hostile to International Relations see in the 
excessive concern with the issue of autonomy something of a degrading ···-~ 

fixation upon the navel of the subject. The disposit:Lon to ask 'Is -. ---
.,,. 

L ~~=,...,.,,.....;.~---~__::=-----~---~·--·-~-------·------- ___ _..--- -.-- . ··-"' _ ...... . -- - - - ........ ,,.-- ·- ---· -· 

-,- International Relations a discipline? 1 prompts Morton Kaplan to I assert that it :iis indicative of a state of unease in the professiontt; ! -- t 

: j he goes on: I One would find it difficult to jmagine similar ques-.. i,. tions being asked of economics, sociology, or even political science in general. The practitioner.sin l 2See the UNESCO report prepared by C.A;vJ. 1'Ianning, The Univ~rsity Teac~hing 2{ the Social Sciences: International Rela.tions (Paris, 1954) 9 ·espo ChoVo For an opposed view see the report in the same s:ries, by W~A~ Robso~~ The Yniversity Teach~n~ 2.f. the Social Sciences: Politi~al Science, Ch.V. · · 
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these fields assume that they practice a discipline 
·and turn .their attention immediately to the im:gortant 

' ' substantive and methodological questions raised by 
their· subject mattero They n1ay be concer11ed 1:1ith the 
proper methods of conducting research but not with 
their title to conduct research.3 

It may not be fanciful, therefore,,to characterise International 

Relations as a disciplin·e (if 'such it be) with an inferiority 

complex. The inchoate 'philosophy of international relations• is 

made up of a number of unresolved first order problems, among which 

absence of an accepted, orthodox field d~finition is the most 

serious. Fruitful substant-ive research and· progress seems unlikely 

of attainment, and will at very least be greatly impeded, while 
• 

students use a variety of analytical ·foci and resear·ch matrices, 

since comparability of results will be unobtainable. 

r The distinction, which is fundamental to this thesis, be-

tween the disciplinary form and the theoretical-empirical substance 

of a subject of study would.: appear to have special relevance to 

International Relations at this time. The mass of approaches to 
. ' the subject-matter which has ·been thrown µp by the recent appli-

cation of 'behavioural' or 'scientific' to the social sciences 

ha~ made more urgent the endowing of the field .with some operat,ing . 

framework which can structure and order the disparate tools and· 
-

' perspectives which are at present competitive and largely incom-

.patible. Before an adequate theoretical--~skeleton can be incor:por

, ated into the body of the subject a self-evidently essential task 

is the delineation of that body. The first part of what follows 

3 . Morton Kaplan, "Is ,International Rel~tions a Discipline?", Journal .!?! Poli.tics, XXIII,3 (August, 1961 ), 462~ 
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will thus consist of an attempt to establish the disciplinary 
status of International Relations as a subject of st·udy. This 
task having been completed, th·e thesis will attempt an overview 
of the substance of interna·tional relations the subject-matter 
in order to achieve an answ.er, if only provisional, to the most 
important issue related to the substance of the subject: the 

·~· - ~·._.:;_ ___ .c.-..:-~----.:.·:.._ ..• ~.~-~..:.---:...;;~--=-·-:.... .. ;;-- ·--'---· . -· ___ .......... ·-· 

~ature, scope and value of its theoretical content. The proce-
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. dure to be followed is governed by the belief that only within 
the context of form may . the substance of a study be properly 
understood. 
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Cha.pter 2: Issues of Form: the. Subje.ct. of.-Interna.tion~ Relations 

' The present ambiguously independent status of International ·Rela-
tiol!S ____ reflects, in large measure, the particular circumstances of 

------·~---·-·· -- ......... 

. 

the subject's growth as a focus of academic concern over the past ,,. 

five decades. The history of tlie development of international . 
~ 

. s tudi~§_ .. in.-13ritain and ... Ame-rio~----in"·'·who-ae· aead-emic· cultures ·lliey ~._:_-------·--·--:_..:._ ••••• 4' •• !. •• ·..;. • ..;.....:..~.-;...:;:--~-7::;;..;~-....;~-~-~----~--+-:......-.-- ·----··-·········-·· ····· ...... . -
\\.J' 

I 

i 
! 

l 

,. . 

have become most strongly rooted, will thus require to be traced. 
This process of disciplinary emergence also has general features 
and it will be necessary to set the grov{th of an academic special
ism of international affairs against salient faetures of this 
process. It will then be necessary to consider whether the actual 
status of International Relations is or ·is not in conformity with 
its ideal status, having reference to competing academic-organisa
tional formulations. This enquiry ought ultimately to be productive 
of a conception ·of the form of the subject armed with which we may 
embark upon the determination of questions of theoretical substance-. 

THE EMERGENCE OF FIELDS OF STUDY 

As an exp.licit academic focus the study of matters interna-
.. 

tional dates largely from the .close of the :E'irst \vorld 1tlar and is 
I 

injhuman terms little more than a ·generation old. The subject-. 
matter of the, study has, of course, been much longer within the 
purview of scholars, most notably of diplomat.ic historians and 

.. international lawyers, though pnly very slightly does the emphasis 
-------~ ------~nd the approach of this earlier work commend it the student of 

ll?,ternational Re.lations of the present day. This relative youth 
of International Relations, even among the social sciences, is 

. ,. I. -~ .. 
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accentuated by the concentration of the bulk of its empirical 

and theoretical innovation ~to the years since the Second World . ,. 

War. It is in the past tv,o decades, indeed, that~. the stu,dy of 

'international· affairs has achieved its most significant expansiona 

in academic facilities generally, as a result; especially in the 

United States, of the intellectua_l and academic hosp_itality to 

,, 
' 't: 
t~: ,\· 
·I; 
\ . 

; "c.~~·,,.: .. ,"-----~-,~·~~"""""~,,.~--··---.. ~ ·t··he·· s·ub·j·ect .. thEft . liEfs·. · rfefe n' ~i'.lgender e·a ·oy·· the···acute· :tiiterriati·onai·---~-···--~="'"'··~-~-"-'·'-· ,.. . .±...,........ ___________ ~--··-~···~~ 
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crisis. Although the recent expansion of teaching and research 

in International Relations has been very considerable, and certain

ly cormnensurate with .the 'information explosion' in other social 
~ 

science fields, it must be emphasised that by comparison with such 

subjects as Econom~cs,~Sociology and Anthropology our study is 

' marked by a very great lack of valuable empirical research and by · 

a crippling shortage of theoretical constructs with which to gene

rate, organise and add to such little data as is available. 

. ' 

.. Since International Relations is of such recent origin it is 
~ . .. -

pertinen.t here to give some consideration to the general process 

whereby the academi'c order is re-made to provi.de subjects for 

newly perceived subject-matters. An emergent subject can be expec-
. I 

ted, as does Intprnational Relations, to lack empirical and theo-

r·etical depth and to be immature for these reasons. A nascent 

subject will achieve a degree of maturity when it comes to attain 

depth in, these two respects, providing its students with both 
( 

usable materials and suitable tools with \rlhich to \1ork them. Such 

-- -----------~--

a~ distinetion between immature and mature subjects is adn;itted_l, > 
' it 

",Jjl; 

. ;t~ -
I 

" ;;' 

~ 

.. · an arbitrarily dichotomic one and would not lend itself to the 
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pre,cise 4etermination of fine shades of difference. But we do, in. 

very broad terms, engage in the ·activity of rank~ng disciplines on 

something like.the spectrum of maturity-imm:aturity stated above. 
There would be fairly wide agreement that, say, Economics is a . 

~ ---
.ma tur~ discipline as compared to which International Relations is 
immature. A long-established study such as Physics or History 

·' 
-~ 

. - -.. -- . -- •. .,_ . --,-~----~-- :.· !-- ---·-···- ...... , ... ., ....... , .....• ~.-... · ......... -.. . - : .. . .. - . . . . . . would. l:iltely be admitted as mature whereas a subject. recently 
' 

established to comprehend some subject-matter which has been thrown 
up by the fusing of two or more fields or by the sub-division of 

an established one may not be admitted to be entitled to separate 
treatment. International Relations has emerged from an inter-disci
plinary aggregation, itself the product of the hiving off from 

se7eral subjects of their international aspects, and this pedigree "' 

-cannot be expected to confer upon the resulting discipline either 

title or coheremce at the outset. 

......._;, 

To apply the term maturity-to the development of a discipline 
implies an organic concept of the development of knowledge. This 

'~ may mislead in that a field of study will not necessarily undergo 

a cycle of gro~1th and/--decay analagous to tha·t. of a living organism. 

Cer~~in subjects, for instance History, have retained for centuries 
," > a high degree of academic vitality. But. from other field~ we can 

draw numerous examples of development in suhstantial·accord with 

the organic model,. growing and diminishing in academic stature in 

response to social af; Jvell as i3tellectual changes. The decline 

'.'.'" 

~~ - --------- -- - - -

of· Theology from its paramount place in the 1'1edieval academies·, as 

well as the decline of Classics,. testifies to t.he impact of society • 0 
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upon its educational priori ties. This linkage between the over~11 
social milieu and the progress and vitality of branches of learning 
is als.o clep.r from the modern experience of the studies which we 
describe collectively as the social sciences. }'.a.n's grasping for 

--greater---ma-st·ery over his social environment has. led him to syste-
ma tic academic enquiry into its various disc1ernible sectors e Since I 

' -- ---- ---- -~----....,...----1 it .falJ._§ .v1-1thin ..... t.h.eCge~:=~~~~~-,-,~--~-e-~d of -~-h~ st?c.ia~- ·~ciences, Interna_- • •• C .,,...:._ •. , -,.,_:...~-, --· ,. 00,••-··-- -,.:::..a..:-, .. ••·•• 
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tional Relations can usefully be considered in terms of the 
general trends in the emergence of disciplines within that field. 

Serious attention has been directed to the yaWf:ling conceptual 
and linguistic divergence 4 'be·tween the natu~al an_d physical sciences, 
on the one hand, and the humanities, on the other~ in recent years. 
The tension between these 'two cultures' has characterised most of 
the social sciences during their phases of sigiificant advance in 
recent decades. The schools of thought traditionally dominant in 
many .of them have been informed in the main by an outlook derived ~< from the humanities rather than from the pure arid applied sciences, 
whereas the methodological and philosophical predispositions of 
the majority of present day social scientists are shaped and 
inspired by the model of the sciences, making them intolerant of 
previous orientations ·in Political Science, Economics, and other 
fields. The brashness of the apostles of scientific method_ in the 
social sciences has had its counte~part in the derisive contemp~ 
of the traditional scholar for those who have not 'steeped them
selves' in· the minutiae of the appropriate rsubj~Qt-mat..ter and have 
thus not·acquired the 'feel' for ~t that is the pre-requisite of -4' ; 

true knowledge and understanding •. The vested~ interests of the 
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protagonists- in such clashes are, of co1,1rse, partial d~terminants 

of the fe;-oci"tY of th.earguments aiid, moreover, Of the fact that 

such disputes emerge at all. Scientific and humanistic perspecti-

- -- -~ - v-es -are not readi:t_y_ made compatible and opposed points of vieW . - ' .... ,.,. .. , .. - . 

will be strongly and sincerely held in_ accordance with the intel- f 

lectuai dispositions of different men. 
Hence, the training and ___ =~----~. --·--· 

·- •·'"-----·~ - ··-·-··· , ........ ,. ~-- --· --· .--. ... --- .. . .. . . - - -- - . •-'- - - - - - ....... - -·- . 

--'-·---··-··---·--·-···-:--··-· :·--~---·--±nt·e11:ectuaror1entation of_ a particular social scientist will 
·. ~:.:.. . ' ''"'""'""'"' 

lead him to adopt, say, a predominantly traditional, humanistic 

approach to the study of hii!f subject-matter; his vested interest in 

-the prevalent hierarchy of subjects will not spring from any super-
~ . 

ficial calculation of monetary advantage and career advancement, 

though these may have a place, b~from prior choices and habits

that are completely integral to his academic personality. In his 

• terms the behavioural students of Political Science may appear to 

be charlatans and fools, and at best sadly prodigal in their use of 

scarce academic resources, as compared to the scholars who, like 

_himself, elect to approach Political Theory or Government along ~ 

.. 

well-trodden paths. Since this reaction to intellectual innovation 

·-has been quite common in International Relations it may be worth 

consi-dering it more closely. 

of scholarly critics, for it lacks the cloak of legitimacy for the 

A--new field suffel's particularly. from the sceptical hostility 

pei-haps untried intellectua.l-techniques which it adopts. A study 

L--·---.---- ···· · -is likely to poss-eSs some theoretical principles, analytical tools, 

which,emerges from aggregation or sub-division of existing studies 

and .bodies of data suitable to the new focus of ,attention, but the • 
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lacunae can be expect.ed to loom more prominently than the extant 
fragmen._ts in the'sum total of knowledge. It will thus be relatively '--

. 

easy for crit,ics to indict the pioneers of our new study ·ror striking 
ti .· I 

·' .. ' " . . ........ ····--·· ·---·· ········ ···········-········ ..... .. .. .. .. 
. 

~ · -~ out along an uncharted route while very ill-prpared. . The manifest 
inadequacy of the new su·bject on the brink of its emergence cannot 

. easily be denied by even the most zealous of its advocates. But 
....• ;:-· ;.,·,,,~·-:-. -~·. --~~_.:_. ·-·-~--;;. ....•. ,;.,,:.-.:::..·.~ ··such criticism· of ·their enterprise is likely to be rebutted· as irre-

& levant,- al tho.ugh true. For the pioneers will claim to have been 
attracted to the subject whose -claims they advocate by the conviction 
that it holds out the possibility, not.now but in the future, of 
giving adequate treatment to a subject-matter hitherto neglected. 
Hence the emergence of positive Economics ·from the wider study of 
positive and normative Political Economy. With the passage of time 

• 'r 
• 

t 
and the modifications which it brings in our understanding of reali-

.... , ty we come to question· and advocate changes in the faculty struc·tures/--
J •. ,,. 

of our universities, which themselves reflect the conventional divi-
sions of intellectual aqtivity prevalent at some past time. These 
administrative rubrics will ·naturall~ tend to ossify'and will· 

. 
~ . 

require periodic re-assessment and alteration in order that they 
~ . 

~ 

may accommodate r newly-discerned aspects of physical and social 
reality. lia turally, the instights promised by such reconsideration of 
the categories of knowledge will.stimulate and exctte the proponents 

v ... 
of disciplinary reorganisation, and their advocacy of new subjects 
~ 
of study may be further coloured· by an exaggerated· idea of its 
1?ignificance for mankind genera1i~. Extravagent claims in-beha.lf 
of the new subject may have some value in achieving general assent . ,. 

' I 

for its emergence; they may, equally ,--~o.utrage the academic sensipili-
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ties of those who are satisfied with the existing disciplinary 

o.rder and be counter-productive. \fuat to an innovator may appear 

as fearless. enlargement of the frontiers of.knowledge may by the 
,_. 

traditionalist be characterised ·as unnecessary disturbance of the 
. . 

a:cadelllic lan~cape. ..... 
I . 

In the case of International Relations, its establishment. as 

an autonomous study has pro·voked hostile criticism from scholars 

among whose fields those aspects of international relations hitherto· 

taught hav.e traditionally been divided. The consternation of .. 

historians, economists, lawyers and others at the claim of J.nter

national Relations to take over segments of their disciplines 

owe_s something, doubtless, to intellectual inertia and proprietary 

interests; but i·t would seem to be the case that the principal 
J 

.. 

determinant of hos~ile reactions to International Relations is 

the cbnviction- of those accustomed to dealing with parts of its 

subject-matter unde_r traditional rubrics that their subjects offer 

the most appropriate and efficient intellectual vehicles for the 

various elements of international reality._ As has been observed 
t;.>, 

above, t~e encrustation of received doctrine concerning academic 

organisation must be expecte-d to condition reactions to :suggested 

change. 
. , 

The burden'of critical re~ponse often rests upon the conten

tion that a particular nascent subject is not a mature discipline. 

-~his, as we have noted, is almost always true, usually. obvious 

and, for the purpose of determining·the worth of ·a new appro~ch 
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rather than that bf scofing'<J,p'oints against it, quite irrelevant. 
It might as well be argued by reference to the physical and mental 
capacities of boys that they will not become men because they are 
not men now. It must not be asserted, to carry this analogy further, 

. ' that all boys will become men; for our experience shows that not 
all \v"ill grow to attain the full manly norm of physical stature 
and intellectual capacity. Environmental factors, apart from . , 

-hereditary ones., may afflict gro\ving organisms vlith numerous 

and crippling burdens tha,t may distort, retard and even completely 
. , terminate gro·t1th. I,jkewj_se, circumstances as well as their 

intellectual heritages may not ,conduce to the sign.ificant devel-
,• 

opment of academic disciplines. We do not expect all studies, or 
all men, to grow to maturity. We are perhaps entitled to expect 
that most will do so. We are emphatically not entitled to infer· 

' 

from the initial puniness of most men and subj~cts of study that 
they should be denied the right to life on the grounds that they 
are not at once mature. 

This simple point bears. some emphasis: for it is rtot infre~ ; 
.J 

quently in essentially similar logical terms that n~w subjects 
are held to be wanting and condemned. An economist has written 
of the hostile reception within his discipline to the sub-field 
of Econometrics in similar terms: 

A curious feature of the hostility whivh the more conservative economists display towards mathematical and quantitative thinking is that their criticisms .. of it often amot1nt to a plea for more complicated and sophisticated modelso o o or-1ost of ~he criticism concerns factors 't'7hicho o oopera te iri the real t·Jorld ~ut not in the models. The logic of this se'e1ns to -- - ---- ,.---l----- - . __ L._ -- --

be to extend the models to accommodate themo1 
1.J .R. Sargent, "Econ~mics :the t·Jould-be, 1v.iay-be Science" in J .H .• PlUinb (ed.), The Crisis ~,the· Humanities (I-Iarmondsworth, '.'.}964), 147. 
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It is perhaps the proof ·of the influence of the model of the 

sciences _proper that debates of this sort within the social 
' sciences tend to be couched on both sides in terms .of the 

extent of disciplinary conformity to that model-. . For even the 

obscurantist humanities scholars working in social science 

field·s are not· shy, of condemning the enthusiasts of scientific 
~ study for being unsci.entific. Contemporary culture., particularly 

the sub-culture of the social sciences, tends to make us feel~ 

guilty at our inability. to pronounce the Second Ia,1 of Thermo

dynamics.- Though the arts subjects may react to the scientific 

and.technological emphasis of the age by retreating· into 

obscurantism, the social sciences are caught, in D.G. MacRa.e's 
2 phrase, "between science and art' 1

• They must thus a·ttempt to 

make a working synthesis out ·0£:-·.-.both strands and thus relate the 

philosophical outlook of the humanities to the methodologica'l 

emphasis of the s~iences. Auguste ·Comte gave to his new subject 

of Sociology the alternative name Social Physics, but the typical 

social science is at once art and science. Particular disciplines 

may not achieve a consistent, integrated re~olu.tion of the ten-• 

sion between the two aspects of knowledge in practice. The rela

.tionship between' a;:rt and,,_,,science may be confined within a subject 

·;; t\, the presence within departments teaching it of scholars of· 
\ 

both persuasions: a .mixture of oil and water rather than a true 

blend or synthesis. 
• ~ •• •-t' 

IP 

.. , .-

2 
In>l_lis "The Crisis of Sociology" in Plumb, ~· cit., 129 • 
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THE DEVELOPMEl'1T .. OF IIITERNATIONAL STUDIES / 

The great expansion of international studies during this 
century has been very <mUch the product of concern about the era 
of internatiottal crisis t"1hich opened w~th Sarajevo. The dominant 
strand in this response. into the 1930's- was the reforming, pro~. 
gressive '61estern impulse. This was born in the revulsion at the 
senseless· carnage of the First Borld War and given considera_ble · 

_impetus by ·the expectation that the peace settlement would be the 
,\ occasion for the re-making of the international order. Radical • and democratic groups saw the necessity of securing social justice 

within the state by establishing a just and peaceful order beyond . .. 

its frontiers. The breakdown of the world order into war in 1914 
4iscredi.ted internationally the ambience of laissez-faire which ~ ·-

had been under attack in its domestic ma~ifestations. At the 
immediate end of the war· hopes for a new international order, 

~-
. . 

. ' 

.. buttressing and complementing domestic progress, were focussed 
upon President Wilson's progrannne for rep1acing~the balance of 

;(.~ 

power with a.' community of power'• 

Notwithstanding that the Wilsonian ideals were somewhat 
sullied by- compromise with the unreformed Europeans and that the 
_League ·itself was rejeeted by Wilson's own country, progressive ; 

groups and individuals played an active role in the universities 
and in society at large as advocates of international reform. The 

,. 

cataclysm of the war, which for the United States had also been· 
the first significant experience of involvement in the centre of· 
i.n terna tional relations, gave to the ma,ny academic courses (an:d .. 
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•ventually departments) dealing with international affairs that had 
' been established as a result of the First World War a preponder

a·ntly normative, missionary complexi~n. The early study of inter
national relations was as much; if not more, a matter of social · 
engineering than of a simple quest for understanding. The League 

_of l'ations tended to be approached as though it werE synonymous 
;• with internat.ional relations at large, and its treatment was 

adulatory rather than analytic or critical. 

International·reformism was less prominent in a further 
significant dimension of the grovring concern with foreign develop
ments: the foundation of establ:Lshmentarian and elite bodies for 
the· study of international affairs. The First World War· .and its " aftermath had stimulated the democratisation of foreign policy-
making in most countries, and elites were perhaps anxious, like 
Robert Lowe at an earlier juncture in the expansion of democracy, 
to 'educate their masters 1 • 

1 
The first such body to foster the 

enlightened handling of ma tte~s international was a.et up by Lord 
Davies; Lionel Curtis and other figures, academic and public, in 
1920, later becoming the Royal Instdtute of International Affairs. 
Of similar origin, composition and ethos was the Council on Foreign 
Relations, set up in Ne\'1 York in 1922.. ~e largely patrician 
memberships of these two bodies was not seeking direct access to 
and influence over the mass'of the electorates; they were primarily --- . 

concerned to ,.operate behind the scenes to foster among the governing J elites -greater kno\-.rledge and interest in issues of foreign policy 
\ '. and worl<i politics. 
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The masses were not left entirely without guidance.\The wide 
., diffusion of international questions was catered for by mass bodies 

· such as the separate national League of NE!tions Unions, established·· ., . ~ 

by reffrmists to foster support for and unde~standing of the goals 
of the world organisation. In the United States similar work was 
done by the Foreign Policy Association, founded in 1918 to erode." 

, isolationist sentiment in American public life • ... These mass organ-
isations were strongly corlli~itted to a social engineering approach 
to world problems; public understanding was to be fostered in 
order that the masses might endorse valued goals such as collective 
security and disarmament and be persuaded to shoulder the national 
burdens which their attainment would require. The rationalistic 

-
' faith of these bodies in the attainment of enlightenment through 

• education survived, though not undimmed, the .Bongressional rejec-
tion of Wilson's League in 1920. Since the League was·still in 
existence it remained a focus for the educational efforts of such 

., movements, as also ~°-r the work of older-established institutions, 
such as the World Peace Foundation, set up in Boston in 19-rD, and 
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace·, founded by the 
steel millionaire in the following year~ 

_, 
,10 ~ - • The prime · e_oncern of this study is not with wider p1:1,blic 

attitudes to internatiorial.;'problems, but they are. indirectly rele
vant in that they affect the academic provision for international 

_,.. 
., ' . r ela ti,ons. It is pertinent to note, therefore, that 1 inasmuch as 

I _ -~-- ~~---- ------~inteMationalist re£-oI·mism dominated in the study ·auring the 1919 .. 
,/ 

I · 1939 period, that public and governmental sympathy ebbed a ft er 

_-.. · . 
.. 

I 

Versailles and that in the closing inter9'.9war years there was a 
l 

/ 
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. resurgence .of realpolitik thinking. Experience .showe-'1 that. collec
tive· security, though powe:rfully conjured with at times in domes-

b 

tic politics, was discounted whe~ever its place in foreign policy 
became specific and immediately urgent instead of anqnymously 
general and distant. Of the behaviour of governments in this 
respect Arnold Toynbe·e was led to conclude that collective secu
rity had not been tried and found wanting, but like Christianity 
had not been tried at all. Nor we~e governments solely to blame 
for the ·rruatration of internationalist hopes: the reformist· 

,,. ,J. 

lobbies themselves did not stand unequivocally behind the policies 
they advocated. The celebrated 'Peace Ballot' was symptomatic of 
this -ambiguity, piling up impressive majorities for collect.ive 
action under the League as well~As for Britain hersel·f doing very 

· little to achieve it. 

These developments in public attitudes were quite quickly 
reflected in the predominant cast of international studies. The 
euphoric __ , early years of the League period were marked by a marked 
bias towards the reformist 'line'. The workings of the League in 
practice, and the management of collective security in principle, 

" 

were largely co-extensive with international studies as then 
taught. Teachers were mostly hospitable to _the body of tenets 
and aesumptions that we have since come to call the 'idealist' 
conception of international relations. The is ·of the social milieu -
under consideration -was widely subordinated in teaching and re
,search to the ought of the i,iorld order the idealists wished to 
see inaugurated. (The most purblind of the idealists cannot be 
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indicted for doing this si~ce they were prone to confuse the 

various existing features of the desired world order vlith that 
'~ 

------order which reall~, existed~; in their conceptions of international 

reality the ought hid the is~) 

.... --·- ........... . 

"" 

... 

·~: ... -- ------·-----· ·-·- .... ---- - -- ---- ------. ---.. :~--
The rapid expansion of the study of international: affairs 

.,,. 

\ /~ \.,,. 

:·,,_;, 

shows that there was a substantial fEµt need, an 'effective demand' 

in the economist's language, for it. The $tudy, under a variety of 
,, 

rubrics- though not differing enormously in its focus from institu-

tion to institution, rapidly achieved endorsement - first as an 
~ ' 

optional, supernumerary field, and later as a fit study for an 

' . ( undergraduate 'major' and even for postgraduate sttidy and research • 
. -~ 

Its emergence as a discipline was academically ritualised with the 

setting up of departments to teach it, though in many places the 

study has not to this day been separated in this way from the 

nominal or actuar control of a related subject. By no means all 

universities and colleges were hospitable to the study but its 

establishment as a specialisation was sufficiently widespread to 
~ 

t _,.,.- ,t 

make it worth the production of texts and other basic literature, 

a rough but quite sensitive·index of the emergence of a discipline. 

The body of resear~h and writing subsumable under the head of 

International Relations grew substantially - aided by the subjectt; 
/'-

proximity to a large, interested lay public - in the inter-war 

Although much of the literature wa:~ polemical and tenden-years. 
._ ' ,• ·--

tious the early academic works in the field were beginning to 

produce a corpus of narrative and analytic work cast in Interna-

tional Relations terms. ' There was considerable scope for the· 

combing of man's experience of ?,-Ilternational affai.t-s in their 
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many aspects·, historical, legal, military, etc. , in order to 

assemble conveniently the bodies of information, doctrines, and 

theories ·which were suitable elements of the subject-matter of 

the new subject • 

. The gath·ering together. of the academic _f_:r9:gments ___ usab.le in. 

the study of international relations in ·the twentieth century may 

have imparted something of historical perspective to the subject. 

This perhaps contributed to the decline of idealistic, optimistic 

formulations and doctrines in the subject. It is more likely, 

however, that this change in the .ethos of International Relations 

was a reflection of outside events and attitudes. The disinteg-

ration of the European settlement, the economic depressi6n, the 

inglorious experience of the League, and the eventual mounting of 

inter.national tension at the onset of the Second \iorld War, were 

factors which made for an international climate unamenable to 

treatment in idealist terms. The worsening situation seemed 

; decidedly more comprehensible in terms of •realist' prescriptions 

and principles, and appeared 't~ear out the contention of the 

realist that events and man's nature would pour scorn upon the 
I naive hope of improving international relations. The substitution· 

( of realist for idealist conceptions (though this was bf ·no means 

t~tai) certainly marked a development·- of ·-the r·ecently established , 

study but it would not be correct to understand this development 
) as a movement in the direction of greater intellectual maturity. 

For· the eclipse of -idealist by realist conceptions meant that. the 

misconceptions about interna tio~al r~ality wbich had emerged from 

on~, opti~istic situation and outlook wer·e being r'eplaced by a 

. ...... 

'· . -····------•,• _ ..... -·--·· ----
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·different set of misconceptions that were the product of another, 

later and more unfavourable situation. What the subject had still 
. ' . 

to achieve was balance, that is the ability to accornn1odate concep-. · 

tions .as di>verse as those· of the idealist and realist theories. 
I '•\ .-::.-.. 

This was not to· be achieved until the normative, prescriptive 
-

element of the subject was reduced and such theories began to 

·be looked upon in relative rather than in absolute term.a. But it 

weµ; something of an advance to look upon the subject from two rather 
-- ·--· --·-------

~n:an- from: simply one standpoint, however dogmatic. This stage can 

be marked by the appearance of E.H. Carr's 1939 book, The Twenty 

Years' Crisis~ a lucid and forceful statement of the realist out

look that proceeds by way of a historical and analytical exposure 

of the hypocrisy and stupidity .of the inter-\1arcloaking of national 

interest in internationalist garb. The teachings of Carr and other 

realists appeared to be confirmed by the outbreak of the Second 

-World War and the final collapse of the hopes that had emerged frQm 
Jl,·' 

the First. l 

The Second World v/ar ·was to repeat the experience of the First 
\ 

in two respects relevati¢ to this analysis: firstly, the conflict 
( r. 

renewed the general public and academic concern with international 
. ' 

affairs; secondly, the war-weariness and insecurity of peoples 

and governments threw up another organisational monument to the 

concern of men with the fate of thei~ vrorld order. Idealism was 
.. 

, not so pronounced or unanimoUsly affirmed as in the,"closing stages 
I 

of the First WOrld War, and its hold upon the attention of states~ 

men was not total. ··Much more of a balanced picture of the actual 

· is and the possible ought of the world order is embodied in the · 
\ . 

3 (London, 1939). 
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Charter of the United Nations Organisation than was t·he case with 

the Fourteen Points or the Cove~ant of the League.Q Nevertheless, 

the establishment of a new international·security organisation, as 

an integral, unquestioned part of-the peacetime order, was an 

authoritative re-affirmation of basic idealist optimism about 

the feasibility of rescuing man from himself, albeit within a 

more realistica~ly restricted compass than that of the Wilsonian 

attempt •. A new, diulted and tempered, idealism did not come to be 

established as the post-war ethos .. of the su'7>ject beca_use interna

tional developments were to vitiate the hope that 1945 would profit 

from the experience ·of 1919. The unresolved issues between the 

Soviet Union and the western democracies constituted a significant 
~ 

:pall over internationalist hopes ·even before the events and expe-

~ riences of 1947-49 which moulded their :belationship into what we 

know call the 'cold war•. The dashing of United Nations. hopes and 

the rapid 1conflict spiral' of the European confrontation, reverbe

rating throughout the world, led to the rapid resuscitation of 
:) 

realpolitik thinking and cast International ReJ...~tions into an ,. . - - /CC- -

increasingly military~st~ategic mould. 

The international situation of cold war was swiftly to 

transmute the framework of teaching and research. War and ideo

logical hostility were the dominant substantive international 
(' 

· experiences to the ,analysis of which the subject turned. Especially 

in the United States, whose second major international involvement 

had become an, insecure and critically iangerous one, the r~alist 

,interpretation of interna_tional relations was taken up as an 

orthodoxy, imparting doctrinal endorsement to defensive interna- -
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tional militancy. The realist formulations of the post-war era 

received forceful expression in the writings of Hans J. 1"1orgenthau, 
4· notably his Politic~ Among Nations • The realpolitik creed had, 

and indeed re ta ins to this day for some th~,nkers, considerable 

appeal, with its emphasis upqn the need for the state to ensure· 

its own· national security by way of military and diplomatic pre-

.... ·paredness, and its ·assertion of the 'moral dignity of the national 

tnterest•. Only in· the late 1950 1s did International Rel~tions 

begin to be emancipated from·predominantly realist interpretation, 

especially iri basic textB, and to shed the narrow focus, both 

positive and prescriptive, on the national state in favour of a 

wider outlook. The softening of cold war positions with the 

emergence of an at least partial detente in the ce~tral, strategic 

confrontation has isolated~ (in the academies though perhaps not so 

definitely in government) those who cling to 'protracted. conflict 1 

interpretations and hew to we-they distinctions. Corresponding 

'. ,;r ·•. 

to the development of a generally less harsh and strident impres

sion of the real has been a less.naive notion of the ideal; stu~ 

dents of international organisation in the past two decades have 
,:( 

come to achieve a subtle understanding of what may be achieved t·o 

better the international society by :working in the intereytices of 
the :power blocs. 

. .,,. 

The comparative 'idealism of realism' and 'realism o·f id~.al-

ism' constitutes some k:i.nd of a progression to' a- mo·re mature, 

balanced and deta-ched understanding of internati·ona-1 reality. 

Much of the present work in International Relations has effected 
,. r 

a· rough syn.thesis of both theoretical predispositions. There is, 60 

4 
(New York, 1949) 
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certainly, a remaining pole of both realist and idealist fatuity, 
•J 

. . but it is mostly to be found outside the discipline as such: the, 

John· Birch Society and the. Campaign for Nuclear Disarma1nent. are 

not properly part of the International .Relations constituency -

though for some purposes their actions and attitudes are part 
~ ------·- -' --... , .. _. .. ~- ........................ · .. , - .-·' . ,,-.. ..-· ,·, ............ ·~, ......... ~-. -- ..... "" .. . 

There is, in short, a greater, degree of 
~ 

J 

I 

., 

,, . 

of its subject-matter. 

consensus about basic assumptions ( though not about methodology · 

or research priorities) in the discipline than at most previous 

times. This has in part been the result of ·the departure from ~: 

the field of the social engineers. But among the students_~of--the 

"llb-ject,_,gener.ally normative motivations have been eclips~d by 

positive ones. In particular, there has been some lessening of 

ethnocentrism, which has often resulted from texta and·courses 
' 

· f.ocusing-up.on foreign policy rather than upon international rela

ti~ns. As J. David Singer has pointed out, study at the national 

state level of analysis is.more prone than study at the inter

national system level of analysis to the blight that he calls 

"Ptolemaic parochialism u5• During an eventful and brief five 

decades International Relations has developed through a number of 4l 

phases, unevenly and untidily; we must next attempt to·determine 

where. the subject now stands as an autonomous discipline and it 

" may be relevant to think of its content as partly, but not yet 

completely, emancipated from the equivalent of a Ptolemaic stage. 
' ' · .. ~ 

., 

THE DISCIPLINARY STATUS' OF .INTERNATIONAL ·RELATIONS 

One element in the achievement ·Of a working consensus among 

· the various ideological persuasi9!1-~cy1ithin the study. has ·perhaps 

5 11The Level~of-Analys is Problem, in Interna tionaJ. · Relations", in K.-Knorr arui s. Verba, (eds.) The International .System :Theoretical· :Essays (Princeton, 1961 )", 83. ,. 
• ... t 
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. been the common need to de fend their· specialism from external 
critics. AllegationB that international relations does not c·on
stitute a dtstinct field of study and,rlhence, does not deserve to· 
enjoy academic a:µtonomy were bound to cause its students .. to erect 
a defence, clarifying the. nature and scope of their study in ..... ---··· -··· .. ~·--·· - ........ ""·~- ·--···-···-·--··-·-· ---~' ·-·-~·· 

---·-· ······--··--·····--~---. ----••• -- >'' -- •• -·· •••••••••••• - - ·-- --

order to demonstrate its independent character. 
' 

These assertions 
of academic autonomy, and an analysis of them, vvill all.ow this· 

--section to shed some light upon questions of form in the~ubject. 

·" Some initial distinctions are called for. 1tle must; firstly, 
be aware of the difference beti-1een the fact that international 
relations do exist and the contention that, therefore, a subject 
of study called International Relations ought to exist. A point 

> 

that i~ rela~ed, but not identical, concerns.the need for us to 
distinguish be tween the normative issue of what academic standing 

~ the subject ought to enjoy and the positive issue of what degree 
of autonomy it is in practice deemed worthy of possessing. Thia 
leads us to dismiss- an overly positive judgement of International 
Relations accord,ing to which it might be inferred from the limited 
provision actually made for the subject as corapared to other stu
dies that its subject matter is less-significant than that of, 

I say, Economics. Indeed, in the nuclear era a strong case can be 
made for the proposition that international relations are pre- · 

• tl I t d I . • d 6 eminen y the propers u y for mankin. M:lthiaen has noted~in-
this connection that: 

-T11e importance accorded to a se_t of social phenomena may not necessarily be equal to its actual impor-- - --

6 Th. e h , · C ,, p.rase is a.t1.•W• r1anning's and reflects l1is crusading zeal . 
in. behalf od the subj_ect; see i also ToYathisen, Iviethodology in the Study 2f. International Relations (Oslo, 1959), 8. -

26 
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tance, and ~tis the former which is most likely 
to determine the energy devoted to its scierftific 
in ves tiga tion. 7 

l, 

The greater concern of western and \"lorld society sinc-e 1919, and 

especially since 1945, with international affairs has been reflec

ted in the emergence of the subject International Relations in 
•• • •r•' •-·-~-·-- • • ,i • ~·.-.;·~·-;_,• -•• -· • -·· •·-..,- • . ·- -· ... ··-··. ·-. -· - -·· ........... ··-. -· ····· • • •• -· - • -·· . -·-·-' .L... - • ••• -. --·· ····-· ,.. .. ~~-·----~, ... _ .. ,. .. ,_ .... ---· .... ·- .. --·-·-- .. ---. -- ·--'" ............. . ,-, . 
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the universities. But the subject has not experienced an acade-
, 

mic reception proportional to the generally increased readiness 

to think in international relations terms. ~any univ~rsitiea 

make no provision for the subject and in many more the subject-,. 

matter is subsumed.under various different heads. 

/ 
Mention of the varying provision for the study calls fdr1

~_ 

reference to the. often illogical and ap.omalous structure of the 
-. 

disciplinary su'bdiv:isions. It is necessary -to bear in mind that 

while we scrutinise the claims of emerging disciplines against the 

existing range of purportedly distinct studies there is some 

scope for the application of a double standard. 1lb.is is the result 
. . ' of our expecting a newly-propo-sed ag.grega tion or sub-division of 

studies to conform to disciplinary criteria of logical coherence 
,'I• and academic distinctiveness w~ich may no longer be met (and may 

p,erhaps never have been met) by established subjects. Quincy 

Wright, in his monwne~tal study of International Relations as a 

discipline, mak:es _ succ~inctly this point that being administratively 

deemed a discipline in the past will serve, to some degree and if 
\ .-~ 

... -~ :-_-on~J" ___ :b_y:_ def~ul t, to -confer academic legitimacy upott~a-~ fiela-of'-

. . :.~·~, . . 

I , , 

--1,\, ·"'~ .. ,,.,-~.~~----

s tudy: 

l -~, 
Once textbooks have appeared-and aeade,nic chairs 
have been established under a given name; once ~-----

7 Mil this en, .212.• cit. 1 4. 
--- -- _ ·-- -· ---·- -- _ 2.2 .. --- •-•---·• -L·•·~- •, .. ~ -•' - -,•--••••- -
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curricula have been of~fered, degrees gi;ven, and 
learned journals initiated in a given field; once 

. libraries l1ave been orga11ised accordi11g to a given 
sche~e~ a discipljne has acl1ieved a solidity and 
posi tton t1hicl1 i·c is difficu~lt to change ho\'1ever 
illogical and inconvenient that particular subdivision may in ·time prove to be.8 

·~· 

Wright's listing of some of the factors whose presence gives 

·p. 

.. to a study the focus of distinct=i:y~~~f;~----~-~_g_g~§teo. PY .. the ... t.er.m ·. - -:·-:·-,·-·-·· .. ·-· .. _: __ ---: ... , .. ----·-·:·---~· --· - ............ -~·· ..... ,~, • ,oM - • •' •- O' ...... • ••• • •• . ········-· ....... , .. '······ . • •• • •-• •- ·--~~v, .. ,_ -·• -•··~• • ~ V -- • -• •••• --•• 
·····• .................... . 

...discip1ine provides us with some helpful ca teg·ories in terms of 

which to analyse the presen·t standing_ of International Refjtio-ns. 

The subject is not, in fact, establis.hed at all major universities 

even in Britain and the United States, in v1hich c\ountries it has ./.. 

taken root more widely than in other pa.IJts of the western world • 

. Research and teaching is often focussed upon international rela

f' tions within departments v1hose rubric is Political Science - as 
~ 

at Princeton and Harvard ~ or e.s --an area of interdisciplinary 

study - as at Chicago and California. A substantial proportion of 

th~oae working largely within the subject-matter of international 

relations do so as political scientists, lawyers, histDrians or 

students of less closely.related subjects • • I Diplomatic or contim-. . . 
porary H:istory, Comparative Government,. International Economics, 

and International law, are all subjects that focus upon part of 

the international relations milieu. The fragmentation of that 

milieu as a whole which resu1·ts· from treating its economic, legal 
} ' and other ·aspects separately constitutes a denial of its holistic 

importance. ··Where International Rela ti.ans has no nlace in the .... 

·. administrative hierarchy ·of the university the subject-matter is 
usuai-1y--treatea~not so miich as subordinate but as nvn-existent .. as 

a whole. · Other subjects which, in some establishments, do claim· 

the subor4ina tion of international stud.ies. ~ toto do potentially 
8Q.Wright, The ~1;;ud;z- of International Relations (New York, 1955), ·· 25; see also CeDo:biiller 9 The ~aininJ£, 2£ S12ecialists in Inte~national Relations (i'lew York:, 19ffi~ 22 .... 3 9, and GoGoodivin (ed. J, The ·university Teaching of International Relations (Oxford, 1951), 
.58-9 .• 
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• make adequa·te provision for them but in:. practice seldom do so for 
) all aspects of international reality. The principal focus of the 

'• Political Scientist or Historian tends to be such that the 

distinct nature of in terna ti onal relations is not sufficiently 

recognized. The case for disciplinary recognition for Interna-
-~ .. tional Rela~ions, as for all subjects, rests ultimately upon the 1 , . 

. claim that only its acaden1ic .. focus makes effective provisi0n for 

th~ relevant subject-matter. The relative value of International 

Relation~~;fl terms of this utilitarian principle of effective .•.t-r.·.-..... 

provision for subject-matter, can best be assessed by considering 

the merits in t-his respect of the principal rival disciplines. 
t '• 1 I 

I 

Political Sc1ence and International Relations 

The subject Political Science, or Government or Politics,- has n 

·itself not been long entrenched in the universities, the first 

chairs being set up in such fields in the late nineteenth century. 

The subject-matter has, of course, a venerable history but its 

treatment atn organised, distinct subject has pre-dated that of 

International Relations by only a few decades. In the past three

quarters of a century folitical Science has become very widely. 

entrenched in western universities. Despite th-e recent expansion 

in departmental. treatment of international relations - as, for 

·· instance,at the new British universities of Sussex, I.ancaster, and .. 

.. - . -~·-·----···-·' ·~ .. -- -Surrey -- it- is- unli.ke,1-y that International Relations -w:i.11 b.ave 
) 

~- --~---- - become amthin~_ljke s-0-f~m13l-and---wideiy- established -by--the time 

it was reached an equivalent ageQ 

,. 

I From the earliest speculation about politicial affai:,, the 
.. 

institutions 
stude,nt of politics has approached behaviour and • in: • 

~ / 
• I 
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the context of the· sovereign community•· This context· has changed 
' 

- originally the polis, later the empire, dynastic monarchy, and 
' . 

.today the national state - but the traditional focus of the poli

tical.analyst has continued to. be on. the prevalent typical save-

reign unit. Plato's considerations on the nature of political 

life attempted to explore the philosophical implications of man's 
<. 

encounter with his fellows_ by way of examining ,the types of social , 

and governmental organisation they. set up. Aristotle, though 

also concerned with philosophical issues, was a pioneer of scien

tific enquiry and went further than Plato in the classification of 
.I the institutional forms ·of government. The philosophical and 

ethical dimensions of political a~lysis tended to predominate in 

the study throughout classical and medieval antiquity, and it was 

not until the ·modern age that the positivistic study of .govern-
,. 

mental forms and political patterns began to emerge as significant. 
. fl( The earlier political philosophers were not greatly concerned 

"" with political life beyond the sov~r~ign community, and Ivachiavelli 

stands alone as having significant obeerv~tions to make on the 

relations between such commW1ities. Even in the mod·ern age of 

Political Science the study is shaped, in its termi~ology,. tech

niques, and above all assumptions, by the nature of what (by 

comparison with international politics).we may call domestic 
·~ 

,( 

politics. The considerable body of writings that makes up the 

subject-matter of courses in political thought or theory tnus 
- -- - --------- . 

~- --,------------ __ i_n_c ____ l.----u-~d..---e_s ___ very little that either deals specifically with inter 

national relations or is even relevant to · the international 

politi;al field.9 Despite the growing impact of the international 
I 

;. · 9cr. Ivi.\4ight, "Why is there no International Theory", Intern~-
' . 

t.ional Relations, rr·, 1 (April, 1960 }·. ... --··--·- ·-···· -1 .. ------........ ~- ~--~--- .-. - ·.- --· ""--·-·--··-~ .--- --
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arena upon the ··traditional core of the study 0£ politics, man and 

his :t'elationship · to the state, that sector of political real_ity 

which is found beyond the boundaries of the sovereign community 

has been ·gravely neglected. Since international studies are 

· quite widely felt to fall within the competence of the political 

~ sc.ientist it is unfortunate that they are unexploited. The teach-
- ,,' 

ing arrangements in a large number of departments make. no or only 

·minimal provision for international politics, and where this 
C 

- does appear as a sub-field it is often treated as a special case 

deviating from 'politics proper I of the domestic variety. The 

actual experience of the subordination of international relations 

to the overall politic al field seems to suggest that Poli·tical 

Science does not make .effe·ctive provision for studying i!he poli

tical aspects of the international milieu. There are, certainly, 

possible advantages to be derived from the opportunity offered by 
• 

studying politics affairs as a whole to gain per~pective upon the 

enduring features of the political process within all milieus. 
' ' 

The P;ospects of such treatment might appear to have improved 
,., 

with. the development of behavioural emphasis and the decline of 

the formerly predominant institutional and legal approaches, hut 

little fruit has yet been borne for the student of International 

Relations b~·this development. .. 

So far,~ this. discussion of Political Science and its claim 
,.t 

to have subsumed under it the field of international relations 

_ ----------· __ ha~ assumed the latter to be a properly political study and has 

6 tressed only that international rela'tions operate within a 

milieu quite distinct from that of politics within the sta.te • 

i 
I . 
i 
L 
' ' 

,, :)·1".ij 
~ 
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But although we often-fail to differentiate between the terms 

'international politics' O! 'world politics' and the terms 

~ 'international relations' or .'international affairs'(this expres

sion tending to have a l~ss academic meaning), the latter terms 

stric-tly understood encompass what is denoted by the former and 

much else besides. Manning's description ·'social cosmology 1 
•> 

serves, though almost whimsically s~reeping, to remind us that· 

international relations are-the interactions of the component 

units of a global society that operates at the economic, pyscho

logical, philosophic~l, legal, and sociological levels and not 

· merely, and perhaps not even always most importantly, at ~,he 

political one. The balanced and rounded perspectives requisite 

to the underetanding of this global cosmos are not to be gained 

by restricting our treatment of it to the field of politics 
' 

' alone. It is in this many-faceted nature of international reality 

that we may find considerable justification for inter-discipl.in

ary cooperation, of which more below, and the pri~cipal objections 

· to confining our international perspective to that of any one 

subject. 

~n ~hort, therefore, it may be doubted whether a predomi

nantly political study can adequately treat the overall milieu of· 

international -relations. Moreover, ~ven within the element of. 

that milieu which is properly susceptible to political analysis, . . . 

the approach which is commonly adopted in departments of Politi

cal Science or Governmen·t is not the most suitable for that milieu. 

Thia·:.is perhaps the most telling: of the two objections to putting 

. 1 

,j,. 
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international relations intq the field of politic~ generally. 
·~ 

·It has particular force in the ca.a e of departments and s colars 
whose focus is upon government as distinct from politics. For 
if one's specialisation is in the field of~public law or admini-

,, stra·tion it will require a very considerable imaginative effort 
to liberate one's mind from an institutional and ·procedUI;al cast 
which is alien to the play of politics int~rnationally. The 

' common ground between the political realms is liable to be \ 

greater where the scholar's specialisation is something like the 
interplay of interest groups or political stability and revolu
tion, though such relatively greater affinity in material does 
not obviate the need for one's mind to be re-oriented towards 
the international environment. In this connection it is strik~ng 
that a lucid and distinguished political scientist, Harold la.ski, 
has demonstrated in his introductory work that the academic grasp 

. of intranational politics is liable to be accompanied by a very 
tenuous and unsa tis.factory comprehension of international politics~ O "--. ,, 
Such unsophistica.tion makes it at least arguable that Stanley 
Hoffmann is correct that greater benefits would flow from sub
suming domestic politics under international relations and thus 

_, ' reversing the common hierarchy, and that thereby " ••• we might t 
\ 

produce a Copernican revolution even bigger than the change.that· 
transformed · econo·mics when· ·ma.c·roanalysis -replaced micrana l-y-&--is tt. 11 · 

10 , Compare chapters 1-3 with chapter 4· in his Introduction !2. Poli-tics . (London, 1961). 
113.H. Hoffmann (ed.), Conte~;orary Theorl !!!. International Rela-tions (Englewood Cliffs, 19 O.), 1. ~ 
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There is little prospect that Hoffmann 's suggested inversion 

, -of the usual order will be followed (though occasionally it occ~rs 

that. provision is made for the study of international before ~.'f'·'~''':l~ 

domestic politics, as the Aberystvryth, whose s_tudy of Interna-
/ 

tional ·Politics· predates by almost fifty years the' recently 

established subject of Government), and international reiations is 

quite "vlidely regarded as a sub-field .of Political Science or Gov

ernment. This often remains the case, though \vithin departments 

pri~cipally concerned with domestic politics there ofte~ develop. 
virtually auto11omous studies of i.ri terna tional relations, with 

courses, teachers and researchers independently concerned with 
. -

that sect,or of political ·activity. Fro1n the point of view of 
.. ,,.,.,.. ..... ~·~·'"'f·~ ,.- '" .. _ ~ ---~-·-making- effective provision for intergovernmental rela~ions such 

de facto autonomy is to be applauded, though it is relevant to 

note that such a degree of independence concedes very much of the 

' case of those who press for the ~ jure recognition of Intern.a-
,-

t ional Relations. But relative autonomy is itself to be cherished, 

on the basis that half a loaf is better than no bread at all, and, 

moreover, it ma.y lead ultimately to full disciplinary provision 

for the subject. The degree of autonomy varies significantly: at 

Princeton it is possible to read for a graduate degree in inter

national relations almos.t. exclusively, and in other places the 
,_ 

provision made is merely nominal. Data is difficult to obtain 

on th·is question, for curricula and other information given in 

university catalogues often bears.slight resemblance to what· 
~~~ ~~- act-ually ·occurs. 12 

·, 
12 

1 ·. 

.. --! ' 

er. Fuller' !:?E.• cit.'. xi. 
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Before going further with the analysis of the state of - ' 
11 • 

, ' 

Int __ ernational Relations,· reference to other. related subjects is 

called for along the same lines as the preceding discussion of 
• I, ' ~· 

Political Science. 

·History and International Relations 
' 

'· 

History ranks close to Political· Science as a subject which 

lays strong claim to handle international relations. The iden-
-

tity of subject-matter is considerable as between International 

Relations and History and this factor, as v1ith Political Sc_ience, 

has caused the older-established study to assert a claim to 

control the more recently.established, Pbreover, International 

Relations shares with History more than the,subject-matter of 

diplomatic history: there is also considerable affinity with 

respect to analytical and qescriptive technique. .There are, 

however, significant areas of incompatibility between the two . ... 
.-• 

studies. The first of these is· that the historical approach ~o 
l 

international relations has tended, like that of the political 

scientist, to involye a narrowing of the focus of the observer to 

the politic_9-M.p~ct of sta tetl relations. The diploma tic histor

ian is_~aps even more prone than the political scientist to 

ignore the many facets of. international life that seem to 

clutter and .obscure analysis of the aign·ificant part -'what 
•. 

' really happened'. The se.cond area of incompatibility is obvious 

and complete and impossible to overcome.: the historicity of 

History disqualifies the bulk of international relations, the 

present and future, from its purview. 'Historians normally obey 

self-deny· g ordinances against trespassing in the realm of the 
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recent past, ~ven, because the paucity o! documentary and other 
A, 

primar:r source ma.terial renders the se~ch_ for definitive under-

standing difficult if not impossible. Though the pressure to I 

extend the historical realm closer to the present appears to 

have increased in recent decades the historian of integrity will 

eschew ·those. periods in \vhose explanation he can be no more 

than speculative ( though sue h as A .J.P. Taylor display a great 

readiness to write as publicists and shed the bounds of time). 

By contrast, the student otf interna'tional relations is used to 

working in the van, so to speak, of .historical studies, ·and impe
tuously applies the tools of the diplomatic historian's trade to 

' f,'' /). international problems of the immediate past and of the pre.~ent 
' 

·day; nor does he hesitate'·to extrapolate into the future.and to .. 
~eek after predictive success. In these respects the subject is • 1·' I ' " 

disgracefully presumptuous from the historian's standpoint. 

• 

' International Relations may not properly be subsumed under 
'--. History but it does have a subs __ tarttial dependence upon· that ·sub-

ject. Historiography provides an important body of raw material 

for the study of international relations in previous eras; an 

extensive history background is a valuable preparation for the 

s·tudy of world politics. The ·study of i.istory is, like that of 
. ' Ii · Politics, a root. of· the study of International Relations. But ~ 

J 

.... 

it does not follow from this debt that the latter should be au-

bordinated to either of the former, any more than it is the case . . 

that the manifest impossibility of studying physics wit~out the 

use ·of mathematics ip~o
1 

facto d~motes the physicist to a position. 
. ' . 
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below the salt in relation to the mathema.tician. The proper rela-
• tionship between History and International Relations is exem-

. . 
plif'ied by two vJorks by E.H. Carr, the eminent British historian 
who once worked at the Foreign Off·ice ·on .the pr.actical problems ...... ··· 
of international relations. He has contributed to the ·study of 
inter-war. Europe books that focus, respectively, upon the 
international history and the· international relations of that 
time and place. His International Relations between the 1\-10 

World Wars, 1919-193913 is an admjrably concise diplomatic his-
tory of the contemporary, provisional sort, and succinctly 
covers the inter-war patterns of the most significant national 
developments and international relationships. By contrast, 
his forceful book The Twent;2: Ye·ars' Crisie 14 covers this ground 
from the standpoint of international relations, eschewing ~ven in 
the broad detail which is all that Carr can encompass in his 
brief history of the period). even an outline of what ac,tually 
happene~; ins·tead Carr here attempts to f ocu.s upon the fundrunen
tal iasues~underlying the minutiae of international intercourse: 
the differing assumptions- about.world society, the.place in it 
of po\-rer and justice, and the nature and flexibility of th·e 
legal-judicial structure which it has. The distinction between 
International Relations and the history of international rela
tionships is cogently made by the distinction between Carr's 
outline history and his : introduction to 1.1t11e science of interna
tional relations 11 ~5 
13 { London, 1947; rev. ed. of his 1937 International Relations since the Peace Treaties) 14 .QE.. cit. 15 Ibid., Part One • 
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.. Having attemp·ted to set out the merits of treating inter.na-

tional relations in distinct, independent form instead o_f . 
.,. 

subordinating it to its principal root.disciplines, History ~nd 

Political Science, ·it remains to give some consideration_ to 

certain other subjects which bear upon its study. 

The Contribution of Other Social Sciences 

· Inte~national Law has been the most important of these 

other fields as an influence over the development of International 

Relations. Jurists have yielded a greater and more valuabl·e 

body of thought about the nature of international society than 
1\-,. .. ',.,., ..... ,.,1 .. ,._ ', 

·· have· hi'storians and political analysts together; Grotius stands 

out as the principal contributor but Vattel, Suarez and a large I 
• 

group of other jurists have had significant contributions to 

make. As a sub-field of jurisprudence the study of international 
. 

law had severe restrictions in its perspective upon the relations 

of states, but the interna~ional lawyers - finding the internatio-

nal milieu left to them by default of the early historians and 

political t~inkers - accumulated a rich body of analysis for the 

' subsequent student_s of international relations per 2!:. by going 

beyond p~rely legal analysis into examination of the social 

context of the law of nations. We are familiar today with ti~ 
sociological emphasis of legal studies in jurisprudence generally 

but the law· of nat:Lons has been :1ong treated in ter.ms of the 

society of nations. Modern students of the la~, of nations have 
. , 

continued this tradition of outlining the nature of ihternatio;llal 

socie·ty, recognising that law is an institution derived- from and· 

. . 
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. 
reflecting the structure and processes of the community in and by 

which it ha~ been promulgated. The legal· perspective is thus 

most illuminating for the student of international relations, 0 

and the best international legal writing is essentia], read:i.ng. 1§ - ---
The 1socio).ogy of international law'. towards which the legal I ..,1 .. "") ' ' • • ) 

', 

analyses of Iasswell, McDougal et al. (in their series of workS --
. 

·on various aspects of international s·ystems of .•public order•) 

and of W.G. Friedmann 1lre directed are very much dist.inct from 

the dry studies of the legal principles and rules as set out in 
the typical texts and case books. With the increasing importance 
of international institutions the sociological-legal perspective 

is becoming increasingly valuable. The emphasis is less upon 
international law as a useful 'minor' f~~ld of a course in inter

national relations, and more upon its study as an integral part 
,, of the central study. Developing elements of community in th~ 

international society make it likely that legal norms will grow r-

't 
' in complexity and importance. It is necessary, theref.ore, for 

the subject International Relations to lean heavily upon this 
disciplinary cnt.ch; this dependence does not, of course, imply ~

the suitability or possibility of International law itself 

retaining the virtual monopoly of international studies which 

it once enjoyed, a.nd which it justified to a greater extent than 
d·id History of Political Science under comparable ci:r1cumstances. 

16 
See especially J.L. Brierly, The law of Nations (Oxford, 1955 -5th, ed e), chapt_~rs ~:-I~J; also, -~i. Sctif-f er-,-~'I'he--1e-gal~eonm1u-- ------. -ni ty ~ I\fank:ind ( Neiv Y or 1{: 9 1 95 4 ) • 

17 
The Changi:1g, Structure ~ International Iaw (New York, 1964). 
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Two disciplines which are· indispensable to an understanding 
. of the international milieu are Econom.ics and Geography. 

-

For the 
international environment is obviously not to be properly under
stood within considerati<>"n of the physical 'environment and man's 
adjustment to it, _while the "economic factors of the interplay 

__________ b_~tween men's communities may .be very signif.icant elements in the 

overall relationships of states. As specialisms within these 

disciplines themselves, their international relations aspects have 
"1 

' some degree of autonomy. International Economics and Political· 

Geography 1 go beyond those par·ts of Economics and Geography which 

are relevant· to International Relations, and hence cannot be 
completely subordinated to it, but some knowledge.of them is 

essentially ancillary to the study of ~terna tional society. Such ,. 

. ' 

tributary studies may also provide valuable theoretical insights, 
as Geography ·has done with large-scale geo-political explanations, 
of varying determinacy, of the ebb and flow of the main currents 
of international politics18 - and as Economics has recently done 
on a smaller concept~al scale. 19 

Some discussion .of the re1ations~p of Sociology to the· 
field of international relations is called for, .not because any 

~ sociologists are ae.tive in asserting; propr.ietorial rights over • 

this field but because Sociology is potentially the discipline 

whose claim to overall· treatment of the •social cosmos' is 
:,. ·' 

greatest. The potential ~ather than ae·tual importance of this 
18:;C.f •. Ho and Mo> Sp~eut, The Ecologica:l_:. Perspective on Human Affairs 9 'tvith Special Reference to Interna·tional Politics (Prince-.ton,& 1~65)0-= · ·. · -19 For instance, the application of bargaining ideas to strategy • 
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' subject must be stressed, for like Political Science it has not 
in practice expanded its focus to. the reasonable limit of. the 
subject-matter. Indeed, the parallel is quite close with Politi
ea:J. Science; for, just as 1'1anning characteri.ses that subject as 

-l 
j 
l 

l 
~ . 

1 

· starting from the content of the state and not adequately;, con----------·--·-----------------.--.----------------····· 
• sidering its context, S0ciol9gy though concerned with the study 

of society in all its forms and at all its levels has in fact 
tended to focus· upon the various sub--sys tem.s of domes tic national 
society and to ignore other significant types of society like 
international society. Socioiogy concentrates principally upon 
the relationships of individuals and groups within overarching 

20 sovereign communities. Al though in the variety, explanatory 
range, and scope of its theoretical structure Sociology might be 
fe}.t the senior social science it has not yet justified its 
possible title to study international society. The efforts of 
Parsons, Shils and others to elaborate a 'gene.ral ·theory of action' 
have not yet led to any significant scope for application to 
international relations. Even though the intellectual value of ,, 
such a general theory of social interaction be granted it is 
unlikely to emerge swiftly: the recorded progress of scientific 
theory is .. characteris-ed by extensive refinement and revision. as 1' 

hypotheses fail to achieve explanatory success. and are discarded 
in favour of others. This p.rocess is bound to take place where 

.< conc~pts and hypotheses developed ~o comprehend a society of a 
20 

This vie\4 is· not widely stated; see, ho\-1eyer, J .l'l. _Rosenau,---"Pre=theories and Theories of For.eign Policy", 62-3n, in: R.B. Farrell (ed.,)>, Approaches ~ Comparative and International ,. Politics (Ev~nston, 1966) • 
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certain cohesiveness are restated for application to a social 

- order of a different level of cohesiveness. In terminological 

and conceptual· respects, Sociology is a discipline distinct from 

other social sciences to a degree which~ is likely to make. the 
• 

wider application of its putative general theory extremely diffi-

. cult. 

Having completed this examination of the pri·ncipal subjects 

which bear upon the field and st~dy of international relations, 

and having contended with respect to them all that they do not -

. both in theory and practice - raake adequate provision for the 

international relations milie¥, it remains to examine the formulae 

- un-der which the study of international relations is related to 

the organisational.and intellectual balances struck in the univer·-
.. sities. That is to say, having considered the ought of the 

autonomy of international relations as a field oi study it is 

necessary to assess the ~ of academic provision to see how far 

the ideal position has been achieved. 

THE ACADEMIC SYNTHESIS: DEPENDENCE AND INDEPENDENCE 
~ 

The section above should have made quite evident .the essen

tial dependence of the student of international relations. upon ·the 
. 

subject-matters, _and_ .t-o. 'a.n"_ extent upon the s-ubjects themselves, of 

History, Political Science, I.aw,., Economics ·and so forth. For 

though it has been here asserted that the studies cannot adequat

ely contain international relations, that field cannot prosper 

autonomously without leaning heavily _upon neighbouring subjecta. 
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This dependence is recognised fully by those, for instance Prof. 
!vanning, \<Tho press most strongly for the independent treatment of 
the international relations subject-matter. 

Interdisc~plipary Coordination __ _ 
,H Such aclcnowledgen1ent·vbf the essentially eclectic nature ·of · 

the study_has been taken in some quarters to mean that its acade-
.. mic organisation;should emphasise the dependence on other disci~ 

. plines rather than the distinct perspective which it imparts to 
tha.t which it borrows. This view qften finds expression in pro-\ 

posals tha. t the handling of international relations be _conducted 
• on an interdis~iplinary, or multidisciplinary basis, so as to 

coordinate the releyant parts of those subjects which contribute 
something to the field. This type of approach is favoured especi
ally by those- who are hospitable to instituting some provision 
for the study of international relations but who fear the delet
erious consequences of fragmenting knowledge and understanding which 

. 
. 

may flow from allowed the proliferation of disciplines to proceed ) 

unch&ked. The study of international relations would seem to offer 
considerable scope for experimentation in such, disciplinary coordi
nation, because of its extremely eclectic make-up and its-wide
a_pread lack of disciplinary legitimacy •. · Some would see interdisci
plinary arrangemen_ts _ as the best means. of providing for the fill
ing of a ·· serious academic_ void while ace ommoda ting the disparate 
contributory fields. 'Whether or not these arrangements provide 
the best academic ·vessel· for the study, they are bound to enjoy . 
favour in many quarters because they involve less concession to ' 

' the demand for disciplina_ry cJ.Utonomy. than would the establishment· 

. · .. 
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' > of a separate •departm~nt with the attendant· disruption and oppo1 ~ 

sition liable to be aroused by such a change. The advocc!.te of ( 

full disciplinary status for international relations may be 

satisfied pro tem with wha.~ h~ regard.a a.s. but a stage h-alf-way to 
his eventual objective while the academic fraternity as a.whole 

411 

does not have to extend full organisational and academic title to 
the field. 

' . 

Some evaluation of interdisciplinary arrangements is called 

·for. The .danger of disciplinary proliferation leading to the -

fragmentation of knowledge is very real but is a·· general objection 
·which should not, of itself, ·be felt a sufficient disqualification . , 

of the claims of a heretofore ignored study which ~yuappear 

worthy of academic elevation. Interdisc'iplinary cooperation may., 

however, be more worthi.ly used where a field of study can usefullly 
be· distinguislied but cannot readily be extracted from the subject-

matters of a number of fields. Examples that spring to mind 
include the study of conflict and .its resolution, and the study 

of. organizations. \lith respect to our field, to the extent that 

, interd;Lsciplinary arrangements constitute a reaction to, and ) 

progression beyond, the subordination of international studies to. 

aome one field, they are a welcome advance. Such cociper·ation may 
' . 

provide a very useful opportunity for stu·dents of the field to 

demonstrate· the value of their perspective applied to 11an academic 
bundle (made up of) history, law, economics,· political science, J 

.. 21 geography and sundry other subjects". The expertise of various • 

21 Mathisen, 2.E.• cit., 20. · • 
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disciplines can be. tapped by ga th,ering together a panel of 

economists, political scientists,_ etc., but the best interest 
-,;.;. .. of- the su_bject or field of study upon which these people are 

severally focusing t1ill _not b.e .served .unless the arrangement 

makes some provision for the co~rdination of their activities. 

Especially from a teaching point of view, the flexib-:Llity of 

\. 
·z;,· 

• 

. course offerings in Arne.rican universities is such that tae 

effort of establishing an interdisciplinary :programme cannot be 

justified if it is to present merely the sum of its parts. The 

additional element whicn must be provided by an interdisciplinary 

scheme is pr·ecisely that factor which tends to be missing from a 

degre~. course concocted by the so-called 'cafeteria' system: a 

clear focus upon the totality of international relations., as 

distinct from six or ten different, and probably in part conflic

t·ing,ways of regarding them. Th·e need is for interdisciplinary 

treatment to have sufficient coordination to impart, in Mathisen•s ' 
22 phrase, tta co:minon angle" to the overall ~:erspective upon the 

subject-matter - to _mal~e the ar!angement more than the sum of its 

parts.· The attainment of such a perspective demands rigorous 

selectivity so -tha;t a coherent, manageably homogeneous outlook· 

may be developed. To shift one's pers·pective p~operly demands an 

almost compl·ete reorientation of assumptions, terminology and tech

niques as· between most studies-;- moreover,· all of ·the participant 

specialists must be ready to make effort~ to achieve generalist 

skills, a movement wnich is against the dominant trend of preach

ing increasingly to the converted alone.. Nor·· must we p9-ss · over 
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the dangers that such residual disciplina.ry predisposi tiona will. 

lead some to carry into th·e interdisciplinary committee or board 

a substantial degree, of academic ·ethnocentrism - whi.ch 113.th·isen 

calls more plainly 11profesSional chauvinism 1123 : the illusion that 

one's own particular study is the supremE;t _ _:_road to the achievement 
~· J '-

., ,r:,},_ '--~'i :~ 

of enlightenn1'ent and the conviction that alternative roads are 
'" 

false and their advocates benighted fools. 

Coordinated programmes of the type discussed above in general 

terms have been established at a number of institutions whose 

treatm·ent of international relations is distinguished - for exa·m- J 

ples, California, Yale, Pennsylvania and Chicago. The common 

practice is for an interdisciplinary committee to oversee the 

teaching a_nd research arrangeme.·nts for ~ d~gree or degrees (espe

cially at the p·ost-graduate- level) in International Relations. 

Princeton, in the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and Int~rnatiorial ·i 
- I 

Affairs, has gone further by infu2 ing actual courses with inter

disciplinary perspectives by entrusting them to the joint super

vision of academics of varying persuasions. Yet, even where it is 

working at its ·theoretical best, such coordination among discipli

nes has a serious drawback: the inherent fragmentation and opposition. 

of subjects which results from drawing them together short of disci-

-plinary integration. In practice, of course,. the best fruits of 

-. coordination are· unlikely always to be forthcoming. It may not be 

at all fanciful to compare the western ala·rm at the prospect· of 

23 Ibid., 26 
., 
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fl the United Nations Secretariat becoming subject to the control ·of 

a 'troika' system of givided a~th~rity with the concern felt by 
» a student of international relations at his- field being disrupted 

by an unruly t~am, of more than three horses. · For it is the e.ase 

that "every discipline tends to develop its own way _of looking at 
things 1124 and the particular training of a student will hamper both 

his abili1ty and his readiness to achieve a generalist command. of 

J the various aspects of a subject-matter such as inte~national 

relations. The most diligent efforts n1ay result only in mastery 

of the several aspects - economic, legal, etc. - of that subject

matter instead. of in grasp of it as a_ v1p.ole. ·db.at the interdisci

plinary approach r,-nn-et impart, in other words, is the perspective 

and s~ill of the specialist in international relations, ~hough at 

its best it may provide the opportunity to beco1ne acquainted with 

many of its aspects as a generalist. The inherent limitations of 

this approach are not eradicated unt~ coordination is carried 

over into the provision of a co~e of courses specifically designed 

to tie together the various threads or aspects of the field. And 
~ 

' 

when this is done, an interdisciplinary scheme has been for all 

in tents and purposes transmuted in to an integrated disciplinary 

treatment of international relations - i,,;he,ther or not it is expli-
- . ·-·-·--- ... -

-------- -----·--·----c--~- · · . -·c1tly ·ackno·wledged to be such. . For according to ou:b .: p_reviously 

•····· wrought criterion of 'effective provision', a study which brings 
I 

to the study o,i,<.if..~ernational society a focus upon its distinct 

nature ·is .effectively the proper study - International Relations • 
. / 

24 
Ibid., 25. · 
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While recognising_ the vaiue of interdisciplinary coordinat·ion as 
', 

~ mating some provision f~r the study of a .much neglected field, it 
would seem reasonable, therefore, to assert that the disadvantages 
of such highlight¥g of the many aspects of international reality_ 
include the major one that the central essence of the subject-, 

/ 

matter may be eclipsed and ignored. This disadvantage can only 
be reduced to a significant extent by tal~ng up instead the 
integrated perspective of the "unitary approach1125 • 

Disciplinary Autonomy 

' .. ;,,A Apart fron1 the alternatives of maki:q.g no provision at all 
and of making ersatz provision by the expedient o,f giving some 

... one subject an international 'slant', the development of an r' 

independent subject is the other·m.ajor device for accommodating 
, the study of international society •. \Jhetl1er talcing the form of 

, a distinct, nominally independent department or _not, the study 
can be regarded a·s having effective autonomy so long as it. does 
_in fact focus upon international relations and engage in an 
eclectic search after a synthesis of their various aspects. But 
the maintenance of such a focus,· governed by the requiren1ents of 
the international subject-matter and not ·oif some other subject-
matter, is best secured by the endowment of separate disciplinary/ 
departmental facilities. 

. The case for such treatment has been urged most consistently 
and str.ongly over the past several decades by Professor. C .A.\v. 
Manning, oc.cuparit for more than thirty years of the Ivlontague . 25 · 

Ibid., 28. 
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Burton .(originally Cas'sell) Chair of International Relations at 
' 

• the University_ of London (tenable at the London School of. Econo-
mi.cs and Polit,ical Science). I~nning, · until recently tl1c holder 

of one of the 1nerely four chairs in the subject at British univer
sitiesf6 devoted much of hi9 intellectual force and 10 energy to 

the advocacy~of expan~ed attention to the study of international 
society and especially to its treatment on a unitary basis. His 
views are prototypical of the school which seeks to have interna
tional relations subsumed only under International Relations, 

'--a~d they are worth close attention. Before enquiring into I13ming's 
position it is necessary to acknowledge that not all the students 

of international relations of eminence share his insistence upon 
a unitary, independent provision f0r that study. Distinguished 

scholars at Harvard, Princeton and elsewhere in institutions 
which make no such separate provision .for the study thus endorse, 
at least implicitly or nominally, the subordination of the field 

of international relations to some other subject or range of sub---....__ 

jects. Some students go so far as to explicitly reject the 
position urged by }nnn~ng - as does, for instance,. J ... w. Burton, 

who avers that: "International affairs is -not a discipline. As a 
t . t d . b t · f · ld' · f · . ' 112 7 erm 1 escri es an ex ensive _ie o enquiry ••• ~ 
26 

Aberyst1r-1yth (the first, 1919); L.S.E.; Oxford; Edinburgh. The latter tv10 ,are not departmental chairs, and Edinburgh's is not full-time. Though the subject is longer established at Aberystwyth, qrily at .LeS .E. could a first degree be taken solely in International Relations (and at University College 9 London, ,which still lack:s_ its ovm chair in the ,s~bject). Recently- chairs .have been established a.t L3.ncaster, Sussex, ·soutl1ampton, etc. 
27 Peace Theor1: Preconditions 2.£ Disarmament (New York, 1962), v. 
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Professor Manning's eminence in the study, especially in the 
··British academic orbit, has resulted in his being charged with 

rapporteurial duties at a number of conferences and meetings -
which have addressed themselves to the ongoing debate about the 
status and autonomy of the study. He prepared the report that 

·, issued 

of the 

from the 1950-52 Unesco enquiry into the university teaching 
28 subject , and he was the major contributor to the parallel 

assessment made under the auspices of the Internatio:o,a·l Studies 
~- ~ 

~. Conferen.ce29.:. · in wh.ose proceedi~gs 119.nning has been influential 

. as parti~ipant and as spokesman for the conf eremce in. its dealings 
. with its sponsoring.body, Unesco, and with rivals for its function,. 

such -as the International Political Science A.ssociation.3° 

Manning sees internaritional relations as a field of study 'whose 
status in the universities (and in intellectual thought generally) 
is analogous to that of e·conomics a generation ago, 31 before it 
became established as a distinct, major disciplµie. He is inclined 

.~ 
~ . to see in academic organisation a structure which changes frequently 

. in response to . .a ,.process whereby fields of stud·y are defined, they 
produce disciplinary embryo, an:d are eventually accorded status, 
as legitimate disciplines. A more appropriate analogy might pe 
th~ ~tudy of political science, itself a major obst~cle to the 

,.. 

disciplinary acceptance of International Relations. This continuous 
28

M3.nning 1 ~· pit. 29 G.L.Goodwin (ed.), The University: Teacli-ing .21 International Relations (Oxford, 1951). 
30The .International Studies Conference, established under League aegis, passed un.der .un·esco but survived un~il only 1952, when the sponsoring organisation deemed its work to be duplicating that of the I.P.S.A., V.Jl1ich claimed International Icelations as one of its four major concerns, and hence ivi thdre,,.1 finance o See C.A.ti o I~~nning, "Out to Grass - and a Lingering Look Behind", International Relations, II,6 (October, 1962),~355., 366 et· seq. 
31Goodwin, 2!?.•. cit., 12. 50 
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but by no means automatic remaking of the disciplinary mappa 

, 

mundi has resulted in the emergence of international relations 

as a subject-matter distinct enou~h for it to des,erve disciplinary 

treatment. It is, at least,-· an· emerg:Lng discipline, a subject-in-, 

the-malcing, even where it may still be nominally \vi thin the bouhda 
· 32 of some other study. This process of emergence generally pro-

vokes opposition on the part of those subj eots l?eing as1ced to 

lose a field of competence v1hicl1 they have traditionally enjoyed. 

As we have pointed out above, it, is hardly a compelling response 

from the subject which is being divested of part of its subject

matter to as.sert that arrangements have been very sa tisf.actory 
' 

in the past. For the advocate .of the new subject will be schis-

matic precisely because he believes past provision for the s.ubject

·matter in ivhich he is particularly intere?ted to have been quit~ 

unsatisfactory •. Manning has made this point in his characteristic 

oblique and yet pungent· prose: 

' 

Granted that inter11a tio11al relations had indeed 
been taught in departments of political science. 
Equally, literature had been sold in drug stores. 
M.3.ybe there v1ere potent reason.s for classing so1ne 
sorts of lit~rature as a drug: but their avaiiabili~ 
ty in drug stores was not itself conclusive on the 
point.33 

i'he intellectual merits of such cases are· often, sadly, not very 
\. evidently cons~dered and the provision which it is decided should 

be made for a particular subject reflects the b.alance of power 
i 34 ~· in university cormuittees. It is a fact of a·cademic ~ife, that 

32 
Cf • .V.ia this en, .2E.• Cit., 31. 33 "Out t'o Grass 11 ; on. cit. 1 365. 34 ~ Ibid., 365 et seq.; University Teaching of Ii1ternational Relations (Ma.nning), 26. 
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"the question· of-what, in academic arrangements, should form part 

of what, is not in general purely a question of logic but largely 

one of local tradition and .. conv-enience".35 

36 Political Science makes much, as we have noted above,, of 

the argument that the .subject-matter-and techniques of it and of 

International Relations are so similar as to demand common treat

ment. The deleterious effects upon Political Science of hiving 
'---

off international relations are pointed to; 37 it is asserted that 

"the distinction between international relations a:hd the rest of 

political science is purely one of emphasis and specialisa tion 11 .3 8 

The affinities between the fields cannot be denied, though ips~ 

' facto an affinity cannot be held to demand the subordination of 

one to another, though it obv:iously calls for close mutual inter

est. The reductio ad absurdam of the 'affinity' arg~ment as 

presented by Robson and others is apparen.t if we consider the 

study of sociology: "In a word,. has any of sociology's neighbours 

a theoretically unimpeachable title to exist at all? 1.39 Affinities' 
.·1 

must be expected,.for what they are worth, to abound on the acade-

35 Ibid., 47. 36 s,upra 1 29-35, 

''\, 

37 W.A. Robson, .2.E.• cit., 63-4, 66. · -- 33 Ibid., 64. 

39 C.A.W. Ivla.nning, Univer~ty Tea,ching 2£ __ the Social Sciences: Int
ernational Relations, .2.E.• cit., 47. 
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mic landscape. Hence, it should be understood that- they reflect 

the inevitable ambivalencies and uncertainties that arise when 

ne1r1 disciplines emerge from a field dominated by .old ones; they 
.. 

should 11ot be regarded as justifying· the renewed imposition of 

outmoded hierarchi·cal I.relationships. It is necessary· to recognise, 

as Pr'ofessor Rob~on himself observes, that 11 ••• university organi-
.. sation is not fixed immutably like the laws of the lwiedes and 

Persians but •• ~ like 0th.er· human arrangements • • • can be ~ltered 
- . - , 40 

to meet contemporary needsrs. ~Jith Political Science, as with 

certain other disciplines, International Relations shares many 

affinities but its claim to separate treatment is one. which has 

resulted from weighing such ties against what appear more 

important disciplines, and henee presenting a claim for autono

mous treatment to the court of academic public opinion. 

Though the assertion of this distinctiveness has been made 

above in relation to the. oth~r disciplines from which Internatio

nal Relations has sprung, ·it is worth emphasising the nature of 

the distinctiveness here in this discussion. The basis of the 

distinction is essentially one of focus, though the focus is 

upon a subject-matt~r which is importantly different (in practice 

more than ;i..n theory) from those ·of related fieids, and though 

that.,·subject-matter may call for. somewhat distinct methodological 

-devices and co,ncep·tual schemes •. The specific perspective of Inter-. 

national Relations is one far wider than that which characterises 

PolitiC'al · Science and a number of other fields of study. In the 
40 212.• cit., 67. 
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formulation cho·sen by fi.1anning: 

For international relations, as for ecology, initial interest is in the environment, and the· interrel'atedness of everything vJii.thin. In political science, as in psychology, the initial interest is in the individual organism, and its r-elationship with everything vJi thout.41 

.. It is because of this distinet focus that those who are convinced t 

of the value of using it assert that "work in international rela
tions ••• should be administered by a separate international 

. 42 relations departipent". It is certainly true that "· •• there is 
no method peculiar to the autonomous branch of knowledge of which r· 

(international) relationships would constitute the subject 
!D.atter 11 ,

43 but the dis"tinctiveness of this study does not rest 
upon its possession of an exclusive armoury of analytical_ tools,· 
explanatory concepts, ftnd so on. 

I 
I 

I 

In this 
. t 

and other important .,, 

respects Interna tion 1 Relations is an independent discipline that 
is perhaps ~lmost niquely dependent upon other disciplines. It 

"" I is not necessary ·or a subject to have methodological compactness 
and uniqueness; nor is it necessary in order for a study to be 
distinct and tonomous that it be distinct in a 'functional' ·1 

sense, direc ing its elf to a unique subject matter. But it is 
necessary. for a di-stinct discipline or field o·f study to be 

-character·sed by a substantial element of either one or the other 
kind of ;fuiiqueness, either methodological or functional. 44 

( 
{ 41 ' - .. ' 

42 
ui{i/e:5,~t;r Teaching 9..f. the Social ~iences}/~··cit., 74. 
Gr¥ys on Ilirl~, _rr~1e · '?wt~d~ 2f ~n terna tional Re.la tions ~ .Amer.ican Cq1leges and Universities (I\few York, 19_47), 85. 

.• 

·S . 

... 

· ,'" 4 3 1 -· 
. Ji. Vernant in Good~1in (ed.), op. cit., 4_L ~------- --- - ----~---·· 44 z __ ·-- - · - --····· ~-- -- --··- . 

f. Ivanning in ibid. , 3 8 • 
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In conclusion, the most appro.pria te form for the study of 

international relations would seem to be that of the unitary 
.,; 

" . approach. _ Though this may effectively be provided \·1i thin some 

department other than a department of international relations as 

such - as is the case, largely, in the treatment of the study 

under the_aegis of the department of political science at Prince-... , 

t·on - it is best secured by conceding to the st·udy its autonomous 

disciplinary status • This will secure that the various e_lements . .. ,,___ . 

·· ·• that go to make up the methodology and perspective o_f the subject 

\'lill be more than synthesised; they will be fused into a coherent, 

,..L.-

integrated unitary understanding. It is appropriate that Professor 

~nning's words finally describe the rationale and the potential \.... 

of this perspective: 

45 

••• an understanding of life is a unitary achievement; and not just a concurrent understanding of so many 
unconnected themes, economic life, religious, poli
tical, social life, and possibly more. A purported 
understanding vJhich conceived all these facets of 
existence as presented in dissociation from one 
another would scarcely be an understanding at all. Essential, surely, to any genuine insight is the 
principle of wholeness, of integrality, answering 

-.-to the irreducible altogetherness of t~many 
45 a~pects of existence in the universe as they are. 

Manning, ibid., 16. 
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qp.apter 2: Iss~es of Substance: Theoretical C,ontent a?d · ·status 

To shift attention from form to substance is -to move, as Michael 
Banks points out, from a controversy now largely stilled to one 

f . . . f. 1 o growing signi 1cance. With International Relations now quite· 
widely established as a nominally or actually independent disci
pline the legitimacy or otherwise of its status i·s an issue not 
often talcen up. But vrithin this roughly agreed disciplinary 
framework, and resulting from the entrenchment and expansion of 
the subje·ct in the post-war period, there has emerged a more 
fundamental debate on the scientific-theoretical character of 
International Relations as a field of study_. 

e ,,• •• 

., 
. ' The term 'debate• would appear to be appropriate in this 

connection for in this pe·riod, and particularly over the past 
dec.ade, the aocumula tion of researc·h and :publica tj..on - mainly 
American - of a scientific persuasion has clarified attitudes 
and led to the emergence of distinct, opposed vie1t1s on the metho
dological priorities for the subject. Speculation on the tµeore-

~ 
tical nature of the -subject, which ha..p become ,a common feature of 
the prpfessional journals and of· gatherings of academics., has 
increasingly been characterised by the polarisation _of views. The __ _ ,, 

recent appearance in the respected journal World Politics of two ·· ' 

articles2 addressing themselves to the que~tion or· the theoretical 
' , 

··-

111Two Meanings of Theory in the Study of Interna tic:;mal Relations-n, '! . Yearbook of t·lorld Affairs, vol. ·20 (London, 1966)~ 220-40. 
,·· = -

2 Hedley Bull 9 "International Theoi'y; the Cas-e for a e-1asi;;ica1-App=----,- ----r-o-ac--hn, XV~II, 3 (Apri~, 1966), 361-77; and I~'lorton Ka.plan, "The New Great 1'ebai;e: Traditionalism vs.- Science in International Relations", XIX, 1 (October, 1966), 1-2Q. 
) 
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status of International Relations has focused attention upon the 

positions of the 'classical' or 1t~aditional' approach on the one 

hand and the 'scientific' school' on the other. A consideration 

of Hedley Bull's advocacy of. the former methodological persuasion 

and Morton Kaplan's response in the terms o;f the latter vie'Npoint 
' "' 

crystallises the issues valuably for our purpose·s •. 

CLASSICAL AND SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVES 
,r 

\ · Bull's article was originally presented, in January, 1966, to 

the tenth Bailey Conference on the teaching of International 

Relations in British universities •. The author, then Reader in 

International Relations at the London School of Economics and now 

Professor at the Australian National University, purported to be 

making a case for the classical approach to the subject; bu~ he 

sought to do so ~egatively, by way of a critique of the aspirations 
,~ :I' . 

,. ... ', •,. .t,· 

and procedures of the oppos,d, scientific school - and especially 

of one of its most prominent adherents, Morton Kaplan, whose 

System and Process in Internationa
0

l Politics3 can be said to have 

marked the emergence of that school. 

Bull defines as classical: 

••• the approach to theorising that de.rives. from phi
losophy, history, and law ••• characterised above all 
by explicit reliance upon the exercise of judgement 
and by the asswnptions that if vie confine 011rselves 
to strict stan~ards of verification and proof there 
is very little of significance that can be said about 
inte-rnational relations, that general propositions ••• 

· must therefore derive from a scientifically iraper-fect 
process of perception and intuition, and that these 

--------... ---·------- general propositions cannot be accorded anything ____ _:_: 4 

__ _ 

.more than a tentative and inconclusive status appro- Cj 

priate to their doubtful origins.4 · ~--------3 (New X or k, 1957) 4Bull, £12.eCit., 3~1. 
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• ' I A method of enquiry governed by these assumptions has tradition

ally predominated in the study of world affairs but ha·s recently .. 
C .. 

been criticised and discar~ed by those aiming, ult,imately, at 

the scientific goal of 11 ••• a. theory of international relations 
whose propositions are based upon-either logical or mathematical 
proof, or upon strict empirical verification 11 •

5 ,The adherents of 

this school c~nceive of themselves as riding the wave of the 
~ure and expect confidently to displace the classLcal- approach 

as the orthodoxy of the subject and replace it with the scientific. 
This goal has probably been ~attained in the United States, though 
in the British academic community the scientific ~~proach is not 

j 

yet predominant, though the·--fid·e does. appear to be running in.,its 
{ 

favour·(as reports of the reception of Bull's paper at the 
·\ 

.... Bailey Conference would suggest). 

The senior occupants of British academic International 
D Relations citadels are, however, largely hostile to the newer 

methodology, arid' Bull acknowledges frankly that this·response 
· springs 

much less from any reasoned critique than it does from feelings of aesthetic revulsion against its language and methods, irritation at its sometimes arrogant and. preposterous clain1sj frustration at 

,· 

. '- . 

(an) inability· to grasp its meaning and employ its 
tools 9 ~ pr·iori confidence that as an intellectual enterprise it is bound to <>fail, and professional insecurity induced by the awful gnawing thought that it might perhaps succeed.6 ' 

Nevertheless, Bull does not 'believe the classical repudiation of 
the --scientific approach flows entirely from considerations of 

5· Ibid., 362. 
6 . 
Ibid., 363-4. - .. 
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the scientiff·c approach has contributed and· is likeiy to contribute very little to the theory of international relations, and in so far as it is intended to encroach upon and ul tin1a tely displace the class i--
' cal.approach, it is positive~y harmful.? 

. ' 
This con vie tion . B~li proceeds to justify by an· enumeration of the 

I, 

l . shortcomings of the scientific theorists as students "Of interna-
tional relations. 

'-· 

Firstly, he asserts- that the subject-nfatter is not amenable 
to a strictly scientific treatment in that "the capacity for 

' .... -judgement·rr'- requisite to the management of an enormously complex 
field redolent with r1101ral probl'ems must be foresworn if one is to 
follow the "course of intellectual puritanism" v1l1ich is character
istic of .scientific enquiry. 8 Not only the framing but also the 
testing of hypotheses demands the exercise of intuition and 

calls for ua rough and ready observation"9 which the scientifica
lly pure'~" must esche\v. itlithin the terms of the scientific code 
- drawn from the image of 'hard.' science which thia school of 
theorists seelcs to emulate - Bull hence asserts that fruitful 

. ~ . ..,. 
.. 

A 

treatment of the most fundamental issues in international relations . i 

cannot take place. As a consequence, members of this school ten·d 
in fact to "• •• devote themselves to peripheral subjects - metho
dologies for dealing with the subject, logical extrapolations of 
conceptual frameworks for thinkingt'>about it, marginalia of the 
subject that are susceptible of measurement -or direct observat-ionu. 10 

Alternatively, they adopt the.classical approach - unacknowledged -
in their work. This constitutes Bull's second proposition: that . . ~-J . . -the only illuminating_ contribu"t;_iQns from th-e;-eG-i-ent-ifi-e SChQQ~ 

----'----_ __.__ -----·- :--· 

7Ibid., 366. 8 6,. Ibiq., 3 6. 1
0Ibid • I 367 • 
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such as the insi.ghts in the yrritings of ·T.C. Schelling - have been 

' derived by the relaxation of strict scientific standards and the 

admittance of the exercise of judgement in.the classical mode. ' 

Bull doub:ts the possibility of developing a cumulative, 
f' 

integrated theory on the subject and sees little prospect of 

moulding the disparate theoreti.cal languages and conceptual frame

works into a durable, homogenous basis for significant progress 

towards the theoretical content of the natural sciences. For, 

given the notoriously intractable subject-matter - a vast number 

and range of relevant variables, resistant to con trolled experi

ment (leaving aside the· question of human involvement and ·suhj°ec-

tivity) because permanently in flux and containing a substantial 

elen1ent of the contingent - Bull expects that the theory of the ' 

subject "will remain indefinitely in the ph·ilosophi~al stage of 

constant debate about funda1nentals" and, hence, tha·t the moat 

enduring and useful of scientific theories \-vill provide but "par

tial ·and uncertain guides fl and ,will enjoy a status comparable -in 

11~ this respect to tha .. t of classical ·theories~ · 

Within the, to Bull, limited scope for scientific theorising 
J "'-. . . . that the subject-matter permits he discerns a number of methodolo-

\ 

gical failings which further compound the overall inapplicability :.,, 
I•. /"! ._·li'(f ,! . 

of s,.cientific enquiry. The first and most serious methqdological 

distortion \.vhich Bull cri.ti:c·ises is the readiness 11of many of these 

.. , 

•,• 

. ' __ writers .to .cas.t .. their .. theories :Ln----the-form- of. &--4-e·l-i-bepa-t--ely .. ·- - _____ __... __ ~- ·--·-

simplified abstraction from reality rs. 
' 

12 
The building of the-ories -

11 Ibi·d., 370. 12Ib. d 370. -
J. • ' ~ .. ---··· 

.. 
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·,~. has been too ·much equated, in Bull 'a view, ,~ith "the construction 
_ and ·manipulation of so-called 'models 111

1 
13 the term being fashio

nably and indiscrim.inately applied even to mere ana:;l_ogies and to 
elaborate metaphors. Use of models, in the strict sense of the 
term~ is favoured by th~ scientific school because they abstract 
from reality sufficiently to allow the exercise of rigorously 
deductive reasoning - logical or ev~n mathematical - to which 
the richnes.s and complexity of the sµbject-ma tter is not oth~r.~ 
wise conducive. Bull main ta ins that inductively derived · empirical 
generalisa ti-on is a methodological process J·qui te capable of 

producing such insights as have so far -emerged from deductive 
systems of axioms and theorems (i.e. from models, in the formal 

sense). Moreover, it is his view that the model-builder's propen
sity to abstract from reality may allow him to fall victim to a 
serious lapse from proper scientific metho,d, namely: 

••• a dogmatism that en1pirical generalisation· does not allow, attributing to the model a connection with reality it does not have, and as often as not distorting the model itself by importing additional assumptions about the world in the guise of logical axioms .14 "'" 

,..,,, .. ,,, 'He goes on: 

------- -~- ----·- --.... --~r--~-----·-- -·-· 

. The ver.Y intellectual completeness and logical tidiness of the 111odel-puilding operation lends it· -an.: air of authority tr1hich is often quite misleading as to its standing as a statement about the real world.15 ______ ~--- ·---·-~ ~--

Kaplan's System ~d Process epitomises for Bull both the ambition 
and the failure to achive it of the abstract model-builders. Of 
Kaplan's. application--of systems. theory to a range of real and ,> 

}1ypo~hetical international -oystems, variously ·structured and 

differently functioning, Bull declares it to consist of 11an ip.tel-
13Ibid., 370. 14Ibid., 370.- .15Ibid., 370-71. 
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exerc J.B e and no more". ,, 

lectual He indicts Kaplan fQr abstracting 

from reality to such an exterit as to lead to arbitrariness in 

the selection and depiction o,£ the six systems discussed and· ·for·

failure adequately to n1ake reference back (in~ the case of histori

cal or existing systems) to empirical data • 

'I'he second major objection Bull makes to the use - or rather 

misuse, in his terms - of scientific method by the scientists of 

international relations-is to their over-fondness for quantifica

tion-. This, the "supreme ideal'' of scientific precision has by 

some of the scienti~c theorists been distorted into "a fetish 

for measurement"17 .. ,wit11out sufficient regard for the qualitative 

differences. between variables, and even within categories of 

. similar variables. The attempts by Karl Deutsch and his collabo~ 

rators and pupiu.e-t. notably Bruce Russett, to measure the social 

phenomenon of community feeling in the many expressions which it 

;has in international-relations are par_ticularly criticis~d for 

this fault. Their analyses allegedly fail to discriminate quali

tatively among the components of int~r-state 'responsiveness' -

such as trade flows and diplomatic fransactions - which they tre t 

quantitatively. Bull concedes suggestive value to such work but 

doubts that the scientific quantifiers have added to our knowled~e 

of the subject, except ''where they confirm some intuitive impres- ,• 
, · · 18 . 

sion we already have". 

Bull certainly acknowledges that "there is a need for rigour 
... ·;.., ---

and precision -in the theory of int.erna tional politics", but he 

main ta ins (in 

16Ibid.: 372: 

the first o·f his propositions positively making the 

17Ibid.' 372: 1-8Ibid.' 374. 
I 
I 
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case for classical·methodology) that "t~e sort of rigour ·and pre~ 
.. 

cision of which the subject admits can be accommodated readily 
- i r" .. 

enough within the classical approacb. 11 • 
19 · This is not to say, 

¥ 

hov1ever', that all scholars of the classical persuasion have 

always attempted, let alone succeeded, "to define· terms, to obser-

ve logical canons of procedure or to make assumptions explicit". 20 
• 

Al though Bull can ci.te · Aron, \valtz and Hoffmann as exemplars of 
-,- . 

.-
,, t' 

the classical method, B<?ientific at once "in the sense of being 

a coherent, precise and orderly body of knowledge, and ih the 

sense of being consist._.~nt with the philosophical foundations of · 

d · ., 21 h ta d d ft h . mo ern science·, sue a n ar s are more o en onoured in the 

breach than in the observance by those who would regard themselves 

as of the classical persuasion. As Bull himself recognises, the 
.C::,-;.__ 

\failings of classical practice - as d'istinct from classical method ' 
I l'i~-

\. 

in theory - have done much to foster \vithin the field a climate 

favourable to the scientific school as, at least, ·~ protest 

against slipshod thinking and odgmatism". ~2 

·He concludes his article with a return to the attack upon 
• . t!f ... 

' the scientific appr9ach, lamenting that its practitioners '~y 

cutting themselves off from history and philosophy, have deprived 

themselves of the means of self-cr~ticism, and in conseq~~nc~----• 

have a·view· of their subject and its possibilities that is callow 

and brash"e 23 -. He ~ecapitulates the, index of errors he has 
r· 

:eromulgated ·-·in the f.oregoing, and abjures us fron1 taking the 

"fa.lse path" blazed by· the scientific theorists; we are bidden to ,. 
recognise that in the appropriat~ "hierarchy of academic priori--.·-
1 9-23.IB. d , 

J. • ' 375. 

...... ..,.._ ... 
,• . 
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ties 1124 for International Relations the classical approach, at 

its rigorous and .consistent best, must be predominant. 

r 

That the editors of World Politics should have chosen Morton 

Kaplan (one of their own number) to contribute an article in 

reply to Bull's piece is appropriate not only because System and 
\ 

Process was the main target for Bull's strictures, but also 

because in that work and subsequ·ent writing Kaplan has revealed 

himself to be one of the most committed of those who advocate • 

scientific treatment of international politics. In tone rather 

,~--~ less polemical than Bull's article - and as a reply to what went 

before, somewhat circuitous and even irrelevant at times - • 
Kaplan's 

"The Ne\..; Great Debate: fyaditionalism vs. Science in International 

--Relations" is an uncompromising, even rigid, statement of the 
------------- --------

scientific faith. His rebuttal of Bull's 'classical I ca.se, which 
,;;,. '~ 

. ·-,~, 

he prefers to call 'traditional' and is' epitomis~d in his view by 

E .Ii. Carr's _ critique of scie11tific theory as much as by Bull's, is 

couched largely in terms of the philosophy of science,. In this 

respect, the controversy is not joined on gTounds that make the 
7 • 

opposed formulations readily comparable. 

,·,:-:. 
Kaplan deals ·at the outset 1,.;ith what-is perhaps the sore of 

the traditionali~t case: the contention that political affairs, 

involving human purposes and values, constitute systems of action 

which fall very substantially within the realm of the contingent 

and are, therefore, not amenable to the scieiitifically. detached 
.}'j 
,:;, 

and objective treatment of subject-matter which characterises 
~ ~ 

21j.Ibid. , 377. 
,.~ •I • 
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the physical sciences. Rejecting the formulation of this case 

that is presented by E.H. Carr, 25 Kaplan cites a number of syatelll8 

of- bahaviour all of \vhich "can be investigated by scientific . ~ .. 

methods" though not necessarily ''by the procedures of physics"· 26 

Al though "specific explanatory systems must be developed for 

particular systems" and ''the theories, explanations and tools 

used may differ from those· of the physicist, they are part of 

the general arsenal of science". 27 I ' 

"I 

The observations of Bull upon scientific theorising begin 

"to be more directly met by Ka.plan's examination of the role of 
.... /. -
intuition in the generation of scientif~c hypotheses. He stresses 
' J /. 

t'he dependence of all /cientific innovation upon the intellectual 

procedure 

and notes 
. .. 

/ 
I 

/ 

of intuttzon, encompassing inspired or educated guesses, .. - ,./ 
~ / 

. 

its responsibility for many major" discoveries. 28 For 
·····--------··· ... -.--0--.------,------,·--·--------··· ····----····~. ·----------·--- .. -· - . -----~-----------·----~, '.,.. '.-- . ', .-. "• . 

scientific advance in this way ta utilise the uniquely complex and 

sophisticated computer that ia the human brain it is necessary, 

-as Kaplan points out, for such int\l.i tions as emerge to be articu

~a ted scientif1cally, precisely, to allow~of their verification 

or· falsification - without which science cannot advance. "Even 

intuition requires the techniques of science to prepare the base 

on which new intuitions develop_", Kaplan observes. 111111.e point 
., 

~ 

may be·- put more 'succinctly: 11:Newton could not have had Einst.ein•s· 

intuitions". 29 The importance o~ intuiting in the £ramin5c_of 

hypotheses is not, however, at issue in Bull's article. He 

acknowledges dependence upon intuition in this function to-be 

~. ·.,' . ',.. 

" 
common to both hard science and social scfie~ce~O and he-' could be 

25 . . t 4 26' 27Ka l The 'lwenty Ye·ars' Crisis, 2.E,• ci .,3- • .;. ·, pan, ~· 
28Ibid., 3. This point .ii put more trencha'.ntly in the paper b 

.Joynt, "International T}_1eory: the Case Revisited", 3. 
2 9 · · t ~ 3 OB 11 . t -z 67 Kaplan, .2.E.• c1. • , ,1 • . u , 2J2.• ci • , ;; • 

C.B •. 
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expelJd·to agree with t~e emphatic statement of Einstein himself 

that: "Th·e re_ally valuable factor (in scientific investigation) 

ia int11ition". 31 \fuat is really in contention is Bull's viev1 ·l 

that we are nutterly dependent" upon intuition or 'judgement' in 

ithe testing of hypotheses,· as wel.l ~s in: theµ formulation. 32 

A related issue is that of ·the kind of judgement that Buli 

feels to be necessary for treating the moral questions ir,ith which 
~ 

~ the subject-matter is replete, questions ''which cannot by their 

very nature be given any sort of objective answer, and which can .-
·, 

only be probed, clarified, reformulated,.and tentatively answered 

from some arbitrary standpoint, according to the method of philo

sophy11.33 'The human observer impinges upon his subject-matter 

irretrievably, according to Bull, so that 

i;/.J 
·_· __ ·:.>a~:<'c·. I ·.i;.i•t 

' 
' I\~ 

·I? 

' -

---·u• • ""~'"''''"" .. ''" · •. • ·-••-n1•• ••"--"•~.., . ., .. _, • - ,.., .. +• -•.,_,..:,....;./, u,,.,,..,;.",,:~~•~·•~ .. ~~.,~-,--•o.•~-•·-•••·0,--•~"-"--~•.-.,.•·-4--~ ,.,,,_,~._.,,.._.=--·"'"''''~=·>U.·>•••~• .... ,-,,..,_.,._,.,,_,, •. ,.,._.,,._,.,.,.,~-,, • ., • .,,-~u .. ,,,.,,,., •• ",.,., •. _ • ~-•--· -•• ··-- ,,.,,_.,_,, ,~. • -·~•~,,.~·- ~,,,,..,, ,,µ•~.,,..__,.,u ~•••~.,_._.,, •"'""··•...._.vu,.,,~, ,.,_,,.,.,_..,,......,,,_,.,. _ ___., .. ._rn~ •• .,,,_~, ... ,..._., . ....._......,._._,~., . .,._.._.,,....,u~.• •·~·--· • • . • •• " • • . • • .• _• ·•, . '• ~· .- -• ~ • : • • ; • ..... T. • • • · the theories we produce and the affairs that are 

f-----

L. 

. , . 

. theorise.d about are related not only as sub¥ct and 
object but also as cause and effect, thus. -ensuring 
that even our most innocent ideas contribute to 
their own verification or falsification.34 

This view has been pungently ,stated by E .H. Carr: "Every politi-
l't/ .. 

cal judgement helps to modify the facts on which it is passed. 

Political thought is itself a form of political action".35 _ 

Kaplan answers such contentions by asserting that the 

·biases and motivations and sympathies of scientific observers can 

be compensated for scientifically, to allow comparably accurate 

study of :systems of bahaviour that are ·not susceptible to "the 

deterministic ~dels of physics 1J 6 as well as those that are. 

31Q. in Joynt, 

34Ibid., 369. --
2.E.• 

" " 

cit., 3. 

35carr, 

··...: ~- ., 

32Bull, 

2J2.• cit,, 
/,> 
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212.• cit., 367. 33 Ibid., 365. 

5. 36T\B_ 1 
1 p an,. 2E..• cit., 7. 
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He recognises that it may be difficult to comprehend scientifically 

a given environment or system of behaviour for a number of reasons; 

the intractability of human affairs in the face of the scientific 

approach may result, he points out, from a complexity - a great 
' / 

multiplicity of variables - which now defeats, and may always 
., . ,, '. . ...... . 

d-efea t, such explanatory theori"es as man disposes, rather· than 

from th~:- sp·ecific. compl:i:cating factor of purp9se. l'Jeverthele·ss·, 

it ·is Kaplan's belief that "Many of the major problems of macro

scopic international relations ••• do appear to be manageable" in 

terms of the scientific approach. 37 It is the ability to demon

strate the validity of such expectations in practice - and not 

philosophical-methodological dispute - as the crucial test of the 

aspirations of the scientific school. 
. . 

~plan declines to meet in general terms the traditionalist 

objections presented by Bull to the enterprise of erecting a science 

of the subject characterised by "precision, rigour, quantification, 
. 8 

and general t~ He prefers to examine Buil-'s criticisms in 

relation to l)articular contributions of the scientific type., He

begins v1ith his own rmajor work, System and Process, putting 

fort'lard as an initial defence the contention that its strictly 
-

deductive, scientific-theoretical· character has been exaggerate,~ 

by Bull, and by other critics including Hoffmann, 39 prior to criti

"·· cis~g it for shortcomings as a deductive analysis~ ,.. 

The connection between· the structure of international systems 

and the behaviour of their unite which is postulated as the basic 

' 37Ibid., 7. 38Ibid., 7. 39Ibid., ?-8n. 
/ 
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hypothesis of his boolr is jus tifie.d by Ka.plan on the ground that 

it is a reasonable initial premise_ upon \·Jhich a tl1eoretical 

structure may be established and subsequently e.x:amined empirically • 
. . 

, No such thorough historical appraisal of l1is application to inter-
. 
national relations of systems theory has been carried out as yet, 

Kaplan sta'tes. He concedes that were such examination under·taken 

certain mocfiifications - for instance, the elaboration of additional 

types of system - mignt sugges_t themselves, but these would be 
" 

more readily assimilable within the comparative systems approach· 

than within traditionalist analytical frameworks. His systems 

theory is thus given the ata tus of a cone eptual framework having 

heuristic value, rather than that of a watertight general theory 

of international politics. The need which his theories therefore 

present for empirical analysis its~lf justifies his use of mod.els 

I 
( 
I 
1· 
I 
t 

I 
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for their presentation, he suggests. For the for1nulation of 

theories as models makes explicit theoretical assumptions and the 

extent of their validity, since they allow of' verification or 

falsification. Kaplan ~eadily admits that: 

The degree of confidence we place in our studies 
will never approach that which the physicist has in 
the study of mechanics (although other areas of 
physics may present problems ~s bad as those of 
politics) •• • 1- ~ "'-

,._. -i __ ' . 
\ 
' but he contends that: 

~-· •• wci.thout theoretical models we are unable even to 
make the disori n1;i na tiorus open to us. and to ~xplore 
these questions to the ,ame degree of depth.40 

Moving from his own work to that of other scientific theo~ 

rists, Kaplan stresses the significant differences.. among those 

40Ib.d . 
J. • ' -- 11. :'·:·"-·. •: 
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figures· whom Bull chose ·to criticise in comrnon (despite his paying 

lip-service to the fact of the diff~rences of approach and en1pha

sis between those he singled.out for particular attention in his· 

general indictllient of the scientific schoo1t1 ) •. Kaplan himself 

declares a number of reservations with respect to a number of. 
" -procedures utilised by the scientific theorists, principally upon 

\ 

the ground of their appearing inapplicable to the subject-matter. I 

. ' ·He feels it a fair question, for instance, "whether small -group 

. r. 

simulations reveal more about· small groups simulating international 

rEllat.ions than about the complex pattern of international politics 1142• 

While simulation is avowedly useful for generating hypotheses, 

Kaplan doubts its ~~lue as a procedure for their confirmation. 

Bull's assertion that the valuable insights of Schelling's 

work derive from traditional rather than sqientific-enquiry is 

1 
I . 
J· 
! . I 

,,., .·.1 
'\:~{ 
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·i 

ness in his case for classical theory - the fact that precise-and 

. rigorous theorising is very much the exception within his school -

in pointing out that insights of the kind Schelling has produced 

... 

u. 

did not seriously enter the literature until the 
questions posed by game-theoretic_ analys.is directed 
attention to them •••• 

He goes on in this vein: 

Game theory has only limited applicability to most 
problems of international politics, but we are 
hardly l~kely to learn from the tradi tionalis-.!.--:..s.----~----------c--~ 
what these limits are and why they exist.43 

.\ ''.) • ' 'l·,. 
• II l• •, _1 • 

.. 
'O. 

In Bul1 1s criticism of the scientific approach, Kaplan claims 
,;~ 

to discern a ·case of ensnarement in the "trap of traditionalismn44 : 

indulgence in both over-particularization and unre1ated generali-
41 Bull , . . t . 6 .2I!• . CJ. . • · t , 37 • . ' 

4 3Ib. d 1 ., 14. 

42 
Kaplan, 2E.• cit., 13 

44 . 0 

Ibid!:., 15. 
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zation. _Certainly, Kaplan admits, the complexity of the subject-. 
. 

matter constitutes a limitation upon the applicability of theo-

retical~formulae. , 

But it is not enough for the traditionalist 

like Bull simply to state the existence of this obstacle. Since 

it is the case that "different subject-matters and different de<!-
/ 

grees of complexity require diffe~ent tools of analysis and diffe

rent procedures 1145 anyone interesting himself in the task of theo- -
rising mu3t attempt· to discern to what extent a particular theoreti

cal contribution is imped~d by the complexity of the relevant 

particular aspect ·or portion of the subject-matter •. Instead of in 
r:r 

this manner determining the lL~itations upon particular general~-
\!' ' sations of the subject's complexity the practitioners of the classi

cal approach, contends_ Kaplan, have produced 11a great mass· of · 
11 

. , detail to which absurdly broad and of.ten unfalsifiable generalisa-

; · ., ·- .tion.s are applied". Such vague and arbitrary traditionalist · 

theories as those of the 'balance of power' enjoy currency notwith

standing "the vaun~ed sensitivity to· history" cla_imed by Bull, and 

,. 

this is precisely because of "the lack of art·icula ted theoretical 

Structure in the traditionalist approach 11. 
47 Their hypotheses C!ii 

being tes-table empirically it is those of the scientific persuasion 

48 who are really "usirig history as a labora:tor.y for their researches"• 

----- ---~---~--· -~ - . -·-

Another argument against the scientific treatment .of social 

and political affairs that is often asserted by. traditionalists 

as associated with the problem of complexity, but as having 

distinct and considerable importance of itself, is the problem·of 

the contingent element in human affair~. Kapl,a.n· conside.rs this 
•. · ,.. .. very br.iefly, adducing one example from physical science - the 

45-48Ibid.; 15. ' ,!;--
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phenomenon~ of supercondu .. ctivity - to show that scientif{6-<theories -

can be developed to comprehend the occurrence of surprises within 
' . 

their subject-matters. He admits that thia is not to say that 

physical science can· accomnH?da te theoretically all "novel phenomena", 

and that the prospects for a general ·theory''"of international rela

tions perfo·rming a comparable function are far less good. Using 

his own previous formulation, the objections of Bull and other 
IJ 

traditionalists to a scientific explanation of a subje.ct-matter 

incorporating so large an element of the contingent or accidental 

,cannot be so readily dismissed; for they are asserting that the 

specific application of certain specific scientific methods to 

the sp~cific field of international relations is liable to 9e 

vitiated by the scale of contingent occurrences. ~plan himself 
/ /' 

' may only assert in ~esponse that the refinement of scientific 
' ~ . . 

theories will allow the 9ontingent factor to become manageable. 

Both contentions enjoy at this stage the status merely of expres

sions of faith - though the onus of'proof for the more ambitious 

formulatioD.t inevitably falls upon its advocates. • ·-...,l '
' 

' . 
~ 

--~ -- ~-~---- - -- - -- --~ - - -

(. 

-.,:. 

A more satisfactory response is given to Bull's charge that 

sc:j.entific theorists mistak~. for ·concrete reality the models they 

have deduced abstractly from it. The model ·is admittedly open to 

such misuse but the empirical generaliaa tions with .-.1r1hich the- tr-adi

tionalists prefer to state the interconnections of variables are 

not· commonly made explicit - and hence falsifiable - as are the 

contentions incorporated in abstr~ct models. Hence, 

.. it is -rather the ~aditionalist, whose assumptions 

71 > 
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are implicit rather than explicit and whose state-
ments are made usually without reference to conte~t, 
who is more likely to mistake his model for reality.49 

He goes on, referring specifically to English political science: 

The traditional techniques with their inarticulated 
suppositions, their lack: of --specification of bounda
ries, and their aln1ost necessary shifting of pren1ises 
create a much greater danger that their implicit 
assum1Jtions ,,.rill automatically be applied _to reality· 
and a much greater sense of complecency than do sci-
entific methods.50 ~ 

• 
Moreover, the traditional theorists are no·t saved from such error 

~ 

by the discipline and support of philosophy, whose perspectives 

Bull ·claimed as the exc'lusive attribute of the classical school. 

Kaplan doubts that the practice of this school can justify the 

monopoly of philosophic insight which Bull claims for its methodo

logy.. The traditionalists, viewing philosophy~ as "elegant but 
. , 

. undisciplined apecula t?-on - speculation devoid of serious subs-

s tantive or methodological concerns 11 ~
1 have in Kaplan's opinion 

totally misconstr.ued the nature of the subject and the applicability 

to it of scientific theorising. 

These two articles have been examined in detail not solely 

j for the illumination which they throw upon the theoretical r ~~- -- - ~-:~:~~~~:- of-::e ::~j~~::-~ut also because the conception of both 
. ' 

' ·~ 
' 

.. , ...... ··' ..... 
\ 

,.,,,, ......... . 

,. 

, writers that there __ is a basic dichotomy between the classical and 

the·scientific approaches~ one of the few matters upon which 

both are in agreement - is a very commonly entertained view. Thie 

str~ss upon a 'great divide' within the subject& is, however, dan,g~r-· 

ous and may be misleading. ~part, of eourse, from the practical -- . 

disadvantages of disunity in the field of study it is possible 

~hat a polemical debate couche·d. in terms, of the Bull-Kaplan 
. "' 49 . . . . .50 . 51 · · Ibid., 17. Ibid., 1~. Ibid., 20 •. 

ex-
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change would totally obscure the real scientific-theoretical 

nature of International Relations and have an .extref11:ely deleteri

ous effect on the subject's progress. The polemical objectives 

-.0 I both i~i--t.ers in the World Poli tics article's have resulted in 

a strengthening of the already quite -wi~espread impression that. 

the discipline houses ~-vo w_arring factions, f.ollowing intellectu

al_ly incompatible methodological paths •. It may be, however, that 

_the real as distinct fror.a the· ~pparent significant lines of 
' 

difference within the field c.ut across. the classical/scientific 
\ 

division. Within .both the (predominantly inductive) classical 

. '.' 

l •. 

/,.' .. · ' 

__________ . __ .. ----., __ _ _ _ _ ~chool----and--~the ____ (pr.e.clo1ninan.t_~y _ded uc_ti ve } ___ s_c ie n t~f_ic ____ s c_ho_~_J .. _____ Q_f _____ t_h_e __________________ . ____________ _ 

Bull-Kaplan dispute there are analytical theorists whose standards 

of logical. coherence, precision, and rigour give ther.a more in 

·. common with kindred spirits nominally within another school than 

with those of their own who es~~ew theorising altogether or whose 
.. 

theoretical work is not informed by sufficiently high standards. 

The possibility that such comr~1o·n ground - perhaps substantial -

,:; may exist between the best theorising of both wings of the study 

' 
is an important consideration to which it will be necessary ~o-~ 

--· ------·'-··-,·-'·-····-········ ·r-e·turn··belovr.---· --Be£-ore-- doin--g---e-o,---it- -wil-1---be. he:Lpf_ul .. to ____ a_t_t __ emp_t __ a _______ ---·---·---··--·--·-·.·· -·--·---·---

more dispassionate analysis of the theoretical substance of Inter-

. national Relations, and at the minimwn to settle upon the meanings 

of the terms in which to treat the issues. This task is the more 

necessary since Bull and Kaplan are themselves 'idea~-types' of 

ideological hostility on this question, and neither would be whole-

!.', 

heartedly supported in hid judgements by all of the allegedly 
~ J 

coherent schools which they seek to line up behind th~ir respective 
,, . 

.. ,·~----

standards. We must be careful to avoid polarising t·he discipline 
I .. ,.t, .... __ , . ., 

., 
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into reactionary obscurantists shielding_ themselves and their 

indolence behind an ostensibly c-lassical methodology of the conven

tional wisdom, 52 and presumptuous advocates oJ a new wave whose 

brashness and naivety takes the form of the delusion of 'scientism'. 

The necessity of keeping such images in check demands from us an .... . 

'·. '·,·, 
: ' ' 

''» '. 

effort to understand what we are talking about, to rescue from the 

murky, polemical limbo in. wh·ich the·y are fallin·g- · the notions- of· 

science and theory. 

••·••••••.-••••,••••''', •. :•, '•-'•~•._,• ••o••• •••-••· ·-·--------

i 

THEORY AN]) SCIENCE 

'Theory' is an expression widely and loosely understood to 
.... 

dehote the realm of ideas as distinct from that of their applica-

tion. Any form of activity - diplomacy, for instance -· is commonly 
.. 

conceived of ~a carried on acc~rding to the different frames of 

reference of 'theory I and 'practice'. For certain types of acti-

vity, under 

thing of an 

_, 

some circumsta\ces, there may be felt to exist some

antagonism between these two perspectives. Marzy aspects 

of life furnish us with suc-h experience of the conflict between 

theoreticians and practical men, and _the notion of a dichotomy 

between theoretical and practical aspects of reality is part of 
.... 

the common stack of human_ th.ought. __ 
•• ••••••-•·-·-••-•"' '""'"· ·>--,'"·.•-•··•·:, .. ~~-'. --~-· ~: .. :'~ ·.·,., .• _,., .••. -- .. -·•••..;.-·---·~·.:_· •.• ;.,_,_ . ...:_., •.•• ,_. •••,•• _ . .:.,.- • ·······• ··•··· .,. ... _• .•·.,.._, .............. · •'',• ••_, '··~.u,:, .... ·.' "-.. _,-,-,•-·--··•--•-.. --··•-•···-

' 

Academic enquiry and instruction are· pursuits which are·· 

vvidely characterised as overly, even exclusively, theoretical. It 

is much lamented.in Britain at the present -time that the universi

ties are, _allegedly, 'ivory towers' of detached, scholarly con~em.- .,.q 

~ 

plation. It is complained that the research priorities adopted 

bear no relation to the productive ·needs of the community at large;· 

52 . . · . . - · 
It ·J.S arguable now that the cpnventional v1isdom has taken the 

;form of' the scientific approach already. in the United St t . a es and 
that the process hae gone a long way in_Britain, too. 
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even those disciplines, such as engineering, whose relevance to 

practical concerns is considerable are held to have been unduly 

interested in research projects whose applications may be obscure 

and unimportant. That we should use the term •academic' to 

con·note disregard for pra~tical r'~afity is indicative of a general 

belief that intellectual theorising is. an. activity irrelevant to 

the everyday round of production, distribution, and exchange. 

Compare, for instance, the old saw, 'those who can, do; those who 

can't, teach'. The prevalence of this tendency to regard the a.ca

··deµiic._ as. a parasite whose· worth to society should be demonstrated 

in terms of 'productive output' valued beyond his cloistered exis

tence 'is such aa to alarm some, like :Michael Oa.keshott, 53 whose 

attachment to the pure conc-ep:t;ion· of the classical academic tradi

tion .is unrelenting. 

The gross generality of this notion that there is a dic~tomy 

between theory and practice is obvious, and the academic. community 
r 

would not accept it as correct. Nor, were the question more 

·carefully considered, would people generally hold· that it iB 

rec1sQnable. rigidly to compartmentalise the theoretical and the 

-practical modes of experience. 

interwoven in any balanced corpus of knowledge in whatever field 

of endeavour. The interdependence of theory and pr-a-etice extends 

to quite· simple tasks - the making of a· table, or even the felling 

of a .tree to provide the materials to that end· - · although the 

considerable ~nageability of activities in this category may 

- - e-o-nduce to their appearing to be entirely ·within the realm of the 

practical and owing nothin·g to a theoretical. _element. It is because 

53see "The, Study o~ 'Politics' in a University", 301:..33 in his 
Rationalism !E:_ Politics and other ~ssays (London, 1962). 
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of such confusion that theory is still widely, albeit often uneon-· 

sciously, equated with sterile intellectualism. This is not the 

~ppropriate place ·ror further examination of the comp~ex and · 

deeply entrenched false· identity, .but it remains here to suggest 
,,,&, 

·that the c.onfusion 'may have some relevance to our purpose in 

that it perhaps rests on a. m~f?taken_ equation of theory with purely 
• 

abstract reasoning. Although these are widely an~ loosely used 

interchangeably, their equation is misl~ading. This will be made 

clear if we attempt to understand more clearly what is meant b1 

theory in an academic context. 

Within the academic community theory is unde·rstood to have 
; 

a precise and explici~~. meaning which it lacks in the world as a 

whole. In the laym~n's .terms, the whole of an intellectual disci

pline is theoretical in the sense that it is concerned directly 

with the world of ideas and only indirectly with ·the world of 

things, but only a resticted area of the apademic's field of 

study~-~ his terms properly theory. Any field or subject

matter which is ~ubjected to ~cademic treatment tende to produce 

......... ~ body· _or_ knt?~~~_dge. It -is principally to that body of knowledge, 

cumulatively developed, that we refer when we· talk about Economics 

or Social Psychology as subjects or, disciplines. The accumulated 

knowledge is of various types, as is evident from an examination 

... ~ . ' . 

-·· . 

of the literature extant in:any subject. The largest category, 

except in the~case of disc~plines in the earliest stages of deve

lopment, will be that of information - more technically data -
~ 

concerning the subject-matter. Within most fields there wil1 be 

an enormous variety of such ·data; · to take the example o·f History, 

76 
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do·c-umet1,tary records of· Cabinet meetings, memoirs of participants 

( in such meetings~ and the analyses b1 historians of such meetings, 

all constitute different typet! of historical_ information about 

what, !a. fact happened, of differing philosophical status but in 

·esum all statements that are relevant data for the historian. 

diversity of such empirical data is very much greater· between 
1/ 

The 

various, even kindred, subjects than within. individual ones. The 

r,esults of experiments to find what colour litmus paper turns 

when dipped in chemical solutions of differing compositions, as 

well as records of the diplomatic intercourse characteristic of 

international crises in the nuclear age, are portions of the 

enormously variegated knowledge that we have gathered of the 

real world in its many aspects by the processes of empirical 

enquiry - i.e. by the various forms of observation and experiment. 

Empirical data, though the largest, is not the only· categ~ry· 

of. knov1ledge and it cannot of itself impart understanding - as 

distinct from knowing·. Thia limitation of ~mpirical data ini11ells 
',f 

.i-

the development of a, generally smaller but more important, fur.ther 

discharge the essential role of organising what we know in order 

that we may understand what \-te know. · Only on the bas iS--Of aueh 

ideas can we explain observed facts about the propertiee, ·behaviour, 

. or relationships of things. To comprehend · the 'why' of the differ- . 

ent colours assumed by litmus paper requires an idea or ideas that 

.. 

I • 

\ 

I • 

· - --s-eem plausibly to account for the 'what' data obtained from dipping __ ·_ 

it into various solutions. Without such ideas, to which we 

comn1on1y· give the names 'theory' or 'concept', we are unable to 
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organi~e or explain the information at our disposal, which ·thue 
.. 

lacks meaning or significant value - it remains a jumble of dis·-

para te, unmanageable, inconceivably variegated and inconsist·ent 

information. \vi thout theory,. to adapt a notio11 from cybernetics 

and communications science, our network of knowledge would be I 

totally characterised by 'noise'. 

The crucial importance of explanatory ideas or theories is 

perhaps. properly considered as having two facet~:· organisation of 

knowledge, and explanation of what' we lmow. A field of study 

which cannot undertake very ambitiously to explain why - and ., 

International Relations, by comparison with the most developed 

fields of study falls into this category - can at least devote 

some effort to organising its information ao that it knows what 

it does know in the empirical sense. Only by such processes as 

the categorisation of data can a bo.dy of information be ordered 

r 

• 

so that its true significance is apparent. The coherence of a body j 

of knowledge is likely to reflect the success of its students in 

developing a set of valid orga11:ising.·principles; this level of ' 
· theoris~ng is quite widely described as the activity of elabora-

··---·---------'----

ting 'conceptual frameworks', or to use James Rosenau•s recently 

suggested term, the actl,vity of developing 'pre-theories, .54 Of 

course, the distinction between this process of working out what 

it is we lmow and the -_other kind of theorising, at.tempting, to 
. 

establish answers to the why questions that arise out of tha 1; -what, 

is not always clear and explicit, indeed, it is not always properly 

appreciated by those who are engaged in the general activity of 

theorising. It is worth, therefore, examining the relation.ship 

51i'.See his "Pre-theories and Theories of Foreign Policy", in R.B. ·Farrell, (ed.) 2.E.·c·it., 27-92. 
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which ought prop~rly to obtain between the two ldnde of theory, 

organisational and explanatory. 

So far in this discussion, the fairly clear distinction 
- ; 

·b-etween organisational and explana ~ory theorising has been apt to 

give the impression that they constitute stages of.theoretical 

-~j 
analysis, the former being a necessary though not always suffic-

ient precursor of the latter. In practice, this order of 

reasoning, though it may seem ~ost logical and natural, is not 

always followed. The development of disciplines that have come 

to rank as highly theoretically structured does not bear out any 
,r 

such tidy conception of the process of theory-building. :Explanatory 1 

theories - it will be understood that theory is in this connection 

not assumed to have connotations of correctness or otherwise, but 

only to denote what seems in a particular- time an~ place to explain 

adequately the relevant observed facte, as did Ptolemy's view of 

the universe for a considerable length of history - of some genera-
. 

lity can quite often be found to exist in fields which have a quite 

inadequate body of pre-theory. ·International Relations still has 

a considerable body of such explanatory ideas in the form of 

_ de~criptions and ana~ses of 'power politics' drawing their inspi

ration from p~ilosophical-psychological concepti6ns of 'human 

.--

" 

nature( which do not seem to meet the demands of the information 

at our disposal, such as it is, concerning both" man's nature and 

the behaviour of his communities in their relation5 one with 

another.- -- - The important point to note concerning such theori~s" -. -

is not their inadequacy_ pr falsity, ~hich has been forcefully 

demonstrated,55 but their elaboration without very careful atten-

55.~ the 'animus dominadi' school of !~Iorgen.thau and other. 'power 
politics' theo:ris-ts, see C .B-. Joyn_t and S .s. Hayden~ "I-'Iorals 
and Politics:· the Current Debate", Canadian Journal &f ·Economics 
and ·Political Science, XXI, 3 ... (August, 1955), 354-3627 
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tion to ,the facts a.e lmown. This is not to say, of course, "that 

theorising can take place a·t the explanatory level without &llJ.=; 

reference to· data.. The two pole-s of logical reasoning - dedµction 

and induction - are at one in their dependence upon a modicum of 

data as a·condition of theory-building. Though deductive reasoning 

certainly appears to differ from reasoning· of the inductive variety 
.. 

to a _considerable degree in respect of its dependence on ·the accu-

mulation of information, it would be an absurdity to regard~ 

priori reasoning as possible with.eu.t:_-a~;-·faetual·· framework. E_qually, 

the· inductive method of reasoning~ posteriori does not.completely 

eschew theorising until the process of data~collection and -organi-
-

sing is completed. In practice, pure induction is rarely to be 

found and thinking that proceeds from the particular:to the general, 

" as with that v1hich proceeds to the general from the part·icular, is 
' . ·\ ,. 

an ideal type or pole of reasoning and does not take into account 
~ 

the blurring in practice of general causation and explanation, on 

the one hand, and particular cases and empirically established fact, 

on the other. It is within the mind of the theorist that the 

activities or processes of explanation and information-management 

are inextricably interwoven - or one might say, muddled. The 

preconceived impressions generated by the initial, minimal---aata 

gather,ing exercise without which theo·rising cann·ot, as we have 

. --~id, take place wil-1 have a s1:1batantial influence upon the expla

natory hypotheses which form when the data is analysed. Likewise, 
. 

in a dedugtive rather than indu-ctive exer.cise of reasoning, the 

influenc-·e of th·e·ory, upon the selection and treatment of' ·data 

will be consid.erable. 

j/ 

., • ··so.· ' .. 
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The analysis so far has established the meaning of th~ory, 

and before moving on to a discussion of the connected notion of 
" science it will be useful to defin·e briefly what we are to under-

stand , by theory: a principle or body of ·principles suggested to 

or·ganiae and explain observed facts or, phenomena, varying in form 
• 1 

. ' I and in status from s·imple concepts, of.
1 

highly specific application 

to elaborate doctrines or systems of ideas purporting to impart 

insight of considerable generality. The individual hypothesis, 
. 

which is the technical term appli~d to a formulation asserting 

a particular theoretical explanation, may in ultimate terms be 

either true or false; its degree of validity as_ an explanation of 

~bserved phenomena at a given time may or may not be amenable to 
:~. 

' investigation upon the basis of which we can rest confident judge-

me·nt. Halley's Comet may not, for instance, be expected to appear 

in our lifetime according to certain hypotheses concerning its 

passage through the heavens, and this will severely limit qur 

ability to test the validity of these hypotheses; historical en

quiry.pro~ides a retrospective laboratory, but one of very ques-

. tionable accuracy whose records may be felt· inadmissable aa the 

basis for purport~dly scientific extrapolation and utilisation. 

The furore provoked by the publication of Immanuel Velik.ovsky 'a 

Worlds in Collision56 is instructive concerning this particular 
______ ......_ __ 

,. 

,, ~ 

realm of enquiry, and has some general implications for the acti-

vity of theory-buildingo r-

The question of theory-f~lsification and -verification leads 
~ -- - --... --- ~- ----- -~~---- I , 

----- ----- --~ ~--------·-----·--·--------------~-,--~ 

us naturally into a discussion·or \"'/hat is meant by science, it 

b.eing a scientific process that is· implied, in elaboratin'g and in 

.56(London, 19.50) 
~ ·. 
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testing theoretical propositions couche:d in 'if-then' form. The 
. ' 

# perational meaning of science and scientific must be established, 

but. it is necessary to note also th~ common or lay interpretations 

of the terma • In English it is comn1on usage to restrict the 

term .. science as descriptive of the study of physical and natural 
. " . phenomena exclusively. This identification seems to have arisen 

. 
because ~hysics, Chen1istry and the other studies concerned with 

portions of the natu~al and physical universe were the first 

disciplines to engage in systematic formulation of testable propo-
' sitions and, hence, to accumulate significant bodies of confirmed,. 

' explanatory theory. The subjects that are referred to as . 'the .. 
sciences' in lay usage, are thus the most developed and advanced 

bodies of knowledge from a theoretical point of view. For our 
' purposes it will be helpful to gives these sciences adjectival 

qualification and call them the 'exact' sciences, or looaelt the 
J 

'hard' sciences. This us.age is necessary since the term ·science 

.is not properly restricted to the most advanced studies but can be 

more widely taken to e11c.ompass ·all studies which deal syetemati-

, cally with their subject-1na tters. The nomenclature of many fields 

reflects a movement away from enquiry informed by the assumptions 

and methods of 'the humanities' towards more scientific procedure. 

International Relations is generallI_~deemed to be one 'of .the so-
! 

. called 'social sciences ', though ~t iB ;/not there.by· asserted tb.a t 
its theoretical-scientific content a~d procedure is even as 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

sc·ience-li..k.e as its sister social sdiences which have become 
I 

! 

known as the 'behavioural sciences/: Psychology, Sociology, and 

Anthropology. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Other than these three studies, the social sciences . I 

I ' . I , 

·in g·eneral might be a~pr?pria tefy described. a~ the 'inexact• sci-
/ 
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ence:s. This point \1ill be expanded upon belov,, ll\tbut it is necessary 
· firs·t to establish the general nature of s·cientific procedure, 

whence it will become clear how scientific ar.e these inexact aci-

ences. 

~ 
' 

:I 
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We may start from the acknowledged fact that the exact scien
ces are the most scientific of all studies. The strict definition 

\ 
·~ 

of science and scientific procedllre does not, however, differ other 
than in degree from the defi11itions thereof which would be applica
ble to other disciplines broadly regarded as scientific. There is, 
that is to say, one set of scientific criteria, though it is to 

be expected tr;i.a t the canons of scientific method will be variously 
applied in.different fields. What characterises a scientific 

study is broad· conformity to scientific procedure and a commitment 

to m.ove progressively in the direction of enlarging the scope and 
intensifying the application of the suitable scientific techniques. 
In more concrete terms, to be scientific is to engage in the elab
oration and improvement of theory. But it should not be felt that 
there, is any equation in· the meanings of science and theory, though 

"<l. " ~ ' '. 

the terms are alike ip describing the general area_ of thought 
that might be called 'organised explanatory, ideas'. .The· principal 
criteria to which an exact science conforms (and thus the paradigm 

n of science in general) include systematic, rig~rous analysis; th~ 
formulation of hypotheses in ternia which allow of confirmation, · 
whether by deduction from self-evident ax.a.oms o·r by empirical en
quiry, through o be erva tion . or experimeri ta tion. To these ends, aa 
a particularly important .instance of the general requirement of ' .. 

-· ,_explicit, consistent procedure, stress is normally laid upon a. " .. ,.;.• 

. ' 
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high degree of quantifiability. of the data concerned. The degree 

to which this requirement is met obviously· conditions the extent 
··~ of -experimental rep_licability and of deductive calculation and 

quantification is thue a general ru-le of thumb guide to. \1hether 
or not the subject concerned is an exact science. The bundle of 
scientific criteria suggested here is properly widerstood as cha-.. 

racterisine;1the pure or ideal-type science. In practice, some 
studies· wl1ich are wi_dely accepted as among the exact sciences. 

may completely lack one of these prime scientific attributes. For 
example, Astronomy is a branch of science in which experimentation 
of 'any sort, let alone under controlled, laboratory conditions, is 
impossible of attainment. Again, the subject-matter of the various 
biological sciences is not readily amenable to quantification. 

Bearing in mind these limiting conditions, we may attempt a defini
tion couched in relative rather than absolute terms: science is the 
name we give to a field of a·tudy-whose knowledge is systematically 

G 

organised and formulated upon precise and explicit lines, and whose 
procedure is governed by rigorous application of logical reasoning 
leaning as far as the subject-matter will allow upon quantitative, 

. experimental and deductive methods. The superior type of science -
that which conforms to a fairly high degree to this model of scien-1 

t.ific method - is not closed off by any absolute barrier from 
- ----------. - studies which aspire to-follow the path blazed by the exact sciences 

-~· ···-· .... .• · ... - --~ 

C -

' ~nd which _employ. techniques of logical reasoning, make., proper use 
. ·or the rules of evidence, etc. The test-tube and the controlled 
.. , experiment are particular. tools of the scientists I trade but they 

are not universally applicable to those fields of endeavour.which· 
are felt to· belong among the sc.iences • 
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Having proposed op.erative definitions for both theory and ,,, 

science it is appropriate to relate them. Science properly under-
. . . ~ stood enco_mpassea theory,- in that the organising a?,d explanatory 

principles of knowledge · which we Uffderfftand as theory are an impor

tant component of scientific re~soning and lmowledge. Briefly, 

a science must be theoretical, but thepry does not have to be 
\ 

scientific. _Theory organises and explains but it does not have to 

do so scientifically - though there is probably wide agreement that 

it would be a·good thing were all theory to be, in a relative 
"' sense, scientific theory. The distinction between these two typee 

of knowledge and understanding, science and theory, is not idly 
.. 

-

made; it has considerable relevance to tl1e social sciences generally 

.'!'.• 

and to International Relations in particular. For the burning 

issue of S\lbstance which the suoject ·faces is: how far is, and 

ought to be, its subject-matter amenable to scientific-theoretical 

rather than simply tl1eoretical treatment'i 

-
THEORY AN:D S·CIENCE IN· TJIE SOCIAL SCIElfCES 

It has bee~ noted above that the cluster of studies that con

centrate upon aspects of the social world are ,,now comn1only known 
• as sciences, social scienc~s. However, we must approach this 

usage with care. Just as the rtomenclature itself gives no conclu-
- . aive reason for coniining the term science to·the exact sciences, 

- - - - -·-- --· --·-- - -- - - ----~- ------------

the readiness of economists, sociologists, political scientists, 

amd even historians, to ~tyle themselves social scientists is not 

_alone sufficient proof for the contention that is thereby implied: 

that Economics, Sociology, etc., are scientific to a more than 

nominal degree. In the social studies field the· term science is 
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-currently sanctioned by fashion: the paradigm of disciplinary 
I devel·opme~t and theoretical progress is the model provided by 

. the exact sciences. These inexact sciences of the social world 

have become increasi~gly concerned to rectify their scientific 
shortcomings, in order to proceed to a status higher thari their 
present one of apprentice theoretical sciences.· A methodologicaL 
ferment has mark:ed this orientation, and much theory - organisa tio-

,· 

nal, and expla~tory to the extent the latter had been devel9ped -~- . ..,,:-·-- " -·-· - --- . --·-·· .. - -

· has been subjected to scientific analysis. The respectable goal 
has b.ecome the scientific hope of erecting general explanatory 
theory and to this end considerable effort has been devoted,to 

refining existing theory and constructing new. -In· this connection . 
it is appropriate to consider how far the subject-matter of these 
social studies is accessible to scientific procedure and treat-

.ment. 

The most obvious shortcoming of the social sciences;in terms 
of. our definition of the ideal-type science is the virtually 

c.omplete impossibility of conducting experimentation, controlled 

or otherwise. The practical and political obstacles to such 
manipulation by men of the social framework in which their fellow 

men live are massive and forbidd.ing, perhaps most· completely in 

International Relations. There is, too, the problem of the human 

~. 
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observer as both subject and object in any such. exercise, with 

the, possibility of distortion of events. This point, up_on which 

Bull, .Carr and others lay such stress, is of much significance, 
though in some social- milieus it is conceivable that the social 

scientist could insulate himself ·to a very high degree from the 
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subject-matter upon which he is attempting to work. The generally · 
lov1 degree of malleabiiity of much social science ma_terial r.emains, 
ho1:1ever, irl. s.ome fields more. than. in others, of course. A ~further 
limiting factor is the restricted possibility of quantifying data. 

Certain fields have achieved considerable success in this direction, 
but in the. study 'Of the relationships ~ong humans and hwnan groups , I . 

most of the significant .kinds of intercourse are. transactions 

difficult to measure in the way that. flows of---the commodity money··----· -, . 

'pr-oo'vide the economist with the possibility of qu_antifying and 

measuring~ Nevertheless, in many areas the prospects of rendering 
social data into quantifiably worlca.ble terms has greatly improved 
and this obstacle is likely to diminis.h somewhat in the future. ~ 

' 

Partly as a result of the two foregoing difficiculties, there is a 
very restricted scope in the social sciences for purely deductive 

t reasoning. The enormous complexity and multiplicity o( the rele-
vant variables is daunting in this regard. Such.abstract, deductive 
analyses as have been attempted in the most forbidding fields have ,, 

-,.. tended not to be .isomorphic to reality for this reason. A final 
attribute of scientific analyais=may be mentioned: the objective 
of achieving prediction. ~ne large element of the contingent, 

,) accidental, and irrational in human affairs has tended to vitiate 
hopes of attaining extensive or detailed predic-tive success. Never
theless, it must be remembered that complete pre~ictive capacity 

-------,-----------:·-is not possessed.by all exact sciences. Prediction is not, per-

haps to be demanded from the social sciences because at their app
rentice stage_ they do not enjoy very much the advantages of 

quantifica~ion, experimentatation, and deduction of which prediction 
is a prod.uct, a .. culmination. 
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Plainly the social sciences, in ao far as it is reasonabl~. _. 
to .treat them as a whole, do not very substantially conform to the 
principal criteria of science·. But this ob.servation on a matter 
of fact should be coupled \iith the· recognition that there is a 
very ·marked aspira tio11: in the field generally ·to· approach more 
nearly to the scienti.fic ideal. 'I".ais is n1anifest in the proce
dure and stated intentions of many theorists in International 
Relations. The scientifiq-theoretical aspirations of these stu
dents are sy:mbolised by their adoptio-n of the term 'behavioural
ism' or 'behaviour~l science' to describe their techniques and to 
differentiate them from even the general movement in the field 
towards making theorising more precise and explicit. The adoption 

· of such terminology reflects the great dependence of scientific 
theorising in tl1e subject upon those social sciences ·whose nature 
is more explicitly scientific. We have returned, then, to that 
difference within the 

exemplify. It • not J..8 

field. which the Bull and Kaplan articles 
possible to move s~gnificantly further to 

resolve the question of how real this dispute, is until some areas . " 

• 
of the subject are ~xamined in detail to establish concretely their 
proper scientific-theoretic statu~. Before returning to the sub
ject of Inter_national .Relations, ho\P1ever, it may·prove instructive 
to enquire .into the status in tnis re.spect of ~he 50~1 science . 

---;-·_.which i.s, aceordin-g-to--ma.ny·-observers, most advanced as a scienti-
. , . 

. 

f ic-theor.etical enterprise: Economics. The status to which this 
subject has attained, and tl1e pr(?cedure and experience by which 
it did so, are alike inspira tiona1· for other social scientists • 
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THE THEORETICAL STATUS OF ECONOivIICS: AN AliALOGY 

Reasoning by analogy is a technique strongly entrenched in 

human thought. Our proneness to ~raw analogies has developed 
because of the useful and suggestive insights which they impart, 
and which we would be UIJ.likely to gain were we rigidly to compart
mentalise our study of different field~ and eschew the seeking of 
•comparative illumination•. Our attachment to this practice_ is, 
hov1ever, widely condemned as it is held to be dangerously mis-

t~. 

leading. Inferences drawn from one field and applie~ to another 
certainly appear illuminating but logicians warn t'ha t by no means 

,· 

.. 

the most significant - and perhaps totally insignificant - features·· 
of one field of study ~11 be highlighted by an analysis informed 
:by the nature of another field. Resort to analogizing implicitly 

asserts the parallel, con1parable nature-~of fields between \vhich 
,) 

examples and insights are being transferred, but it is inevit~ble 

that to some de·gree this comparability will be imperfect. Hence, 

observations which are grounded upon impiicitly assumed parallels 
between different se9tors of knowledge and activity will tend to 

distort our understanding. The extent of this distortion rn.ay, of 
.,. 

course, be insignificant but its presence is.a disadvantage to be 

.•. 

born~ prominently in mind in any exercise, such as that which 

folloiis, whose rationale is the supposed illumination attainable,,· 

be drawing analogies. The true scope of comparabili·ty is dif!icul:t 
to determine precisely. In this case it is not asserted that any 

- (', 

very great degree of comparability exists between Economics and 
·• International Relations. Nevertheless, the· analogy developed 

-below constitutes. a tool which, it is hoped, will give some useful 
<>; •·' perspective in---the assessment of International. Relati·ons tbeory. 

.- .. • 
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Inasmuch as Economics and International Relations are both 
social sciences some simple parallels can readily be drawn. The 
recent methodological self-consciousness of International Relations 
has made its students increasingly receptive to treatment of their 
theoretical problem~ in· terma of perspectives drawn from related 

·studies. Economj cs, given i t_s reputa tiot;1 as a theoretical:Ly 

advanced study, has been particularly influential upon students 
in our more primitive field. The development of Economics over 

~ 

J :fl • the past century, and especially since 1890, has forged a pattern ,> 

/ 

for the advance of the s.,ocial sciences in repect of both discipli
nary distinctiveness and,theoretical development. The scope and 
precocity of the thioretical advance of Economics has established 
it as the senior branch of the social sciences. Since the course 

-· and character of that development has had significant influence on 
the progress of other fields, it is relevant here to stud"y the 

theoretical structure of Economics; it is worthwhile to enquire 
into Economics as the theoretical model for International Relations, 
;that role often being widely imputed to it. 

The articulation of explicit theoretical principles- is what 
marks the esta.blishment of a field of knowledge - which may have 

i beep. long known in large n.;r.eas~ur,e by practie-al men, in the sense • -·- ••• t... 

~hat, as Letwin says, builders have always ki:iown and applied the 
basic principles of physics 1 - as a distinct subject, of study or 
intellectual dit}Cipline. This process· of discipliµ.ary emergence 

.. tends to be accompanied in a particular field· of knowledge by a 
.,.:. ........ .;, 

-
divergence of its applications as a 'practical art I from its 

57w •. Letv1in, The Origins ~· Scientifi.c Economics: English Economi.c Thought, 1660-177g (London, 1963), vii-viii~ 
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scientific analysis in 'pure' terms. The subject of study Econo-

mics is no\-1 almost completely divorced· fron1 the pract~cal callings 

of f·inancier and busi11essr11an, and even to a considerable extent 

from the study of such callings. Few men can no1,1 operate success-
. ~ fully within both the academic and the practical sides of econom-

ics; those who c.an tl1ereby prove themselves, lil<.e Keynes,· the 

masters of two .~ilieus, o·f two -roles, so dis tine t as to be incom

patible ·for normal mortals. This dichotomy did not charac·teriae 

the economic world of Ric8{do and Adam Smith, in whose work we 
trace ·the beginnings of the pure science of· economics, as opposed 

to the genre which has come down to. us in the shape of works such 

as I How to make a million dollars on the Stock !·a.rket '. 

·When the centenary of The \-/eal th of Na·tions fell in 1876: -- ---- - ----~ 

(fhe gathering of academic economists and men of affairs held to 

· celebrate the event was not signific~ntly divided on the basis of 
1pure' and 'applied' concerns with economics, all present being 

fluent·in the one language of •political economy•.58 Although 

Letwin regards Economics aa having emerged as a pure science, 

though a primitive one, over the century before the publication 

of Smith's major work~9i t does not seem that economic theory was 

not significantly autonomous·even a century after 1776. The study 

of Political Economy did have. a place in the universities, but not 
• only· was 'its nascent economic-theoretical element entrammelled 

with ·the ·stu4y of practical cor~erce: its political-ethical 
w 

• • admixture reinforced the overwhelmingly normative character of 

5BT.W. Hutchison, A Review of Economic Doctrine~, 1870-1929 
(Oxford, 1953}, 2. -
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• ·the study and limited such scope as did exist' for positive analy-

sis. This situation was not gTeatly altered t1ntil .. the close of 

the century b!ough t an "immense development ·-of the subject as an •.. . 

,.. d . . 1 ' fl 60 aca emic specia ism • 
,: 

This was marked by the foundin-g of the 

London School of Economics in 1895, the establishment of the Royal 

Economic Society and the publication of its j.ournal ( 18-90-91), 
>" ---

and the introduction of the Cambridge Econo1nics Tripos in 1903. 

That the theoret±·cal ·content of Economics had not greatly 

~xpanded in the late nineteenth century is perhaps attested to by 

the continued favour of academics for the- comprehensive treatise 

as their main intellectual vehicle. 61 Not u,.ntil shortly before 

the .First \{orld i'lar did the subject begin "to break up and undergo 
.I 

its development in specialised branches 1162 and hence to outgrow · 

the average academic 1s capacity for synthesis. 

A major comprehensive. trea.tise which stands as a landmarl~ of 

synthesis for the economic theory of its tin1e is Alfred :tv~rshall 's 
Principles .2.f. Economics, whic~h first appeared ·in 1890. , The signi

ficance of that work:, upon i..rhich 149.rshall 's stature rests, is 

considerable both for its' synthesis of existing theory ~nd for its 

own theoretical innovation, and it may be taken as a useful bench

mark in · our analysis of the development of pure economics·. In that 

work ~rshall pr·esents a substantially complete statement· of econ

omics as a study ivhose focus upon theory was upon those_,.areaa of 

kno,'lled.ge so restricted as 

GOH t h. ·t 31. u c isom, .2.E.• ci ., 

., 

,'ti"• 
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,.,,, .. · 
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. '/ . ;.• 
......... ~ . 
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to justify the description micro-theory, 
61Ib.·d 62 ~ i ., v. Loe. cit. 
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and whose principles were principa11y.confined to the explanation 

of static models. The character of his scheme of analysis largely 

reflected the stage which the th~ory of the subjec~ had then 
., 

reached;. Utilising the techniques both of· .economic history and of 
• 

• economic' analysis, the latter including both literary and mathema-

tical approach.es, :t-arsha 11 subs tan t:j.ally completed the development 
' . of th theory of the--firm, with which economic theory in its mos·t 

·adva ced respects was· then roughly coex&tensive. His analytical 
63 . "' focus -vra.s princ:fpally upon "the stationary state" of such micro-

economic moqels, significant variables being held constantover 

considerable periods of time. In his treatment of the time factor 

and the valuable, though not particularly new, distinction between 

the short- and long-term, 1·'13.rshall was laying the groundwork for 

later developments in dynamic models of analysis. But despite a· 

certain amount of elementary genera~,· dynamic analysis and the 

inclusion, in Book V, of 11many particular pieces of dynamic anal-
~ ' 

ysis 1164 the th;or~tical contribution of .M3.rshall 1s Principles 

was predominantly of a mic~o-economic, static character. His 

codification and development of the ~no:tion of equilibrium as an 

analy~ical tool, from v1hich · much of his reputation as a theorist 

der~~es, did not go so ·far as its· ut~lisaiion in general dynamic 
' . 

analysis. For its time, however, the Princiules constituted an 
' 
"" in1portant advance, and ~he book remained the leading text into-

. ."'. the 1920's. Jvarshall himself was unsure of the validity of his. 

pure theoretical analysis and inclined to be modest about his 

contribution to Econoraics; in one paper· he went so ·far as to·.state 

that "the nineteenth century has in great measure achieved quali

tative analysis in eco·nomics •••• ';rhe achievement of quantita tiv.e 
63Ibid., 

0

79. ' 64 Ibid., 80. . 
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analysis stands over for the twentieth century". 65 . He had, in 

fact, gone beyond merely qualitative, literary analysis but the 

... scope and applicability of his quantitative, matl1ematical v1ork in 
-.;r. 

theory did not extend to dynamic, macro-economic analysis. 

···· During the considerable grov1th of Economics as a positive 

study as the twentieth century proceeded' its subject-matter was 

increasingly subjected to theoretical analysis of greater sophisti

cation. - The focus of analysis shifted to the economic system as 

a whole, reflecting the overall move1nent in· the locus of economic 

decision-making towards the community at large and away from the 

firm, its typiial sub-system. This broader perspective upon 
~ 

eco.nomic life conduced to the growth of "aggregative thinking1166 : 

consideration of the overall economy as an equilibrating system 

rather than of closed, ,isolate(' units thereof. 'rheoretical models 

of the interaction. of such micro-units in larger n1acro-systema 

demanded handling of equilibrium in far n1ore dynamic terms to 

comprehend the fluctuations in key variables such as income, employ

ment, interest anc~ so forth. Treatment of just these factor5 was 

central to the model of the elements of a dynamic, macro-e.conomic 

presented by J .Tv1. ICeynes in his General Theory ~ Employ1nent., Inte

rest and ~oney
2

, published in 1936. ~ve are accustomed, with respect 

to public policy, to~'. speak of the subse_quent 'Keynesian revolution 1 

in the handling of economic systems, and especially in the techni-

que of maintaining a high l'eve~ of use of productive resources by 

t)e operation of fir:cal and monetary policy. In terms of economic 

theory Keynes· has been equally in-fluential, and the st.udy of the 

economy si.nce the General Theory has hinged upon the macro- rather 

66K. -.r· K . h I t · . .1\.. :uri ara, n roducti.on to Keynesian 
Dynamics (I'l"ew York, .1956), 137 

6 -. 5Quoted, ibid., 73. 
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than micro-economic level of analysis. As the supreme innovator 

·of macro-economics Keynes has been highly influential but his~ sub

stitution of dynamic analysis for the statics which ~eld sway 
. . 

before has been less· complete. His tttheory of shifting equilib-

rium1167 does not, in the \•iew of his interpreter Kurihara, adequa

telj '~how th~ process of transitions from one position of equilib-

riu.m to another 11 and 1nay thus be 

parative statics" rather than as 

V 

appropriately described as "com-

t d . 1 . 68 Ith rue ynamic ana ysis. as 

been left to later economists to articulate Keynes's general 

macro-economic model with a dynamic theory, but the macro-economics 

\'lhich has consequently resulted owes very much to the General 

Theory's inspiration. The subject of Economics has thus come, 

through the work of many analysts but especially that of }hr5hall 

and Keynes, to possess a tl1eoretical structure substantially isomor

phic - in the generality of its scope as well as in its capacity 
-i . to comprehend general and particular dynamic features - to real 

economic life. 

Economics should not be understood to have inherited a 

complete, totally explanatory theory - for tt is incapable, for 

instance, of a significan~ly reliable level of predictive accuracy, 

and as the subject as a pr~ctical art demonstrates economic man 

-tends, like the generals, to be able to understand and solve 

major economic problems only when they have ceased to ·plague him 

and others, for which he is quite unpr·epared and· to-t;ally unequipped 

to hand\e, have come to replace ·them._ But Economics has undoubtedly 

approached nearer than have other social sciences to the scientific-#,\I.•,. 

theoretical stature enjoyed by. the exact sciences. The -term.stature

is. used aclvisedly, for the -l'ess developed. social. sciences ~re 
67v 

1 

· G · 1 Th (L d 936) 293 ... 68Ku ·h · . .L\.ey!les, enera , eory on on, 1 , _. . r~· ara, ~·cit. , 21 • 
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perhaps inclined to exaggera t·e their relative· primitiveness by 

over estimating the con1pleteness and extensiveness of· the 'general~ -

theory at the disposal of even, say,· Physics. 
., There is per:qaps -

some. justification, though it i~ difficult to be sure, in the acid 

claim of one economist (in a paper presented to theorists of inter-
.... 

' national relations in his capacity as "official analogizer from a _ 

--

sister science") that the status of general theorists "is accorded 

to th.em less because their work is c6n1plet_e, _or potentially .useful, 

than because, in the sociulogy of knowledge, abstraction ranks 

ahead of concreteness 11 • 
69 In any case it is a fact that social 

scientists have increasingly tended to look upon theorising as a 

31aluable thing, to see its objective as the construction of theo-
J 

ries of ultimately general validity, and. to look upon Economics as 

an inspiration in these respects. 

It sho.uld be borne .in mind, however, .. t:ha.t, economists are 

" 
not. all - especially in Bri ta;Ln - hospitable to scientific-theore

t ical treatment of their subject-matter. The division between 
, 

the ma thema:.tical economists and econ.ometricians, on the one 11and, 

and the traditional proponents of economic analysis in a 1li_:terary-t 

mould, on th~ other, is a polarisation which revolves around the 
~ I 

n 

question of wh~t11er or· not the subject is sueceptible to scientific 

h d · 70 ~ r..H h · l · t b l bl t d f th d an ling. ·- .... en~e, w 1 e J. · may e va ua e o raw rom e eve-

loping structure of economic theory a path of expansion and progress 

which may be considered influential and important because of the . . 
... ,. 

respect given by other social scientists to the economist-as-the- · 

.oretician, it ~S· equally pertinent to note that within Economics 

69c.P. Kindleberger, "International Political Theory from outside", • • 

in i'l.T.R. F~x (ed.), The.ore;tical Aspects 2.f. International Rela- _ 
tions (lfotre Dame, 195~·9 ~, 71, 70. -·---··------

70 . · 
. J .R. Sargent, in Plumb (ed.), 2.E.• cit. 
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itself there is a debate analogous to that within International 

Relation.a between the traditionalists and the scientists. • 
• 

.. 

rn· one respect, Economics may provide a useful concrete indi-
........ ·-·· .. ···- --· . .. . . - . --- -· ·-· ... 

cation of the way in which we may proceed: the rough but nonetheless 
. . ~ 

significant distinction between the micro- and macro-theoretical 

levels. This would seem to be applicable, in a rough but useful 

way,' to theoretical analysis in International Relations. For the 

firm o·f Econo_mica, International Relations is_ a field having an 

analogical unit, the sta.te; like1-1ise, for the general theory of 

macro-econo1nics ,_ there is an International Relations equivalent 

~n the full-scale interaction theories such as those. leaning upon 

·systems analysis. Since bbth foreign policy analysis and the 
.. 

general analysis of international systems are among_ the areas of 

theory mo:st developed, and most a_dvanced in respect of scientific 

·, 

treatment, they .provide appropriate foci for closer attention to 

.. the substance of theory, particularly scientifi~ theory,- in Inter-

national Relations. The ensuing analysis will accordingly deal 

respectively with· micr·o- and macro-theoretic levels. 
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Chapter 4: _Hicro,-Theory: Foreign Policy De9i~ion-I1:teng 

INTRODUCTIOif 
I ' '; . 

One of the most striking features of theoretical contributions to 

Internatio11al Relations is their gre·at variety~ Systems· analys1'·~ · ·· ·· 

game theory, and foreign policy decision-ma1d11g analysis may b·e 

severally comprehensible l;>ut they.are difficult to integrate 
J 

into a coherent theoretical perspective upon.the subject-matter. 

International t}J.eor.y is_, in fact, a thing of the~ries,. variously 

purporting to be pr·oad general, or narrow particular, explanatory 

schemes, usefu-1 frame.a of reference, analytical tools or, at 

least, perspectives imparting heuristic insight. This disarray 

1nay have been v.rorsened by· the insistence of some theoretical -inno

v·ators on the paramountcy of 'advanced theory 1 1 and upon es.tabli-1:;? ' 

.$hing a priqrity in the: allocation of: research. resources of work 

at the frontiers of scientific"!9theoretical knovvledge over the less 

drama tic v.;ork o.f refining and applying empirically theory which has 

been longer in the subject's stock of knowledge. 1 Though this 
.y--

' priority has not_ aliva.ys been widely and explicitly asserted, Inter-. . , ~-

national Relations certainly has suffered from a want of applying 

this, that, or the othe_r analytical scheme to the foreign policy of 

Rtl:ritania and of many other states. Sueh unexciting 1.-;c>"rk does not 

promise accretions to knowledge - indeed, the reverse, since such 

refinememt and empirical application may ~e expected, in classical 

theory-confirmation terms, to result in the abandonment of certain 

'theories·. · But such work v1ould. impart a securer foundation to 
. ~-. 

exis,ting theory; we would lmo\'1 more surely vrha t we know. 
1

This priority has been advocated in a serninar discussion v.rith the autl1or by George 1-'Iodelski, London Sch.001··ctt Economics, 11.1.67~ 
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In view of the classical-scientific dispute· it is particularly 

important that the scient1fic-theoretical theories are ~ot left 
• 

as discrete, mutually Wlintelligible islands. It may. not be· far-· 
fetched in the connection of this dispute to adopt two militacy 

maxims·: if scientific-theory is sea tt ered· in penny packets the 

obscurantist attacks rna.y succeed in picking off dangerously exposed 

salients; the scientific theorists would perhaps do well, too, to 
bear in mind the valuee of defence - or attack - in depth. Thie 
initial reference.to the.discrete nature of theorising in the 
subject has, ,it :Ls asserted, some obvious implications for the . 

.. activity of theorising along any particular lines. 

. It should b·e emphasised· at the outset that this analysis of 

• decision-mald.ng ·theory relates only to its specific applications 
in International Relations, although p.erhaps the greatest progress 
in this kind of analysis ··has· b.een made in Economics, Social Psy

chology, and suc:h: interdisciplinary fields as that of organisation 

theory. The International Relations appl:Lcaeions have tended to 

be baaed upon the· transfer of concepts and techniques from other 
r fields, and this is a path whoa e vaJ.idity will be conditioned by 

\ 

the real comparabil;ty of s~bject-matters. For this reason, not 
' - '•· .. . . . - . 

' . . . .;. 

even all of the 111ork J.n dec1s1on-makin..g whic1-1, has been applied to 
.the field\ of politics in general may have value for students of 

., ' ' the external behavious of states. For,. as·we .. have no'ted above,_ 
. a. theory whicrh may explain aspe_?~E3 _ of _p~_;!-i~ical_ agj;ivity carried ~ 

on within a self-contained polity may not adequately explain 
activity \vhich characterises the milieu made up of relations 

between such units. 

. .Q. 
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.Decision-making analysis has been confined ~in its applica~ 
tions to·international relations to treatment of the 'foreign 
pol~cy process', a fairly distinct eub-field. of the overall study .• 
It is not anticipating the conlusions that may properly be drawn 

·~ at the close of an enquiry such as this to enter the view that it 
is dubious whether theori_es of this type may eventually extend 
beyond tb.e decisional process \vithin more or less for111al, organisa
tional units to encomp~ss the comple:x: proces:3es of interactio11 

;; .. -between such ~rganisations. It is possible to see in decision-
making theory· a first-order treatment of the 'how' of policy and· 
a necessary underpinning of second-order tl1eory -of the '1:Thy' of 
interaction. 2 This ,~.~ust be argt1abl·e, for in the ligl1t of existing 
·1i terature of decision-malc.ing there appears a very great decline 

~ 
in speclfitity and clarity when the scope of the theory is broadened 
to achieve greater co1nprehensivepess. However this may be, it m~st ... 

be made clear that. decision-malting theory is now an approach ·to 
forei.gn·pol~cy analysis and it is not - though it may eventually' 
become - :a general theory of intermational relations. This .simple 

r 
• point bears emphasis for, though decision-making theorists often 

. seem , to cl.?-im for _their work present properties v1hich are really 
future aspirations, _we must av~iid Hoffmann's mistake of indicting 
them for failing to expl~in international relations as a whole,3 . 

. and we must assess the value of decision~making analysis in its 
proper con text of foreign policy. 

To confine , the scope of such theory -in this way should not 2 . 
,q C .1-1cClelland, Theory and the International Systet1 (!Jew York-, 1966), 109. 

3s.H.Hoffmann (ed.), Contem;porary Theory ~ International Relations (Englewood Cliffs, 1960), 52-3. 
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be taken as a denial of its value. w~ are not entitled to expect 
full-fledged gen·eral theories to spring forth at once; more modeist 

•• 
constructs are likely to· precede the attainment of th.is ultimate 
goal of theorising. Theory-building, not unnaturally, is often 
discussed in terms of metaphors of buildin.g and architecture, and 
·this~ serves to remind us that· theories, lil{.e houses and bridges, . 
are not thrown up in a matter of moments. i'·1oreover, the approach 
to building may vary widely: in Japan the traditional mode·of 

8r 

. house ·construction is to raiBe the roof before erecting the walls. 
Theorists and commentator·s talk hopefully of 'islands' of theory 

. 4 emerging ·only later to be drawn together into a coherent whole. 
It is v1orth bearing in mind, also, that even erroneous or inade
quate theory may have value - of a heuristic sort. For example, 
the analysis of Kaplan's Sys tern and Process (if we may le~ve aside 
the question of its theoretical value and accept, for argument's • 
sake, the contentions of its classical critics) is couched in ter-
minology that is austere and tortuous; ·this fault i.s, however, 1nore 
than redeemed by his precise encapsulation of the distinction ,., 

between domestic and international politi~s in his contrast of 
system dominant and sub-system dominant poli-tical systems. 5 Such 
perspective and insight ·may be salv~geable from the least useful 
theoretical construction. \·Je must bear· in mind that theory-building 
has traditionally been a process of erecting and subsequently. modi
fying· or even demoliahing an edifice of ideas; The erection of 

. '-s trµc tures to ·replace those ·which have been. dispensed. with draws 
both experience' and materials from the rubble.. No-one v1ould pre-

··· 4I.Claude, 11 The Place of T'neo:t'y in the Conduct and Study of Internatio·nal Relat'ions",Journal of Conflict Resolution,IV,3(1960); also· .. 
. -----H:,..McCloskey, nconcerhing Strategies for a Science of International Politicsn, tiorld Politics, XIII,2 (Jan. 1956), 204-5. 5 . . . 1 .QE_ •· CJ. t • , 16 • 
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i sent this as the most.econo~ical method of building theory but ·it 
~) 

is not ent·irely wasteful. 
t ·, • 

·"'• ·- _ .... -· --" . --· - - . 
' , .. ""' ' 

THE SNYDER 1J10DEL OF DECISION-I1IAI(II'1'G -~-

. 
The outstanding elaboration of decision-ma.king theory in 

international relations terms - at once most celeorated and most 

·· meticulous - is that of Richard Snyder and. his associates, H . .Tv'1. 

Bruck and Burton Sapin, \1hich first appeared in 1954 as Decision

I-1aking ~~Approach. to the Study of International Politics and 

\-Jhich appears to have been coining out under various guises ever 

since, most recently in 1962.6 '.E1e analytical focus of this 

collaboration is restricted to what the authors regard as the 
... 

narro1·1er of "only ti·10 i,va.ys of scientifically studying international 

politics", i.e. foreign policy analysis; tl1e i.•1ork is explicitly not 

intended to :provide any overall "description and measurement of 

interaietionn of international relations as· a 1t1hole. 7 . Even within

this restricted scope tl1e authors are submittin.c; but "a tentative 

formulation of a-rr-tr.fialytical sceme II and hoping that it may provide 
·J \ 

I 
I 
\ 

"the ...core 6j a frame of reference for 0he study of international \ 
' \ 

politics 118 -\one is almost tripped up by such qualifica tiomi. 

\ 
There is ~itial consideration E!l':f. the' epistemology of Inter-

national Relat·ions to _'place' th-eir approach against the overall 

range of contemporary theory. The nature of theorising in the· pre-• 

. . 
scientific ,phase of the subject is defined and categorised and the 

. G"R.C. Snyder, H.ii. Bruck, and J3 •.. Sapin, . rore;l-gn, Policl Decision
Ivhking:. ~ ~ .4-J);Eroach ~ the ~tudy of Interna~ional Politics (Nev·J York, 1962). _All quot,ations are fron1 this v1ork. 

? Ib. . d 73 . . B Ib • d 7 __ i_. ' • . 1 • ' 1 • 
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assumptions un,derlying that activity are made explicit. The rigour • 
of this lengthy preliminary section9 "' 

is main t.{3.ined in the main 
body of the work, a meticulous, analytically self-conscious state
ment of the decision-~ld.ng approach. To minimise the risJc o''f 
distortion in the exposition of this clo5ely argued ir1ork, which 

~ proceeds laboriously step by step, there follows below a fairly 
full prec is • 

.. International Relations is conceived of by Snyder ·and his 
associates as a Eroces!5. consisting most importantly of the actions, 
reactions, and interacti'ons of nation-states. The adoption of 
the decision-making approach to cut into this process at the state 
level is predicated µpon the conviction that interna.tional action 
is 1planful' and not merely random. An analytieal focus upon 
decision is possible, and fruitful they assert, in that the interna' tional milieu is characterised by discernit1le pat:terns of inter-. 
action having recognisable repetitions, by enduring ajms, by kinds 
pf actions which become typicil, and by a tendency for relationships 

"' · 10 to be regularised. 

!,,,: 

Th·e _pri~e focus is upon governments as decision-n1aking enti
ties, formulating and executing foreign policy in the context of 
their internal and external environments, i.e •. , upon "the state as 
actor J..n• a s· 1.· tuat1· ontt • 11. Tl · tat · ~ t d t ne sovereign s e 1a11,·expec e o 

· · 12 retair1: its position as "the significant unit of political action"; 
international organis~tions like the United Nations are not them
selves actors but tta special.mode of interaction in which the iden-------· 9 Ibid • , 1 8-5 5 ~ 62. 11 Ibid • ; 6 2 • 1·2Ib ··a · 63 J. • ' • 
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tity and policy-rna.lting capacity of indicidual n~tional states are 
-

preserved but subject to different conditioning factorsn. 13 The 
state-as-actor is viewed as operating within~ (sociologically -------
derived) 'system ·of action', comprising actor," goals, ·means, and 
situation. For operational purposes state-as-actor is reified in 

. . the persons .of those }·Iho act in its name and are, forrnally, ita 
·decision-makers. (This usage has now become comt1on throughout a·ll 

win~s · of t!le subject.) These decision-1nah:ers possess in relation \ 
to their actions a certain 'definition of the situation' and . -- --- ~ ........................... ~ 
decisional analysis must con1prehend the components of this: the 

..,. 
way in v1hich decision-mak:ers perceive a~d relate to objects, ) 

conditions and other actors ·within the flrelational context"; the 

existence, establishment or definition of goals; the assigning of 
significance to various courses of action, "according to some cri-

.. teria of estimation"; and the application of"standards of accepta-
. i(?' 

qility 11 tending to narrovJ the ranges of 1. percep.tions, 2. goals, 
and 3. alternatives. 14 'These perceptions, choices and expectations 
v1hich co'tistitute the definition of the situation are conditioned .. by 
a variety of factors - such as the demands of the decision-makers'· 
domestic constituency, the weight of the geographical and other •. I, 

:elements of tlie non-human environrae.nt - which go to make up what 
the authors call the "setting": the complex of factors which impinge 
upQn th.e decieion-makere from ou-tside themselves and their imm.edia te 
organisational milieu~ 15 Under •setting' are subs·urued all "poten-

I 

tially relevant factors and conditions \vhich· inay affect the action 
16 of ~nytstate''; this ca~egory hence includes both an external 

setting, 

1.3Ib·d· 1 ., 

I • 

' being the physical and social \vorlds beyond the borders of 
16

Toid., 67. 
64. 14Ibid., 66. 15:Cbid., 66. 

. ' 

n 



... 
tl1e decis'ion-1nalcers' home state, and an internal setting, being 

• I those worlds within its boundaries. 
.. 

It is important to note that, 
in decisional analysis, these two settings are not coextensive 

.: .. , ' 

. with the internal and external environments but consist only of 

those eleraents thereof v1hich have operational· significance ascribed 

to them by the decision-1nakers. It is useful to observe here that 
others insist on the relevance of tl;le totaJ_. 'objective' rather than 

the partial 1st1bjective' environments of decision. The Spr9uts, 

and follo\·1ing then1 Frankel, usefull;:,r distinguish be·twee'n the 
... · 'p.sy'cl1ological' and 'operational' environments (both internal and . 

external)-. 17 

The basic factors involved in the 'decisional situation' 

h~ving been outlined, the _authors introduce concepts am.med to 

give dynamic properties to their static model. Firstly, the con-, 

ceot of the ''path of action"_ is presented to illwninate the process 

of th.e flow ·of decision, .. and to accommodate lil~ely modification over 

time of the original naction hypothesisn \vhich "expresses the par

ticular combination of ends and means involved in a particular 

action and the expectations embodied in the action 11 •
18 The passage 

~~--- of time may alter all or any of the objective, the strategy, and I 

-: .:the time perspective of action, and this concept purpo:bts to , 

aec?mmodate such change. Secondly,·the passage of time demands a 
' conceptualization of the string_of ''successive, p-verlapping defi~ ·--

ni tions of the situation", 1 ~ the d~cis ion-maker' a outlook being 

reoriented so as to adjust to the demands of each modification in 
-'~the· 'action hypothesis'. 

,; 

17J.F.rankel, The Nald.ng ~ Fore,ign Policy (London, 1963), 4-5; idem, "To1t1ards a Decision-r.,laking ~Iodel in Foreign Policy u, Poli tic al Studies, tr1I,1 (February 1959), 3. 18 . ~' Snyder, .2E.• cit., 75-6. . ; ··19Ib. d 
J. • t 77. .. 
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A tentative discussion of types of decisions and their charac-

teristics is appended to the above statement of the bas.ic actor-
20 situation framework:. There· is seine ·further refinen1ent of terms._ 

objectives are defined as "an ·'¥fl.age' of a future 'state of affairs'" 

to att_ain which state behaviour is 'directionaLLy' determined and 

d .f. d 21 mo J. ie • (Such a 'state of affairs' encisaged in a particular 

•action-hypothesis' may, of couFse, be vag'-le in the extr.eme and 

be difficult to opera ti.onalize: national security t for example, ~ 

one of the objectives of. most states but is an objective under 

which are subsumed many conflicting and incompatible policies.) 

Policy is defined in two :senses, being on. the one hand synonymous 

viith action in concrete instances and on the other hand denoting 

a set of rules or guides in v1hose terms we :select and interpret 

actions and reactions. To 'have' a policy means both these things. 

Within the overall framework we have considered so far, the 
_,...""I 

authors next elabo~ate the decision-making mechanism itself. 
. Since foreign policy decision-making has been defined as taking 

place i_n an organisational context, that context is set out in 

d t · 1 22 F d . . k. . d t t k 1 . . d e ai • · · or ecJ..B1.on-ma ing oes no a e p ace in a vacuum, an 

"--- the ~lana tory value of, for instance, personality theory, will be 
.. 

slight unless it -is applied in the at1areness of organisational 

constraints upon ?-1!_9:ividual freedom of action. The process of 

decisidn i1ithin ·foreign policy organisations is defined as intentied 

to produce "the selection f~om a socially defined, limited number 

of problematical, alternative projects of one project intended to 
"" 

20
Ibid. , 81. 21 Ibid., 82. 22 Ibid., 87ff. 
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bring about the particular future state· of affairs envisage.d by 

· ·14Ph a · · 1· '' 23 
j~ e _ecision-ma rers • The locus of decision is "the decisional 

unit"24 which may or may not coincide with a d:j...stinct unit ·of the 

formal organisational structure, but which i5 in fact likely to 
I. 

cut across the institutional pattern of government since membership 

in the decisional unit is- defined by reference to the criterion of 

significant participa.ti_on in decision with respect to a particular 

·objectives. Filing-clerks and other minor Foreign Office functjon

aries are not considered to· be meaningfully involved· ·in th-e deci

sional proces~, whereas the senior officials of a number- of other 

departments are lil-;:ely to be in tiL1a tely involved in view of the 

myriad dornes tic implications of modern external policy decisions. 

-It is of course a conunonplace of policy analysis that informal 

decisional units often constit1.1_te the 'real' locus· cf decision -
. 

for example, President Kennedy's Cuban missile crisis '~com'. 

~ 

A ~jor feature of mid-twentieth century Political Science has 

been a movement away from formal, institutional-analysis - of 

vi 
the legal l1ierarchies, etc. - tovrarda rnore flexible, ~1formal 

analysis - dealing ,~ri th tl1e ,behaviolJ.I'al I aspects of politic-a: 

interest groups, individual attitudes, and so forth. We are now 

fully accustomed to look beyond the ministerial, departmental 

facade of government in order to discover where decisions are 

'really' t~ken. The concept of the decisional unit sharpens our 
• ..• l 

' ........ 

perception _of this question of the locus of authority, but it is 

worth acknowledging that we are perhaps too zealous today at 

. searching around. a_~_d among, and not sufficiently within,. the orga

nizational edifice of government. Students of· international rela~ 

tions are perhaps occupationally prone to overstress such informal 

231b ·-d-. 90 24Ib .. d 9 __ i_. , • 1 • , 2. 
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However, the authors have in mind ,-1hen referring to the . J-

decisional unit a spe.cifically organiza.tional grouping having 
"formal rules governing the allocation of power and· responsibili- · 
ty 11;5 cl1aracterized by specialization of function, hierarchy of 
authority, ~tc., and they do not mean the most ad hoc, fluid webs 
of informal influenc'"e. This would at first sight seem to blur the ';,,, 

just-made distinction bet-vreen decisional and institutional units 
\ 

. '-., and to deprive the analysis of the freedom frorn formal structural \ 
\ 

patterns gra_nted by that distinction, but it may be· that most 
actual decisions of any consequence cannot be handled other than 
in· an organizational fran1evrork. Snyder and his associates concede 
that the institutional setting of-government has a great impact 
upon the decisional units, but only, they aver' outright, in so far 
as the "directives, rules, precede.nts and ideologies" of decision
malters - i.e., their 'primary institutional affiliation' - mould 
their act·ivities ltd.thin the decisional unit. Hence if a particular 
problem or policy falls within the sphere of competence of a deci
sional which is made up of officials-drawn in the ratio of 3:2:1 
from the Ministries of Defence, Commonwealth RelationB, and the 
Treasury, one woulp. expect Ivlinistry_· of Defence conceptions to be 
dominant in. the.t decisional unit. The question of the composition 
of a decisional unit· may ,tl1us be crucial: while certain matters 
fall clearly and obviously with~ the organizational. competences 

-of· certain -efficials and "are thus automatically assigned to those 
• offisls, other .issues \till fall into a limbo of decisional compe-

25Ibid., 95. ) 
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tence requiring that the membership of the unit be settled by a 
I 

process of:p.egotiation or outright struggle o~.)an_ inter- or even 

intra-departmental baais. Foreign· r,Iinisters often have occasion 

to deal "vlith Cabinet c·olleagues 1t1ho harbour ambitions to run their 

own depart1:1en tal forei-gn policies • 

. It is relevant here to note that the analytical scheme i!3 ,.:-..r 

. .~ held by its authors to accommodate as decision-makers only offi-
""· cials and statemen involved in the process of government on an 

;_•-_, 

official and formal basis. Private cituens are completely 

excluded; the representatives of significant interest groups or 

even powerful I individuals are acknowledged to v1ield considerable 

influence over decisions, but this .. is defined as indirect influence 

resulting from their enjoyment of'access' to decision-makers 

proper. Tl1e eminence gris.e, :pre:ss baron and public affairs :pundit 

are ali1re in performing roles which make them pa.rt of the internal 

setting of the deciaion-ma,k:ers and inputs of the decisional process 

(albeit of importance) rather than particip~nts in that proceas. 
. ' 

Cer,tainly, even if i,1e rnay discern as the loci of 'real' decision-

making the smolre-filled rooms and their- equivalents, it is only 

in the seats of- official authority that such choices and compro-

mises are endorsed as :p.ol_itical-gowernmental decisions. The ana

. lytical difficulties of integrating 'informal' influence into the 

. decision~making framevrork are thus most satisfactorily· solved by 1· • ' 

categorizing sue~ inf..luence as 'setting', since it is not 11metho

do.logically feasible or advantageous to put non~governinental 

1 · h 26 personne_ in t e s·ame action system" i1ith governmental personnel. 
26

Ibid., 99. I 
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'l'his may well accomr.iodate the great ·majority of circumstances but 

exceptions do exist: cari we readily. comprehend Lord Harlech's 
,t •-. 

sugGestion of the ~nportant moving quarantine idea in the Cuban 
• 

, mis~~ile crisis on ··any basis other than that of direct participa-

tion? 

· The 1\·1ho' of decision-n1aking having been established, the 
authors next turn to the· 'ho\·1' of the decisional process, the 

course adopted being an assessment of the 'liTiitations' to which 

decision-makers are subject. ~1ese limits fall into the two cate
gories of external and internal, the former consisting of the 

relevant 'objective' factors perceived by the decision-maker as 

tl1ofie to which his policy 1nust adjust, the latter of those factors . 

internal to the decisional process. These organizational and 

bureaucratic limitations include such things as the following: 

availability of information; quality ?f the communicatipns net; 

the narrowing of discrimination inherent in_the precedent of the 

' organization and the quality of perception of its members; ana 

varioua concrete lin1its - the· supply of scarce resources such as 
""-time, sk:ill, and money. From these external and int~rnal limits 

:the authors select three "major .determinants of_ action 1127 : these 

are spheres of ;ompetence; · corruuunications and information; ·and 
\,; . ., . ~~otivation, and they are isolatect because of their considerabl.,.!3 

. 

· -significance· in·· the taking of decisions. 

The first of these. 'major det·erminants ', sphere~ of compe

tence, is intended to represent the loosely defined factor of 
27Ib. d . 
' 1 • ' 105ff. 
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l •role', and the more concret.e one of the 'official' - a deci.eional 
unit being understood as "a set of competences and relationships 

I. • 28 among competences". Within this 'set' the Bphere of competence 
of a decision-mak:er is delineated by 'both. 'explicit' and~_. 'conven-' 
tional' rules, dra~vn respecti'1'ely from the formal job·~ specification 
and the informally deyeloped expectations ~bqut how it is t.o be 
discharged. Rules outline questions such as the v1orking relation
ship of one meraber Lo another, t11e hierarchy of authority, and the 
appropriate specialization of function, vrithin the decisional unit. 
Within the unit, a high degree of a member's expectations about 
his own and · others ' , p·osi tions is ass urned to be derived from the 
rules. In their discU1:S:.:;ion of ~pheres of competence, the authors ' . 

are presenting an embryonic theory of bureaucratization (of, i.e., 
the process whereby organizational "rules, precedents and· methodis 
of operation" become 11oriented traditionally" and are henc,e 11no 
longer easily subject to.challenge, questioning, or amendment"~9). 
Systems of action are susc~ptible to this ossification only in so 
far, t~ey.maintain, a.s their organizational structures amplify 
the psychological propen.aities of individuals to bureaucratize 
their conduct. ·we lmow little of ho\v individuals restrict the 
range of their alternatives, regarding some (in the, to my mind, 

" misleading -terminology the authors borrow from_ Schuetz30 ) as 'open 1 

(i.e., not·seriouslyconside.r-ed,. whether assumed with'out doubt or 
entirely excluded in the same way) and others as 'problematic' 
(i.e., given serious consideration). ·Though we do not have great 
insight into t~~ psychological propensiti~s of individual·s in this 
regard it is plain that decision-makers vary i;n their in terpreta-
28Ibid .·, 1o6. _29Ibid., 110-11. 30Quoted 1 ibid., 111. 
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tione of their competences - for instance, .the atrongly entrenched 
(and to some. degree·, naively heroic) conception of United States 
Presidents ·as falling into-.the·categoriee either of active, 
•strong' interpretation and use 'of the powers of the executive 

·branch or of passive, 'stewa.rdship' interpretation of what may and 
-··should be done. It ~' hoi.vever, _very· difficult to 'place' a 

decision-maker along the spectrum from strict,_minimal to broad, 

Snyder, 

interpretation of sphere of competence. As it stands, the 
Bruclc and Sa pin scheme gives no :r_:ey to the correlation of 

an individual's experience and values \-Jith his de·cisional unit 
behaviour. The authors do su·gcest, hov:ever, a number of classifica
tory criteria according to v1hich the co1npetences of members of a 
dec-isional unit will be differ_entiated., anion[; \vhich are the hier-

' .,, archies of· authority, degrees of specialization and ~g-eneraliza tion 
r, in job specifications, and the degree of participation in the 

' central decisional proces·s (advi5ory, participatory, etc.), of .th.:e: 
decisional unit-. 

The second major determinant of action, comrJunication and 
information, is a looser aggregation of elements affecting the 
behaviour of individuals and organizations-. Obviously, a high de
gree of facility in communication - linguistic, symbolic, etc. -
is--a prerequisite of real organization, let alone successful orga-

"' . niza tion. · The autho-rs draw upon the wo1~1{._ of Deutsch and others in 
v:i .. ewing decisional systems of action as communications 'nets', 
and in st_ressing the need for adequate 'mapping' o1 the flows. of 
·information along both actual and prescribed· channeus of comLiunica-~. ~ -·-- -... _. 

- . 
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tion v1hich, of course, are not necessarily coter1ninous. Reference 

is made to the varieties of· instruments and procedures of.communi-· 

cation and to the rules governing their use. The loss of informa

tional clarity through the dis tor ti on that is called, in cyber11etics 

·terms, noise is· suggested as a (r·ough) indication of the adaptability 

0 f the •n sys te ill to its c·ircu·m.s tanc es• The efficient adj us tn1ent of 

the system depends upon the efficiency of ±ts···info·rm~ct·:to:r.c ·1 reeaback', 
· or 111nessages about the actions or state of the system v-1h·ich are 

. \..-. 31 eeturned to the , sys tern"· Organizational responsiveness to such 

feedback is obviously crucial to organizational integrity and 

-success. In practice, this responsiveness will not be complete, and 

though formal models of decision-making often postulate very full 

,rationality, based on very full information, the validity of such . 
\ 

models (apart from the:d.r heuristic value) i5 limited because actual 

foreign policy decision-making takes place in a milieu characterized 

by "risk, uncertainty and incomplete inf~rma tion". 32 . }'hlch social

pys chological analysis of decision-making focusses attention upon 

rationality. The organization is rega~c;led as the repository of 

. rationality, being defined by the authors as "rationalization ,and 

· formalization of behaviour through the instrumentaltty of explicit 

rules" and, hence, as "itself an effort to reduce uncert~inty",33 

thereby maximizing scope for rationa·1 choie.e. It is the quality of 

an organiza tion·•s communica tiorus· and inform.a tion which govern its 

'life I in important re.spec.ts - constituting its mei:nory, inculcating· 

its learned patterns, etc. 
( 

-··-,"?' 

• tf> 

' As the third ma.jor- d~termin:ant the authors choose motivation 
31Ib.d J. • t 132. 32Ib. d 1 ., 1-32. 
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aince "Behavior is ••• understood by motives attributed on the baeiis 

34 of inferences clra\vn fro1n observed sequences of conduct•.'. In -=· 

· seelcing thus to mak:e motivation exp.licit Snyder, Brttck and Sapin 
• are hoping:to explain not only individual behaviour but thereby to 

gain insight into the behaviour of organizational actors - i.e •. of 
collectivities of huma·n being'S. \'vithin an organizational context 
a multiplicity of conflicting motivations are· assumed to exist. 
A general ~otivational analysis sets out the major.properties of ·/ 

. motives among which are .the follcfvtlng: .. motivations are held to be 
learned as distinct fro1n biologically inherent in hrunan beings; 

I . . and the process of' learning' motives is an element of both general 
cultural and pa~ticular in5titutional milieus and experiences of -
the decision-maker. Because of this acquisition process motives .) 

tend to pe!sis_t, social n1echaniams reinforcing learned motive 
patterns, making the decision-maker essentially~ 11a group actor".35 

_/ l'-'Iotives tend also to be functionally autonomous and capable of 
generating in turn further motives divorced· fro1n the stimulu3 
which gave rise to the original aet .of n1otives, as for instance 
·when certain means to a particular end develop into a source of· 
aatisfaction in themselves. 1-Iotives tend, further, to differ in 
strength and they comt1only conf.lict \4ith other motives. Such 
con·f1ict is characteristic of the 'bundle of ends' which mal~e up -
the national interest that it is .the job of foreign policy to 

<., secure an! advance. The variety of:.,,opposed- -policy instiga tiona 
tp.rown up by the _decision-maker's dome_9~ic setting constitute in 
technical terms "competitive de1nands for energy -feeus-·and alterrta- · ·- - · · 
tive directions of action 11 •

36 (This is not untypica'1.ly over-elaborate 
3zi:Ibid-.", 141. 35Ibid., 142. 36Tuid., 143. · 

. ._ . \ . 
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Snyder, Bruck and Sapin language.) An analytical distinction is 
'-!L postulated between 'in order to' motives (directed to tl1e attain-

ment of future objectives) and 'because of' ones (invoking past 
experience) .37 This distinction is useftll in terms of the politi

cal avo\val of mo;tives (rationalization), to which they next turn. 
· it is observed that verbal, declaratory explanation of policy 

.constitutes a policy act, and that 'declaratory' formulations 

\ 

- I 

\·rill ·have impact ·upon 'action' policy. liotives are thus defined 
as Ua_cceptable justifications for present, past, and future pro
grammes of action 11 •

38 The importance of rationalizatiori is cone;i
derable in moulding a range of feasible. alternative policies, and 

especially in modifying cl1osen courses of action - for it ie 

by no means ·easy to say one thing and to _do quite another while 

preserving both levels of policy formulation from the mutual inter-
.... action vJhich norm.ally takes .. place •. Extend in,~~ the focus of this 

·, sectio~, the authors consider attitudes, defined as "the readiness 
of individual decision-raalrers to be motivated" - or, alternatively, 

·Ha generalized potential of responses which are ,1trigr.;ered' by some 

stimuli 11 •
39 The attitudes of individual and collectivity alilte 

can be redefined so as to be more operationally useful by treating 

them as the basis of the· deci:sion-rnalrer 's 'frame of reference' - in 
terms of vihich a situation is perceived, the relevant values. brought \, 

•. · 40 into play, and the appropriate .evaluation emerges. The authors -
aver th2.t th_e process in pr~ctice lacks precision and tidiness 

, 
but they beiieve that only by the application of such·motivational 
analysis as ia contained in their scheme can we comprehend decision~ • 

making·behavi9ur. To this end there is need of categorization of 
. 37Toid., 144. ~ 38Ibid., 146. 39Ibid., 149. 4olbid., 150-52. 
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relevant 'motivational data' v1ithout vihich even such little theory. (" 

41 as is now available ~a U5eless. They suggest ·a number of classi-
fications including: the functions and objectives of total foreign 
policy\ organization and parts there0f (stra tegiea and projects); • 

socially defined norms and values internal to particular decisional 
units; those. norrns external to the total decision-1nalti11g structure 
and internalized in decision-rnaking (i.e.,•"individual values); 
material needs, values of society not internalized in the decision--makers; ·and finally the category of personality, which is given 
~uller consideration below. 

Individual men are significant in the decisional process as 
'social beings' \1hose 'personalities' are shaped by interactions 

wit.h other men and with .the overall systera. In the study of pereo
nality attention is initially directed to intellectual skills and ( ,/ :·· ,•. ~i< their applicati_on. The specific intellectual tasks discharged i~ 
the 11delibera tion, choice, and problem-solving1142 that is decision--• 
making are collectively }mown as "policy analysis II involving, con-
cretely, a nun1ber of activities: the decision-1naker will ttanalyze 
situatiorus, estimate needs, define problems, establish ranges of " 
alternatives, assign relevanc.iee a11d- significance to events and , 
conditions, and -interpret information 11 •

43 In seel:ing to interpret 
the capacity of the decision-maker to discharge these intellectual 
operations it is useful to lrnoiv something of: a) his· trainin1g and 

w 
-professional-technical experience within and without the decisional , --.------·-------·-.. --.----·· ---- ~-~--uni_t_ (e.g~,- sub-system values, the methodologies of the ).a-wyera. 

I 

~--~- --

and the economists); b) his continued 
41 ~id., 1°53ff. 42Ib.id., 161. ) 

,. 
)' 

1 ' ,., .. : . .... 

professional affiliations~ 

. .. 43Ibid., · 162. 
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his workinc theories -of lrwiowledge - concepts .o.f human nature, of 
-social organizatio21" g.nd behavio11r, e.g., natio11al stereotypes. 

The~e are obviot1s co1nplications arising frorn. the reciprocal inter-
action of expertise and intellectual outlook - involved in, for 

instance, the prepara tio11 of a· departmental minut~ v1hich is· 1ia.ble ;· 
in some 1neasure, to ref le-ct the vie\1'5 of the in~~~ividual official 

. -1,.· ' - • --. - I -- --
responsible for its drafting. A second he.ad for the consideration. 
of personality factors is that of the in~erpretation of competences, 
or the interaction of the individual actor's personality with his 
outlined sphere of competence. ile have referred above to this 

question of variations in 11role interpreta tionn44 brought to posts 
by· decision-makers of different temperaments. According to the 
Snyder,· Bruck and Sapin sch.eme, the particular role interpretation 

t adopted will depend upon the respective strengths of 1 and the ldnd 
' ef interaction between, the "requirements o_f the ~oup situation" 

and the "ego-oriented needs and tensions"· of individttal decision
makers. The former component may be stated with some precision· but 
the latter is obviously difficult to specify and until we have 

adequate personality theory it will not be possible properly to . 

handle the idiosyncratic element in hwnan behaviour. The third and 
final category in personality analysis is devoted to ha·ndling this 

. --relationship between personality types and decision-making, and the 
authors present a cr~de typology of personalities from this point 
of view. Their suggested ideal types, at \'lhich one may cavil, _ ._. 
include the 'comr11unicator', 'innovator', 'traditionalist' 'litera-. 

1 
"' -\-. 4 list' 1 'po\"rer-seeker '., and 'career-servant'. 5 This final contri-

bution to "the groundwork" of motivational ~nalysi:s_ concludes 

the- substance of- the Snyder, Bruck: and S.api..11 elaboration of the 44 · 45 . . Ibid., 168. Ibid., 169-70. · ~ 
1 

-"~ 
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·' theoretical .frame of reference of decision-mald.rig analysis. 

A recapitualatory 'section includes a reminder that the cen

tral focus of the study has been decision-making and that cl1oice"·,,··· ....... --

is "what precisely it is that the decision-malcer does when he 

decides 11 •
46 

The authors mention various models of the theory of . 

choice as agreeing on the point tha.;t the activity of choosing 

encon1passes two significant elements: an orde~ng of the chooser 'a 

values as a •scale of preferences', and the governing of those 

f. · t 1 h · b th app11·cat1·on-of a 'set· of ·rule~• 4.7 pre erences in~ac ua c oice y e ~ 

(These two eleuents of choice could perhaps alternatively be rep

resented as substant.ive and procedural choice.) In discussing how 

far actual decision-maYiing conforms to this loGical or mathematical 

·type of mod.el, Snyder, Bruck and SapiJ:1 aclr~owledge the lilrliehood 

of considerable empirical divergence, yet tl1ey feel sucl1 modele as 

their own to be basically realistic: "Deci.sion-n1alrers have prefe-' 

rences; they value one alternative more highly than another. Though·· 

the scales of p.t=eference may not be as highly ordered as the logical 

ones ref erred to above, the decision-n1alters may be assumed to act 
·_ · 48 in terms of clear cut preferences~-'• The preferences concerned 

are not purely individual: as we have noted, these will ·be mediat~d 

. t_hrough organizational and ·decisional units •. This central question 

of·d_~ci5ional choice is rather ·brief, and concludes ·with a tentative 

presentation of ether factors suggested as relevant, including 
• 

al1~red organizational· experie2:1ces, the 1biograpl1ies '· of the decision-
-

makers, and the available information - "assessed selectively in 

terms of the decision-maker's frame of ref erenc·e u. 4_9 " 
'lj:""

6
Ib5.d. , 175. 47 Ibid. , 175. 48

Ib. • d . 176' 49 Ib. d-i., • 1 •t 176 •. 
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()" . SOI-IE OBSERVATIOl!S 011 THE SNYDER IvIODEL ' --
The obvious initial observation is that the ,,.analytical :. 

scheme_ presented by Snyder and his .associates has he11£..iSJGic value, ~· 
in the terms of our previous definition·- i.e., regardless of ittS ____ --•' 
ultimate theoretical validity. For the metic·ulous elaboration of ., 

___ .! ..... 

. concepts. ·categories~ and relationships is bound to be r·ich in 

BUGgestive insights, brinf~ing to mind hypotheses about the nature 
of iinp.ortant variables and their interactions •. This advantage of . . 

clarifying and suggesting ideas is, in fact, an almoat ineluctable 
,. product of a second major characteristic of -c,he \vork: its enormous 

L 

analytical richness and cor1plexity. But we do · not build \vondroua, 
Emmett-lil:e edifices of theory merely to produce insights generated· 
-'Dy cor.n:templa tion o-f the rnodel. Analytical richness, in this and 

~ 

a.ny other explanatory device, has the disadvantage - a fundamental 

one - of limiting its intelligibility, and hence its theoretical ) 

.ya.lue. ..In particular, the co1nplexity of the s.cheme greatly confines 
the explanatory value of the work as theory, though its theoretical 
worth in the lower ·1evel respect of organizing lmov1ledge may thereby 
be er:-ha.nced. If a tool is difficult to gr~sp, it is obviously ot 
slight value in performing the tasl~ for which -it is designed; in 
this explanatory se11se, if a theory confuses and obscures, it r:n1st 

be judged a bad theory. Hence, the work has generated criticisms 
such as the follov1ing, from Stanley_ Hoffm9--nn: "llie box built by I·1r. 

Snyder is so filled with smaller boxes within boxes that before it 
can be .used, much has to be throi.vn outn. 50 Tb.e luxuriant multipli
city of variables v1hich Hoffmann criticizes - and \·1hich should· have·· 
been apparent in.tbe preqis above.- is a eerious fault in the 

,{ ... ,....... ..,! 50c · - Th · 5 on -cemp o ra ry e o ry , £1?.. c J. t • , ·2 • '\ 
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-authors' own t·erms. For the·y set out to produce an_ analytical 
scheme whose definitions and distinctions could be operationalized, 
and it is this ground upon which much of their criticism of tradi
tiO'nal .theorizing' is based. The unweildy, co1nplicated scheme 
which the authors. coilll:1end .to our use is; in fact, very difficult 
to use, as ia :perhap·s indica~e·d by the paucity of subsequent work. 

·' 
of an e1npirical nature cast in its mould. The allthors are obviously 

·-
~ e n:s i ti veto such objections; Snyder and Glenn D. Paige, in their 
repor.t on 011e of the f.ew publisl1ed e1i!pirical applications of the 
sceme5 1 aver that: ·flif one must err it ought initially to be on the /' 
side. of'over-elaborati~n of·categories which can be· eliminated 

. _}j;, after empirical investigation demonstrates the need to do ao ",;'".
1
r -·~ 

Granted that empirical applications provide the ultimate function 
of 'pruning' theory, t~here is still a major neeti for discrimination 
in the selection of variables and their interrelationships for 
·incorporation in an analytical scheme or theory, and economy of 
method and clarity and spareness ought perhaps to be the initial 
guiding rules rather than the ultin1ate empirical test of efficiency 
and validity - especially since an overly corpurent theo~etical 
scheme may. from the outset be too flabby for any 1,iorthv1hile empiri
cal testing to take. place. There is clearly s<l.111e danger in theory-
building that the analytical model ~1ill_ be~~9I!}e t11_e_ o_b.jectin--itself,--------- .... _ -·-····---·.:.. ---------------···--··--------- -- -- --· - -- - - -- . -·- ·---· - ·-··-··-------~--- - -------- - - -------

C' and that the activity of theorizing w.ill become more procedural 
and arid and lees substantive and useful. The complexity of the 
Snyder scheme, it should b-e pointed out, has been criticized by 0th.er 5/111 The UoSo Decision to Resist Aggression in Korea: the application ; of a11 analytical sceme 11 , Adrll?-nistra tive Sc-ience Q.uarterl7, III,3 . (D<:cen1ber, 1958), 341-78 (and in Snyder, Bruclc and Sapin, .2.E.• ,cit., 206-2L:-9); . 

52Snyder, Bruck and Sapin, op. cit., 227. 
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than hostile observers - for instance, Herbert I·lcCloakey, whose 

sympathetic revie1vv of the 195L~ ·publication in \'forld Politics53 is 

incllJ,ded in tl1e ·19·62 re-issue. Though enthusiastic in hailing the 
' Snyder-, Bruck and Sapin .enterprise as a landmarlc in the scientific 

study· of international relations, the review condem.n5 its major 
. - -
shortcoming of "inordinate complexity".54 of analytical layout. 

A third point fmllows on from the question of complexity and 

-~s closely related to it: the theoretical status and quality of the 

work·. It is naturally impos.ing a taxing burden on an explanatory 

s.ceme to expect it to explain the relationships among a l~rge 

number of variables. In this respect, as suggested in the previous 

paragraph, the very arnbi tiousness of the scheme detracts fron1 ite 

·explanatory effective11ess. The 'frame of reference• presented by 

Snyder, Bruck and Sapin specifies a wide range of factors which enter 

into deciaion-rnaking but their interrelationships are barely ,, 

touched upon. \ve are presented v1ith a carefully compiled listing 

and categorization of elements that affect and determine. the ta~ng 

of decisiorus, but not much more. The authors introduce their work 

as ah attempt to explain the working of intranational dec:j..sion - · -
though not of international decision. \fua t~_-:,Jthey have in fact done 

'l. . • 

is set out a statement of those factors whic)1 mus:t __ ]:)_e ____ CQIUS__i_d_ered________ . 

relevant for such explanator~ work; they have dug the foundations, 

·to revert- to our architectural-constructional metaphor, but they 

a.ave not built the house. Epistemologically their wqrk is a 

classif.icatory scheme rather tl1an an explanatory n1odel, an organi-

53vrII,2 (January, 1956), 281~95. 54 ,.. .. :, B l d S . . t · ,.:)nya. er·-, ru c ( an a pin, 212.. c J. .• , 
. ~-~ 207. 
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.zing theory of 'how' rather than an explanatory theory of 'why'. 

1'1cClelland •t term for it is "an accounting systemn55 with which we 

may ·tabulate amounts in decisional transactions. The analysis 
. \ 

has the low-level theoretical statue of a taxonom~6 B11 t -even this , 

·is not to be despised in the current state of ·rnter11ational Rela

tions. A mere typology does constitute "a s.tep closer to-theoryn5? 
c!) . - and hae ·~eat value in guiding research -· though the dividends in 

. . this respect will only be ~eat if. the typology .Qr classification , . r~ • 

is widely used and economies of scale are achieved. It is unfortu

nate therefore that we lack a considerable body of comparable 

research ·cast in Snyder, Bruck and Sapin 1s terms: though disse.rta

tions in that mould are doubtless stacked .up in the Northwestern 
. University Library they have not achieved wide currency. Use is 

really the acid test of theory, and the too great complexity~of ilhis 
\... scheme has obviously militated against its use extensively, even at 

its organizing-theory level • 

. 
A final point, which may be briefly made but which i:s of very 

great significance, .relates to the.basic focus of the study: deci

sions, and whether ·concentration upon,-0 them is adequate to impart .. 

understanding of even intrana tional behaviour and outlook.58 Thie 

point will have to be assessed but it may usefully be trer:J.ted in 
--- --~~·~-..,.::=·--.=--.---------- ·----_._ . ..::;;:..._·=.::...:..~ . .::.~--:.:.::::. .. ::..::.:.::. : • .....::~.-::.;~~:.-.:.: .. :: ... :::.·::.·.--:_~- - -.-- . - ~- .::.-:-... : .. ·• ~ ... :·. 

-terms of dl1cisional analysis of vari-oua other thinkers rather than 

of Snyder and his associates alone. In the section following the 

work of a number of other analysts will be considered. 

55McClelland,.0)2. cit., 108. 56J.1,IcCloskey, in Snyder et !l.l .• , OJ2• cit., 
57 - . 195. 

Snyder and J .Robinson, "Decision-I13.lring in International Politics", 
in H.Kelman (ed.), International Behavior (New York, 1965), 439. 

58 · 
Hoffmann,. £.E.• cit., 52. ' . 
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·oTHER CO!iTRIBUTIOifS TO DECISIOiiAL ANALYSIS 

----\ie may lack a body of empirical ~rri ting cast in ,~he parti

cular terms of the Snyder, Bruck and Sapin analysis, but their 

work has had its influence on the general anal.ysis of foreign 

policy, which th(?ugh a fairly new de,velop1nent as a sub-field . of 

International Relations is now almost universally presented in 

e:q,l.icit - al}?eit perhaps nominal - decj_sion-1'.falting terminology. 

In this respect, at least, Snyder and his associates have advanced 

. methodological a\-vareness in the field - and this is always an u 

___ objective of the scientific theorists. There are now a ·number of 

general schemes of foreign policy analysis focusing-upon the 

decisional process, as well as various particular-pieces of work 

giving valuable partial perspectives on decision-making. 

Among the /eneral theories is one, that of George Nodelski, 

contemporaneous with the work of ~nyder tl ~. His Theorl ~ For-
. . 

eign
1

Polici59 '1eans heavily upon macro-economic models of income/ 

production flows. Briefly, the decision-maker occupies a pivotal 

role mediating betwe~n flows of input (of national resources) and 

output (being the exhaustion of those resources) of policy. }bdel~ 

ski's focu~ upon the decisional process is distinguished from that 

----of the Snyder sche.me-~b-y .. ~~hav.in-g--a wider-~scope; rather than the 

single wii t 1decis.ion' he iB seeking to handle tl1e general, con tin-· 

uous linkage of such units - i,e., 'policy'. With reference to 

\ 

' 

our final point of ~ticism of Snyder and his associates above, v , 
. i-t-·is interesting to note I\1odelski 's :,;eaaons for es·q·hewing the _, ____ _ 
59(1onclon, 1962) First presented as a London University Pl1.D. 

thesis in 1954. 
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. . t d . . . 60 micro-uni ecision. He holds that the decisiohal focus imputes 

too pr·ecise and definite an image to the policy process. Analysis· 

of those parts of the process which are discernibl~ as decisions 

cannot shed adequate light upon "the contint1oua stream of activi

ties v1ithin which decisions are embedded, and pays little h-eed, in 

61 theory at least, to the actions that linlt one decision to another". 
\ 

In any case, Hodelski £:sserts, foreign policy is not basically an . 
; 

.. activity. 1·1hic.h is predominantly characterized by problem-solving • 

He is concerned that decisional analy5is may foster the 'genetic 
r 

fallacy' of imputing to all behavioural phenomena an explanation 

h d . , . . 1 t" 62 c 011c e in aecisiona erm.s. 1·'1odelski acknowledges the value of 

deciscional ana'lysis for major, dicernible events in policy-r.1aking 
_,,,,., 

but for minor events involving choice, and fqr much other policy 

activity not involving choice - for instance, negotiation - in a 

decisional sense, he· is doubtful that deciGional explanation and 

classification is .suitable. It is widely st~ted 'that decisions 

are at - or themselves are - 'the core' of politics63 but we 

should beware of having this notion smuggled without scrutiny into 

th~ conventional wisdom of political studies. 

' •' 

A more recent general model of policy analysis, that of 

Joseph"Frankel, c~nceives of decisions in a similarly broad con---------------. 

text to that adopted by l"Iodelski. Al though Frank.el, unlike l·Iodel

ski, is cont~nt to present his focus as nominally upon decision

making his tl1eoreticaYm'odel, vrhen· fully clothed in the en1pirical 

data with which his~book The, Ms.king ~ F~reign, Policy61s replete, 
6 Oib. 1 • ·1-2-ff 61 Ib. :, 3 62 I 1 • d . ~ 4 __ i_a e , • J..O. • , 1 • OJ. • , 1.)-1 • 

. 63see, :e.,g.,. R.Si.mol.11., "Political Research: the decision-making framework:", 15, ·in D.Easton(ed.), Varieties~ Political Th,eorY: (Engle~ wood Cliffs; 1965). 
· 5'i-rm- • cit • 
~ I I, •.•. 
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.'" act~ally deals vti th the overall policy process. Frankel's scheme 
·has something of the richness of the Snyder analysis - though of 

, 

the empirical rat11er than the theoretical type: v1hereas it us 
difficult to use the Snyder model. because its theoretical complexity 

• .r 

defeats our ability to mobt+.ise e1npirical data, Franlcel 1s empirical 
,;,. 

clothing or flesl1 on the skeleton of his theory is such that we 

cannot easily discern, let alone use,. his theory. Franltel 's 

war}~ is a compendious aggregation of 'factors relevant to policy

making within the domestic and international environments of 

the decision-makers. I do not want to sugge._st that the Frank.el 

scheme is unmanageable in quite the degree to which the Snyder one 
escapes our grasp. He has in fact set out the theoretical orien-, . 

ta tion of his analysis in an article published some time before the 

publicatio11 of his book, ·"Towards a Decision-lvla.king !1odel in Foreign 

Policy'". 65 Also, in his book there is an ini t_ial at tempt to make 

th h t . 1 t . . f ~ 1 1 . . t 66 Th d 1 ' d 
et eore ica concep ion airy exp 1c1. e mo e presen~e .. 

by Franl{.el is perhaps more doivn to earth and c_oncretely useful p., 
( 

than Snyder's because of an important differe~ce of emphasis: · the 
scope of the relevant milieu of policy/decision-making is differ~ 

~ntly determined. The emphatically behavioural emphasis of Snyder 
et al. results in concentration upon what the decision-malrer thinks --

. 

I 

I ,. 
I . 

' . t .. 

k 

_ ___;;;..---=-=--~--=-:::.=-~......=::::::---...=- -

~-~-----!_el_evan ~- --~ih~_l:'eas. frg.nkel feels it~ 0is n-eeessapy t-o treat--th~'---'----~--'-·''"'~~-s==-~----- ------=-

,. 
I•,, .. , 

I. 

decisional process in terms of the objective environment of the 

decision-maker as well as in terms of his subjective interpretation 

thereof. 67 

the FranJ.-cel 

'65 £E.· cit. 

..... 

. -
... ·,•·:.,: ·'.·";" 

... - ... 

·In this respect, as in that of ~ts empiri~al 'flesh', 

mode 1 is ver-y much more broad but for that very reason 
66 67 .9°.E.• cit. , preface and ch. 1 esp. Vide supra, 10.5. 
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not very much easier to operationalize than that of Snyder, Brucl-c 
and Sapin. 

The general theorists/ gener'a1·. cone ep tual framev1or k builders 
.considered so far are eo-n-sumers rather than producers of theory. 
l·ruch of the theoretical analysis applied to foreign_ policy analysi5 
is drai\fn directly from work done in other fields - Economics, Social 
Pyschology, etc. -· on the decisional process, much of which has 

considerable general validity extending to the process within our 
milieu. ~ne majof area of useful theoretical di~cussion is that 
of the various contributions on the subject of rationality in 
decisional choice. l·iost of this work tal(es as itB starting point 
an image_. - aldn to that vJhich is impli_cit i11 much traditional 

writing on international relations - of a rational 'decisional 
. man', first cousin to 'economic man' who hae long served aa an 

'• ideal type and referent in the best established policy science, 
and a\ .. distant descendant of . the rational man ,dho. was once felt to 

~ people the political landscape. According to this ideal type 
mq_del the decision-maltlng process is characterized, in the words 
of its most perspicacious critic, Professor Simon, as "the selection 
of an optimal cour:se of action from among a_s_~~~--~f_spec_ified alt
ernative courses of action, on the basis of a criterion o~ prefer-, .. 68 
ence". A l1igh .degree of rationality is assv.med in the handling 

" of the various corupenents of ¢iecisional · calfiy.lation, about which, 
in .turn, ind~ed as a prerequisite, a condition of rationality, a.._ 
high degree. of knovJledge is assumed. In its most formal terms 
6 8s· e a I • t 8 imon, op. c1 ., 1 • 
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... 
(with the potential of pure mathematical treatment69 ) -the ir.1age of 

rational man depicts him respondin~ to decisional problems ~y 

resort to a whole set of given alternatives, each of which is 
seen as having certain outcomes (varying in the degree of knowledge 
and certainty). The selection from this range of an appropriate 
alternative is done by.reference to an articulated, explicit 

·-f,> 'U~t.ility-func tion--1, o:r 1p-ref er-ene-e-o-rdering t i11 terms of which ·tha t 
outco1ne is cl1osen which is 1valuationally' most desirable. 7o This 
model of decisional cl1oice is variously held to ~cl1ieve a 'maximi
zation' of goals or an 'optimization' of choice. Because it is 

characterized by rationality to such an extent this process is 

often described as 'means-ends analysis'; the rational ~an is 
pictured as ttcool and clearheaded rt in calculating the best n1eans 

--
to attain his k:no,1n end. 71 Rational man is, then, a tidy, analyti-

...-
~ cally satisying paragon of decision-making. 

There is ho1wvever the great di.s~dvantage to 'ra·tional man' 

.:that he does not exifst. From our intuitive knowledge and from 
v1hat empirical work that i? available it is clear that decisional 

' choic_e is just not rational to the extent depicted _i11 the classical -
model,of pure rationality. (It should he noted that relatively few >1 

analysts l1ave actually been guilty of, asserting that rational man 

is completely isomorph=i:,c. to reality, but -~_s _ ~ critical techniqtle~~~--· ~ ----·· ·--·-· . ., .. ·- -· . --- : .:_.· .. ::...-:-.:_---::_-_::-:::~------ ----- .. _ .. ··---· -
~-.:---~--___ :::::::::.::=..:..:: --- - - ~- - - -- ------- - - -- -- - -- -_- -·- ____ -- = 

it has been useful for Simon, Verba and other observers to set up . ,, , . .,!'\ . . .. 

a classical straw man in order to enlighten in the process of 
," 

knocking him down.--J -- Having- set out criticisms of this conception 

69See, e.g., I.D.J.Bross, Desi5n for Decision (New YOrk, 1953), on "s ta tis tical decision-malting". 
70See J.I-1Iarcl1 and II.Silnon, ''The Concept of Rationality", in J.D. Singer (ed.), Hum.an Behavior and International Politics (Chicago, 1965), 340. . 

. 71S.Verba, 0 Assumptions of RE1t1onality and I-Ion-Rationality in I;Iodels of the International System 0 , in S.Verba and K.Y~orr(eds.), The International Sys,;te~, .2.E.• cit., 95 .• 
. ! 
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and ita shortcomings as a description of what really happerus, 
t .... · 

Siraon, Lindblo1n, Verba and otl1ers attempt then1selves to depict 
,. ~--····•- V the decisional process as it is in the untidy and u..n~atisfnctory 

'real' i·1orld, seek:ing in Lindblom 1s e:..1:1ression to build a n1ess 

heroic 
. · · .r. 72 model of policy-makingu. rrhis can best be done by .way 

of destruction of the up.real and abstract assumptions of the model 
of pure rational choice. }~rch and Simon are typical in taking 

!, , -exception to three basic assumptions of the model, namely: th~ 
\ 

assumption as known givens of the range of alternative coursee 

·open to the.decision-makers; the assumption that the consequences 
or outcomes of these will be knoi-m to a fairly complete degree; 

and the belief that the decision-makers interpret and choose deci
siorus in terms of an articulated f~ramework of values. 7·3 :Simon has 

elsewhere 1na.de a general statement of some force criticizing these 

assumptions: 

Our world iG a ·world of limited, serial information proc.essors dealing idith com1Jle:,:ity that,for all practical purposes, is infi11ite in corjparison with their information-ga theri11g and -co1npu ting poi'lers. It is a ivorld peopled by creatures of bounded rationality. Because vie cannot sirflul taneously attend to everytl1ing that is poteritially relevant, 1....re must }1ave pro·cesse.s that determine the focus of attention. If alternatives are not given but must be discovered, tl1en there must be processes for seeki11g the1n out. 1.rhe actual choice· 'a1no11g alternative~ ruay t'iell tu1~n out 
to be relatively inconsec1uential in comparison i·rith the processes that determine v1hat alternatives are, available for choiee.74 

The relevant information. is not, of course, 'given•- from fu.e·vie111-

point of the decision-maker; there ia, there~ore, a need for him . 

• ... f .. , •• 

. ,· '··. ~ ;'·' . ., 

., 
.. ·- .. _.'-_ ·----

72c .B.Lindblom, "The Science of 'Huddling T'.aroue;h '", Public Admin- ' istratio11 Rev~iei-1, Xll,2 (Spring, 1959), 80n.· 
7 3-~~ .. , d .. . . t i·]arcn an vimon, .2E.. ci • , 
,t,·' Behavior (Iievr York, 1957· -

341; see also Simon, Administrative ~· 
2nd. ed.), 80ff. 

74s. . Ea 1.mon, 1.n sto~. cit., 19. 
I . 
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-~ 
to ·\·Tork out alterna"t;ives, outcome5, and even values. · rr11e mo5t 

crucial element of perfect rational :knowledge - predictive knowledge 

._ -\__. of outcomes - is certainly not availab·le. Hence, decision-makers 

can be only 1intended1j 1 and 'limitedly' rational. 75 Even in hind-

.sight the objective reality of v1hich courses vJere open to a deci-
,. 

s ion-maker iI1 a -particular circumstance i.s not likely to be per

fectly known. 
76 

.. The rationality which~ attai11able is relative 

and subjecti¥e - in that it can at best be rational in terns of the 

particular frame of_ref·erence or world-picture \-vhich is the real 
0 -

' ' world 1 n the viev1 of the decision-1na1~er. ~Je choose al\·;ays 1·1i th 
.J.. 

respect to ''n limited, approxii:1ate, simplified 'r:1odel' of the real 

situation11 .77 Our conceptions of the world are necescarily imper-

-, 

f ect because the biological capacities of human beil1gs, and the 

social capacities of the organizations they establish, are not 

finite \'l}1ile the infor1nationalr and con1putational demands ·or 

complex decision-making are virtually infinite. Even quite simple 

problems tax our minds and caru1ot be l1andled i11 pure rational terms 

because we cannot handle· the multit'Ude of relevant alternatives,, .. we 
,, 

:cannot assign to ther.a me-aninGful outcomes,. our value-structures 

are inchoate, and our abilities to calculate optimum policies :i.n 

terms of those values are af a low level of sophistication. In 
---·-_ - ---·-.;-- --------•e-••-· __ . ::...:......:.....::: __ "•- --

' 

. , ... 

order for the decisional process to be manageable, decision-makers 

"mu.st restrict their attention to relatively few valueeLand relati-

vely few alternative policies among the countless alternatives that 

might be im~~ned ". 78 Si1nilarly, Bertrand de Jouvenel refers to 

75s· 'd .. t t· B h . imon, a minis ra ive e avior, 
76

7\,'f b d s · · t 4 .1:arc _ a.n irno.n, o~o o ci • , 3 2 

7
8
Lindblom, .21?.• cit:: 80 • 

op. cit., xxiv. 
77 Ibid., 342 • 

., 
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a polity having to apply what he calls the 'law of conservative 
exclusion' according to 1.-1hich · certain kii1ds of instigations cannot 

be allo\·red into fre·e cortlPetition in the .Political market place 

because they are incompatible with the rules of the game?9 On the 

individua.l level, but more crudely, the decision-malter must conser

vatively exclude many considerations if his decisional role is to 
be manageable. As de Jouve11el notes, our cons~ciou.s and unconscious 

· minds perforo this role, analogous to,that of a secretary securing 
,,,!. 

a businessman from minor and irrelevant distractions in order to . 

. conserve his capacity to handle major questions. At the conscious 
level man's decisional capacities are pro~ected by his prejudices, 

that is to say, by 1tbuilt in principles-by virtue or-·which-so1ne 

cases need not be brought up before our court of ju:s tic·e "• do On a 
" less philocophical plane, this screenin~ process of discrimination 

among factors \f1hich may· appear relevant in the decisional process 

does have son1e rational character; it i.s not s:unply random or arbi

trary. Though allov1an~e must be made for capricious, careless 

decision-making, it seems intu.itively reasonable to accept Si1non's 

concept of decision-ma.king.as involving, in each case, considerable 
~ 

_.elementary 'substantive planning', the deciding involving an elabo-

ration of basic vaJ-ues and of objectives as much as of courses of 

action. Only by such prior rational discrimination c~~ ~he~-----------------·' · .... --~- --- ---- -- -- . . ......... ---- -· ... -.. --- -·-- __ .. _ .. _ ··--- ·-- ·- --·-·-- .. ·------------------··--·--·-- ... -----------·-····--·----·-.. -·---··-----·-- 8_1 ____ -· . - -decision-maker's "frame of attention" be sufficiently narrowed 

,; 

~':.· .. ·? . -..-:--, ....... ,. ;:~::-:-.:,·;~:,'-~"f;'"f1 ; -.• . ·-1 
• ' • 'I; ~"--

to avoid stiamping his intellectual capacity. Thereby each decisional 

choice can be "guided directly or indirec"tly by much broader con.- , 

· siderations of rationality than v19uld .be possible if 1t had. to be 

79B.de Jouvenel, The Pure Theory~ Politics (London, 1963), 112; see generally, Part IV; Ch.2. 
80

Ibid., 95; see also 172. 81 simon,Admin. Behav., ~· cit., 98. 
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. . . . t. ,, 82 made , on the apo·t • without benefit of previous considera ion • 

The decision-maker is, then, "selecting general" criteria of choice 

and (t11 en) particularizing the1u· by ap1)lica tion · to specific situ-
) b3 a tions rr. The ter1n used by another \·1riter, Sir -Geoffrey Viclrers, 

as equivalent to· 'frame of attention' is 'appreciation' (of both 

value- and reality-judgements in con1position) is useful because itl! 

everyday' usage focuses our analysis. upon the crucial factor of 

the hmnan capacity to, a.a vJe say, •take in' and absorb the in1pact 

f . "'1 • d .. - ,. PJ+ · of events and ,the ra11ge o variao_es 1.n ecision-ma.z:o..11g. 

Simon is, then, presentinc a model of decisional choice in . ' 

. 
\'lhich the scope for rational tproblem-sol vine' decision is greatly 

narrowed, and yet the facility of decision-making is increased 

• 

\"1ithin that scope by the establishment of a category' of 1routini:zed 1 

responses to decisional difficulties, silnpl-ifying and indeed enabling 

the solution of problems. In terrn.s of stimulus-response, tl1is 
-t means tl1a t: 

tfuen a stimulus is utterly novel, it 1i1ill invoh:e 
problem-solving activity aimed initially at con
structing a definition of the situation and then 
at cleveloiJil1g one -or n1ore a.'ppropria te performance 
progranis. 85 

This moified model of decisional choice~ a rational model, only 

differing in degree, though_ -~<?ns~q~~~Pl~, fronL the--p-u-~--med-e-l.·--- In---------------~-------~------~ 

terms ~f thia conception of decisional behaviour the informati~n 

at the disposal of the decision-malcer is infinitely less exteasive 

and reliable. A very great deal of decisional attention is devoted 

to the question - ignored in th~ pure model - of deciding what to 
82I., •. ,· 9o · 99 83! · ~ oia., o- • bid., 99; see also Sir Geoffrey Vickers, The Art 2.f Judgement . (London, 1965), 68. 84

Vickers, ibid., 39. 85narch · and Simon, ~· cit., 343. 
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. 86 
decide. The snecification of alternatives, this model.aaeerte, J: 

is a difficult, partly rational, process of 'searching 1 •
87 Hence 

only a part of the overa1:l decisional. pr,ocess consists of th~. acti
vity of decid·ing as it is presented in pure rational terms. The 

. ~ ~ 

model of Simon and his school is one which directs attention to 
"the whole spectrum of decision-makinr;- activity - attention direc-

:.) :) vu tirig, design 1 and choice"• It thus differs i.11 respect of focus 
as w~ll in respect of the ra t_i~na~ity held to characterize the 
process of deciding from the formal, pure model of rational deci
rsion-maki11g. 

A m.a.j_or difference betv1een the models is in the autonomy, 
imputed to meano and ends respectively. ~fuereas the pure" rational 

• 'means-ends' analysis rests upon the interaction of means and 
ends as clear,distinct major variables of choice, in the adapted-· 
model this c,ategorization is blurred. ·since it hold:s that. a pre-

.. selected structure of values is not available_ to guide the decision-
maker's choice of means, it iG obvious that the adapted model 
cannot be centred upon a conception of choic-e of means i11 the 
light of kno\rffi ends. The distinction fron1 the pure model is made 

. most clear in the work of Lindblom, whose model of decisional 
• 

I 
choice is intended to cover a process of "successive limited co1'-

... 

--- ----------- ~-- -----· -~isonsJ!_4R--~O-l.~ey-sel;ec--ejJjfft -~aOO~ ~jfi:i_o]i--8SC_~heWS the Hra tional-
C Onlprehensive tt image of the process. 89 Lindblom holo.s that in 

----- -

-------

policy-1naking tl1e evaluation of governing principles and the selec-
. . ' . . tion of appropriate courses of action ·are not sequential steps in 86 . · 8 - -- · Simon, in Easton (ed. ) , op. cit. 1 1 9. · 7 M9.rch and Simon 2l?.. 88Simon, in Easton (ed.), ~· cit., 19. cit., _343. ' 89

Lindlom, 11The Science of 'Huddling Through' 11 , op. cit., 81; see also, idem, rrpol~c~ A!1alj-sis tt, ... 4.merican Economic Revietv, J(LVIII (June, 1.958), 290-513_. · · · 
. /" 
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·~ a process but are inextricaoly intert,·rined as one stage of· overall 

problem-solving. This vie\•j \tJ'ould seem to be intuitively correct: 

individuals' value structure_s tend to. be inarticulated to some, 

and not infrequently to a very great, extent and hence tlo not 
often constitute an operationally useful ranking of goals. The 

problem of values in politics has alv1ays presented major 6b.stacles 
. to theorizing; in this connection, the qifficulties of measuring 

the intensity vrith i-1hic_h a given value is held, and conse.~~uently 

the e11ormoua problems involved in assessing the comparative 

.·attachment of an individual to ·a number, even two, of dis.tinct 

/ 

~ values, greatly complicate policy analysis and vitiate fully 

rational procedure for the v1ell-equipped outside observer, let alone 
for the participant in decisional choosing. Lindblom feels that 

the policy analyst is thus forced t-o concentrate upon value choices 

-v1hich are margina.l.. 11 ·.rhe value problem is ••• ali:1ays a pr·ol9lem of 

adjustments at the margin 11 • 9_0 \·J11at Lindblor1.is asGerting here is "" 

,that the decision~maker in practice grasps the problems of value 

·involved in decisional choice by comparing differences bet,·reen the 
eJ:isting policy course and· an (or a few) alternative modification 

. ' ,: ,' •' ~ 

t-1hich is in question for that policy courae 'at the margin' of the 
· policy v1here it e11ters the· continuum of tL"'Tie and space and cireum

s tances. }-Ioreover, evei:i- these 'increinenta_~--'---~hange~ _ ~ val11es are_ -- . .._ ..... -· - - . - -----··----·-------

themselves most attainable if mediated through a choice of policy 

means. For it is the case, in Lindblom's view, that it is only 

through 'successive limited comioarisons' of con:crete, specified 
~ 

policies t11a t decision-makers really· eome to knov1 what their rela-

tive values are. The process of decisio11al choice tends therefore 
t6 involve simultaneously the specification of means and ends, and 
90· 

Lind b 1 on1, u Science 11 , 2J2.. cit • , 8 2 • · 
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the rlltionality of choice within that process is confined to the 
... 

bounds of Lindblom 1s niarginal,. incremental,. ·succes.,_;ive lirnited 

ooinparisons of policy alternatives. There is an ongoing 11roce·ss 

whereby policy is su~cessively approxilnated to soE1e de~ired _objec

tives ,r1hich themselves may substantially change.· This io admitt--
. \ 

edly an imperfect and untidy 1nodel but ~~- would appear that it is, 

by that very fact, isomorphic to reality to a far greater extent 
. 

than is the pure rational choice model. In particular the adapted 

-model ii1ould seem more appropriate 1o accommodate the bulk: of policy 

decisions ~ ·which are unlilre the major 'revolutio11S' in policy in 

that they do no·t involve clear-cut is~ues upon which much attention 

i_s. focuaed. '(This recalls 1\1odelski 's reservations concerning the 

~pplicability of the concept decision.) In short, decision-making 

' ie a process of 'muddling through' though in its limited way, Lind-

blom maintains, a scientific process. 

The general dd.s tinction bet\veen· pure and modified decisional 
' 

choice models ia perhaps most explicit in their understandings, of 

t:h:e rules · governing actual decision. tfuereas vie have seen that the 

J;,~e model assumes the objective of o·ptimizing or maxi1nising the 
' 

:chqi·ce' of policy alternatives, the adapted model ia leas ambitious 

·-r- • 

...... 

r 

and its -de-e i-s-ie-n-maker see ko :i.:ns tectd- ---{±n- -the term· --l~ro:tneu---by ---simon--) --·-----------'-.::_-'-'--------·:---~---·cc= 

) 

to 1satisfice' - more intelligibly, to achieve merely a satisfac--
tory solution ~ and does not (because he can not) quest after the 

one, optimal course or cl1oice. For given that the 'information at 

the disposal of the decision--mak:er - about the range of possible 

a·lternativ~s, the outcomes thereof, the-relevant values a.nd their 
. . 

- hierarchy, and -the relationship of ·_value~ to alter11ative·S'· .. courses 
• " 

.• 

'· 1 ·• ., 

I '1 ..,.,,., .... \,.•. 
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of actio-n - is severely limited, it is· simply not possible for 
\ 

us to discern the best solution. This would only be possible, 
accord~ng to !1::trch and Simon, if there ex~ted a set of criteria 
according to \111hich all alternatives could be compared and, further, 
if tl1e alternative thereby preferred \vou~d be preferable in terms r 

of the relevant cr~teria to all the othet alternatives. 91 Since 
values are normally nur:1erous and' conflicting, ·,.-,ithin the individual 

l mind and far more so within foreign policy organizations, it is ---
~ ..• 

, 

most unlik:ely that such a hierarc~y of values c-o·u·ld be arrived at.· 
There is obviously ·a problern of opportunity cost, in terms of 
value X cay, of selecting pol·cy A to achieve objective B which ,, 

' 
embodies value'Y. There is the additional comnlica tio.n that 1nean:s .;. 

a~e not valuationally neural. It is thus one thing to conceive, in 
game-tl1eoretic terms, o a minimax of values and Clllite another thing, 
whic·h is: largely beyo d ua, to calculate \·:hat it will be in practice. ' 

:Henc.e ,Ile norr.1all,y c fine our decisional efforts to sa tisficing 
;,· 

rcttne·r than to ma r1izing or optimizing. '11.he dis tine tion is made 
.s.uccinctly by }Ia ch and Simon v1l1en they aay that :satisficing is 

·, 

like searchin~a haystack for a needle sharp enough to sew with, 
while optirnizing demands that the -haystack: be combed to provide us ·. 92 with the sharpest needle. Sir Geoffrey V1cker5 provides a further, <...... 

,.;· 

- ----- ----~ - - --~- - ------pe_rhaps mor_e_ lielpfu-1, illustration of the _nature of :sa tisficing 
when he defines it (though, confusingly, he uses the· ter1n optimi
zing to mean v1ha t the usage of decisional analysis calls sa tisfi
cing) ·as "the progTessive elimi11ation of alternatives which are 

·judged 'not good enough', until one 'good enough' is found 11 • He 
gives_ the exaraple o_f a high-jump coteeit in which "the bar i:s pr.o-
911-·hrch a11d Simon, 2.£• cit~ , 343. 92 Loe. cit.· 
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' ' ,gFessively raised until all competitors but one are proved 'not 

good enougl1'; and the survivor, be·ing 'good enough', _:Ls co11seq

uently 'best',,,. 93 Charles Lindblo2i1 is in broad agree111ent i1ith 

tl1is conception but he goes beyond· it, to the extent of asserting 

:that in even the lir1itedly rational choice of satisfactory policy , 

.\ 

\ 

.~ .. ~v 

_ the qpera ti'onal si£;·nific·ance of value 1Jreferences Bay be almost 

nil. This is not to say that policy choice is entirely random or 

capricious. Since in hi5 view policy is chosen more on the basis 

of §pecifyihg policies which are better tl1an others on incremental 

value ground5 th~n u1Jon the b~sis of cnds-y1ea11s 1nediation, a 'good' 

policy may be selected by -rda;/ of "agreen1e.11t on policy· itself, t1hich 

• •bl 1 t 1 • ' I tt 9ll- 11• I,• remains pos[~ i e even vH1e n agr eernen on va ues is 110 -c • · 'w4 i ·cnin 

an organizational~decisional unit it seems empirically correct 

£11at the only practicable test of 'good' pol""icy is agreement upon 

~· ' 

its goodness(for \-'Il1atever reasons) as 1~1.dblom maintains; ends are 

·6:ften left u11resolved, conflicting and unsettled i11 the p1··actice 

o·f such uni ts. · 111is irrrage i:s supported by tl1e experiences of the 
• impact ·of 'unnattached' (i.e.; advisory or expert) acaden1ics and 

intellectuals . upon the · worlcings of policy 1nachinery; their ra tiona~ 

apiJroac4 tends to engender ~conflict because it i1..1pells them -ro 

mal{e explicit their assumptions and values, -.and such procedure 

., 

.~~ ___ is inclined_to i1n1:Le_dLthe achiaJI.eme·nt .-0.!--policy i~--by----way 

•. 

I 

of satisficing. vle· must recognize, then, that satisfactory policy 

m·ay result from quite unsatisfactory reasoning proc~sses_. 'Ihis 

is, certainly, a most. subjective proced-ure but: it should be remem- ., 
' . . bered that not even the pure ra ti9nal choice· model can -properly .. 

:be founded upon objective, absolute givens; for it is the c·ase 

93Vickers, on. cit., 42-3n. 94Lindblom, ".Science", 2;E.• cit,., 83. 
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that "objective5 themselves have no ultimate validity other than .. 
(that) they are agreed on". 95 , 

COI'fCLUSION 

It is no\·l necessary to attempt a summing up of the· theory -· 
·purporting ~o ~xplain foreign policy decision-ma~ng. Initially 
it ~y be h'elpful to note 'tl1at even· did \ie have at our disposal 
a fairly complete organizational and explanatory theory of deci
sion-making i:n the foreign policy proce:srs '-- and \ve manifestly do 
not have such a body of theory - we l•[ould not ipso facto have a
complete theoretical acconunoda tion of the actions of individual 
statee as policy-making and -executing entities. .As has been l 
noted above 96 objections can be made to conceptions of policy 

• which hinge solely upon the recisional perspective, and so the 
soope of foreign policy theory is being arbitrarily - thuug~ not 
_necessarily unjustifiably: research may not yet be :fruitful· at the 
1nore diffuse policy level - confined to v1l1a t n1ay be discerned and 
grasped as decision. The self-evidently central, pivotal nature 
bf decisions in polit~cal activity is, in fact, open tri serious 
question. Decisional analysis of the lr~nd developed by Lindblo1n, ~~ 

\vhich is distinguished ,by its closeness t.o empirical reality 
- - . fi-om--mucn·--otlier- --"c_heor_e_tical \--lri ting, comes near to seeing the 

rat~onal, really decisional element in policy-formulation in its 
true perspective; ·but eve11 his worl\. \vould appear to overstate the 
coherence o·f the process: 'muddling through' is Lvi practice 
more of an art tl1an a science - a11d it is often not even that and 
is simply muddle. 

· 95Ib · :, 8. 4. 96v1· de "" 4 · - 10.., supra, 12 ~5. 
.:·- '; ~:,.· ....... ·: : .. 
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Having mentioned an important present. lin1ita tion upon this 

particular theoretical perspective upon policy anal~sis - one 
c' 

,.Jhose existence inclines m11ch policy analysis in i·rri ting and 

teaching to re1nain in a 'literary' theoretical mould - it ia 
• 

meet to set out w·ha t are t11e requirements of a theory of 
\. 

f'oreign policy· analysis, in order to n1.a.1ce clear ·the overall 

contributions discussed above. 

,' 

There are obviously a nuriber o·f 1-ce·y clusters .of variables, 

treated in most of the schemes so far _mentioned but upon the 

place of ·which in overall policy analysis· little conse11.sus would 
- . 

appear to exist. One obvious category is that concerned "itith 

tl1e individual meh ~ho oc.cupy policy .roleaS·: and talce - · in so fq.r 

as they are discernible ·- decisions. It is a cont..:onplace of 

traditional analysis that tl1e personal predispo~itions of ~bisJ 
' ' 

foreign minister and that president are of importance, and there 

v1ould not be di5sent fror1 the proposition that we must therefore 

study men. The question upon which dispute \rill inevitable centre 

is: to what degree are men important and how can this degree be 

determined, Obviously, it is interesting to have some insight 
) 

into the~r:sonality traits of men in office, and the highly 

body of theoretoical work - classificatory and also explanatory -
j 

on these traits. In their raw form such theories have dubious 

applicability to international relations analysis - as witness 

the general reception given to the Bullitt-Freud study of Woodrow 
07 ' 

\-lilson. 7 
· Less extravagent and more careful interdisciplinary 

: 

97Thomapa Woodrow Wilson: ~ Psychol_ogical Stu?-y (London, 1967) • 
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./· borro,•1ing 11as produced very useful ,vorlc, enlarging the horizons 

of the international relations milieu - to take one area as illus

trative, consider the many valuable articles in the Journal 2£. 
Conflict Resolution on the subject of na-tional images, their 

formation, raodifi_cation, ·and affects. Psycho-social ,
0
perspectivea 

.. 
~vemany fruitful applications to the study of individual values, 

,, .. ba·ckgrounds, and behavioural characteristics. Such an~lys1~ 
' yields 1nuch of obvious value ·to our study of me11· in foreign policy 

situations. But ~hese insic11ts and ·theories,. thougl1 i11creasingly 

ti~cd in Inte~national Relations, are not of sufficient value 

to explain policy. For the personal variable must be related to 

. others, one of \'lhich is the context or nlilieu of· policy. 'l1here is 

so11e variation, in the perspective 1r1hich is adopted here. Sorne 

studies concentrate upon the organizational structure of the 

policy ni?-chi11ery itself, wl1ile others see that as of irnportance 

only in its· role as a sub-system of the sovereign corffiJllni ty as a 

vrhole. 11he nature of organizational structure, the hierarchies 

vii thin the society, and .sirailar factors mu5 t b_e organized to 
. 

acquire a sufficient theoretical framework into which the personality 
%1 

variables can be integrated. w~thin a general framework accommo

dating personarand o~ganizational (restricted or e~tensive) 
... i ___ Q_ __ ---- ----·-----·----- -- ----=--~- ··--·--------· -- ----- ------ -- -

- 1 
- ~faetors it t·tlll be necessary to pay particular ,attention to the 

. ~ 

way in 111hich they interact, far it is such interaction which will 

its elf constitute national policy-making. · Upon the existence of .. ) 

at least these three clusters of varia_bles, or factors, mos·t 
,.; .... 

· observers would be prepared ·to agree, but in theoretical treat

.me·nt of them their· relative importance differs considerably. 

,·;,. 1.3·9. 
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Of all e~istinc classificatory-explanatory theories in the /-' 
• 

foreign policy a11alysis field, one rJf the most interesting is 
· 98 that of James Rocenau, recently published. Though this pur-

~ 

ports only to be a 'pre-theory•·...,.. i.e. ain1ed at "th·e prelin1inary 

processing of foreign policy 1naterialsn99 - it is ii1 chara.cter 
,, ·' .. ,.,' more u.eveloued and rriore useful tl1an n1any, putative I eene1~a1 theories 1 , 

especially in its classificatory aspects (though these are dev-

elo10ed to· the point at \-Jhich they l1ave considerable e:-:1)lana tory 

val.ue) - see, for instance, Rosenau 's diagro.nLJatic ranldng of 

. 100 :r·elevant factors in the classifica tio~ of foreign policy. 

·.P, 

But even this wor~c dqes not properly constitute analysis ·of 

gefi~~al theoretical type - as ~osenau is nodest enou~h to admit D 

i11 his usage 'pre-theory'. Tl1e fact is that foreign policy analy

lSis, and even the more restricted decisional analysis, has not 

advanced beyond the stage of orga.ni zational theory. As .. Rosenau 

states,·nthe dynan1ics of the processes which cuJ.cihate i:i. the 

external behaviour of societies remain obscure. To identify 
· · · 101 factors is not to trace their.influence." l·Ioreover, ev,e.n at 

tl1is level of classificatory theory p.rogreso l1as bee11 by no meanB 
. ' . impressive. 

ground which should by no,, have been long tilled. 1'Tevertheless, 

advances are being n1adeo T1nough Inter11ational ~elations cannot 

be said yet to -e;njoy at. :the ·micro-unit level a body of analysis 

comparable in scope and·· quality to the pre-I(eynesian theory of the 

firm, there is much effort going into· the very necessary, pre-. 
. 

/ theoretical step of "inventorying the det,ermiriants of external 
98.Qr.?.. cit. 99Ibid ~ , 41. 1 OOibid. , 90-91 • 101 Ibid. , 31 • 
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· · 102 behavioru. ·11lit.hout adequate prepartion at this level it ie .. 

perhaps directly harmful to the enterprise of building scienti

fic theory to er1gage in formulating 'if-then' l1ypotheses. rde 

first· have to kno,v the _ 1\vha t', before we can - or should - seek 
' 

to be certain about the 'why' of fo~eign policy. Ideas about 

the \vhy will na tl1rally shape our understanding of what it is thai;· 

we should be finding out at th~ what level; but conclusive as 
. 

~ distinct from tentative explanatory hypotheses must wait ·upon the 

development of adequate organizational-classificatory theory. In 

'the sub-field of foreign policy analysis the study International 
\ Relations, is perhaps no,~ in sight of the ~take-off into s·elf-

sustaining growth' of e:{planatory theory; it has not happened 

yet because we have not .yet finished building the air-strip. 
102Ibid., 32. 
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Ch.apter 5: 113.'cro-Theory: Systems .A.nalysis in Intern~~ional Relations 

I II'ffi OD UC TIO lf 

Just as tl1e terminology, if not very much of the substantive · 
theory, of decision-1nald.ng analysis l1as be cone assin1ila ted to the 
co·nven tional \11isdom of the subject; the language of systems 
analys·is ia beginn.ing to have influence in International Rela
tions. Students and teachers -and researcl1ers are increasingly 
able and ready to 'tl1inlc system'. At the purely tern1inological 
,lErvel, 1systenLS analysis' is soinething of cl: fashionable usa.ge -

-a jetisl1 ex1Jression. But the ap:;:roach i .. s gaining grot1nd at other 
and more siGnifi9ant levels i11 the subject; boolca ar'e begin11ing 

' to appear. in the text category 1.,1hich focus explicitly and rneaning-
f ully upon international relations in a sys ten1s theory perspective, 

1 one of the most notable examples being Herbert J. Spiro's \Jorld 
Politics: the Global Syste~. 1 

It ~,ould be ,misleading, hov:ever, to give the impression that / 
-~ 

~ \ ·· analysis in sys·tern terr.as - nominal and conceptual - has been e11ti-
... rely a product of tl1e scientific-theoretical school of 'be'"havioural' 

. . e nquir:y:. _____ For ~lthough .. it_.is ... these-. advoeatea · of· ·and · borrowers from 
~ ·-··-·----H••••••• -- -----------""'~·---- ----'---------••••--~ ·- • "' ••-• ' • • ------•-• - --

•• -• " • " • 

,.,,.. --

the growing corpus of 'general systems thB~ry' who have taken syB~ems 
.. 

analysis furthest, in a less scientific (but nonetheless influential) 
, 

I sense the study o'f internationa·l relations has long revolved around 
. the idea of syste1n. . Semantically, the milie.u whi oh we study is a 
system, 1n that it is a complex whole made up of a set of· inter-

/ . oonnected parts; whether· or not explicitly articulated as a system. 
1 Homet,;ood, Ill., 1966 . 
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the 'complexe relationnel international' (to use Prof. Chevalier's 
. . 2 expression) comprehends such a whole encomp~ssing certain parts • 

... Throughout political thoue;ht. men have drawn insp·iration frorn the 
consideration of various sys ten1s_, biological t. mechanical, and 

ivha t might be called social - like I\Ja.11deville 's Fable 9.f. the Bees. 

In advance of interdi.sciplinary a ttentio11 being paid to developing ... 
a th(wy to ma}:e such eclecticisru respec~a.ble (and, adt1itt.edly, 

more fruitful), students oft~~ social sciences were inclined to 
a 

consider the polity, economy, and 5ociety as u~efully approached 
as systems. For International Rela~ions, especially, the sovereign 
8tates constitute a number of disc~rnible parts of the international 
societal whole; Lthe centrality to the subject of the interrelation

ship of the two perspective~ niakee Int~rnational Relations Rar 
excellence amenable to systems thinking. For all that the subject 
has traditionally been studied in implicit systems t~rms, the ov:er
lvhelming influence rnalri..ing for the current systems~ av1areness has 

-" been the readiness of scientific theorists .. to establish systems 
). thought explicitly. '11he inchoate ana fragmentary na ttire · of .inter-

_national relations systelll5 theory prior to the scientific theorizing 
of recent decades co1npels us to concentrate our attention in this 

I 
l analysis upon the latter, though we may note in passing that the l 

- ---· ,,,,,,, ___ ,,_,,_,_,_ ... , __ ,. __ ,, .... · ---.,: -·,·--~~·--·--·---.- .'-,.---.... -~ .. --==l ·····-·-·--- -- -----=-·~·-·--···-----~ --5-igll:ffi~-~~·~~·~·-·~·f~--~y~-te1~~- id~as in. the international OU tlook. Of both 
"l 

• 

practical men and academics would provi~e a fascinating treati5e in 
the history and philosophy of ideas. 

As dis.tinct from the micro-tl1$oretical focus of deciaio·n-~, .. 

,. 

making analysis, recent excursions into systems theory have been 
\ 2Q.uoted in Manning, Universitj Teaching, ~· cit.,. 10. 
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applied to-international politics at the macro-theoretical level. 

This aL1bitiously broad scope need n.ot necessar:tly have been 

outlined: in pure terrrlS, sys terns theory is applicable to any 

unit or agc;regation thereof and., indeed, given the formidable 

problems of coi:1plexity and multipl'icity existing at the interna

t,io:naJ.. level, a focus upon the national st1b-systema of the overa.J_l 

'international system' 11.ight have been more appropriate because 

more fruitful. Howev~r, ·with the discovery of the sys teu1 tool in ef 

conceptualizing it can1e to be applied· principally at the macro-
, 

~ 

level and. it ia \·1ith this emnh.asis of the literature 1·1hich exists .... 

that it is necessary here to deal. In attemptins to do so, some 

more OJ)erative understanding of 'sy5ten1' and 'cystema analysis' 

must be sought, and ·this will concern us next. (The i5sue of the 

scope and nature of systems theory in International l~elations \·Jill 

have to be returned to below.) 

THE IDEA OF SYS~.Sl·i 

Any exercise ii1 tl1eorizilrg o:~gh··t. ·to be 'systema ti_c ,. , it is 

universally held (though in certain respects, for instance in the 

generation of hypotheses from flashes of intuitive in~ight, the 

in p~eparing tl1e mind to produce the sough t-afler inspiration). 

By this ia meant that we should be··consiste11t and organized, and 

generally follow th.e scientific method, in our tl1inking; concre

t·-ely, a systematic approach to data is one· which subjects relevant 

observed pheno1nena to tl1e scrutiny of tl1e \"ihole range of available 

relevant hypotl1eses. · In this sense ~very theorist has - or should ,, 
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' have - a system in the sense of means of procedure. Yet theorizing 

need not i11volve a substantive conception of system in its co~1pre-

liens ion of a particular subject-matter. Phiioso:9hers of History, 

for e)tample, may or may not discer11 and point to a :system of 

univer·sal hun1an history thougl1 we would expect .them to be sys te
ma tic i11 sifting the evidence of civilizations from v\rhose exp·eri

ences they infer lines or cycles of progress or regress; and for 
this reason Toynbee's ! Study ~ History is of enor1nous_ value as 

.a con1pendium of the history of n1en 's societies, regardless of the 

validity of the compiler's· syster.1 of history. 

To be more precise about the Sllbstantive nature of sy.stenus 

analysis, it involves a particular conception of the character of 
. 

the milieu to be studied - v1l1ereas foctt5 upon the process of deci-

5 ion-malci11g is based upon wha·t might be called a_ more neutral 

~- conception of the milieu (albeit that decisional analysis may in 

practice have tended to colour its practitioners' understa.nding of 

-t:he political process, _perhaps considerably). Treatment of inter
national r~lations_aa constituting an 'international system' hae 
in fact te-nded to rest upon an at least implicit stressing of the .. 
global whole over the various discrete 'sub-syste1ns '. This is ,.·a 

poin·t which mu:S·t be consider.ed in detail, in the context of exami

nation of the v1ork of. various systems theorists; before doing so, it 
~s necessary to be clear. aBout ter~s. 

i ,, ... •J. 

.\ 

' . 
At one 'level of understanding, everything and anything can b·e 

eubject~d to a syste~ analysis perspective: Kaplan is e11tirely in 

.,,1 
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':!. accordance vrith the technical, though broad-,. definition of 'systems 

...... ~ 

of action' - as being constdtuted by any specified set of variables -
-

in stating that: "Napoleon, the Columbia River, and a dinosaur may 

be considered a system 11 •
3 It is a reflection of the genesis of 

'" 

the systems perspective _tl1at we regard it as ·approprie.te to conceive - -----
,21. biological organisi:1S, mechanical constructs, and various types 

of polity as systems. Ir1 practice, ho,4ever, the e1nphasis in the 
..., I• r .. , ..... °"'°' ....... ._.; •f ' 

I 

definition of systen1s of action is upon Gets of variables vrh.ich 

are related significantly together - as are· the ~omponents of a 
(" 

radio set, the organs and matter of-a human body, the cells of a 

livine plant, respectively - and thus constitute a recogllizable, 

meaningful tvhole; Jr~ppers and custard do 11ot. -Put in characteri3-

~ically austere langaug·e' Kaplan thua defines a syatem of action 

operably as: 

••• a set of variables ·so related, in contradistinc
tion to its environn1ent, that describable behavioral 
regularities characterize the internal rela tioi1shius 

' ~ 

of the variables to each other and the external rela-
tionships of the set of individual variables to 
cot1binations of external variables .4 

Another analyst, Nettl, stresses the importance of approcl.ching 

the concept system from the perspective of the whole and not simply 

from that of its component parts - i.e. the individual ;ariables.5 

.:: B t · · · l .-- · tai..l ,.::i '"'" • t · ,·- """ ~ r-e-I~e--
_- .. _--_c· ---.--········--- --.,_,,: .. -=..:_.:_c ____ =----'c ... , .. __ ,, __ ,JJ~. --~-~.it __ .,1S--nacess,.ax¥.,~~,1n---&e.8- :ein.g ..... a.--S.U-l.- .id· --@c----ue-I-·l-nJ. -··-·10n---·'v0· ma:Ke 

r·ence to the v1orl~ of David Easton, of tl1e University of Chicago, ~ 

whose reputation· is grea te·st among all tl1ose approaching poli tica.l 

analysis in systema terms. 

3.,,. 1 ·t· 4 
l\i3.. p a 11 , 0 lJ • Cl • 1 • 

· , 5p I-Je ttl r1The Concent of . ' ~ 

Studies, XIV, 3 (October, 

/ 
{. f 

/ 

! 

Baston has published three significant 

·4Loc. ci· t • 
.. 

•:_., 

System in Political Science", Political 
1966), 305. 
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. . 6 ') boolcs erabodying a11d advancing the systems perspective. In one of 
these, ! Frame\vorl{ for Poli.tical ~aLysi~, there is a section (chap

ter two: Political Life as a System of Behavior) outlining his/ · 

basic conceptions in tl1is regard. His analysis te11ds ·to be highly 

rieorous, and cot1ched in precisely turned language. Po.litic·al 

·· life is a system in Easton 's terms in the sense that it is: 

a boundary-maintaining set of interactions imbedded 
in and surrounded by other social systeins to the 
influenc·e o{ v.1hich it is co11stantly exposed. 7 

. . In more traditional analysis, this is to say that political activity 

is one facet .of human life for which other aspects constitute an 

envirorunent. \tlithin the specifically political_system are a number 

of processes among a number of important variabl~ which Easton 7 

n:egards as char.acterizing - as defining - political life, wherever 

it may be found. Since he has gone further than most poli~ical 

scientists in the application to his subject-matter of the abstract 
- 8 models and concepts of 'general systems theo-ry' it may be fruitful 

,, 
to begin the analysis of the substantive literature with Easton's 

work; just as in the,,consideration of decision-making analysis it 
proved convenient to begin with the Snyder model, because of its 

comprehensiveness, it may also be most advantageous to approach 

systems analysis through the -v1ork of its most elaborately methodo-

... 

I' .. ', 
·,,, 

i' '.1':e:)~ 
"\~ 

' -~:~· 
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SYSTEI'1S GENERAL Al'ID INTER1'1ATI0NAL 

It is not intended here to make anything 1ike so extens.ive an 6 I • 

The Political System (I'Jev-1 YorJ~, ,1953); A F'ramei.,.;ork: for Political !E!-ly;is (E~gle~-orl~ -Cliffs, 1965); f! SJstem;5 A11a.lisi~--- ~-~ :political ,Life tl,Te\-J Yorl~, 1965). , 
?Fr· . • 25 80n h L . t n amework, .2.P..• cit., . · w ich see: • vo11 Bertalanffy, Gen-~ ·. era1· Systems", in .Singer (ed.), Human 

Behavior and International Politics 
.... 

, ,.,,, •••··,, ,··c,y.- ,·-,-·, , ., .,- . .,,"'· -~, .. ,,,,.,-r, ,.•-,•, 
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exposi ti~n · of Easton' s ideas as was attempted i11 the case of· Snydlr ~ 

This is not meant to indicate a relative valuation of the two theo-. . 

rists 
J 

the --Q.Pntrary; but it • reflection of the relevance -- on J.S a 
., 

of each theoretical·contribution to the study of international .. 
.lfj. 

relations. In the case of Easton the reasons for this judgement 
t 

tvill not be argued at this point, for they shoul,d becon1e plain from I 

a brief e.xposition of his analytical scheme • 

Easton,•s objective,· to i1hich he has dra\vn nearest in ! Syste!lls 

Analysi.s. £f. Political Life, has been to develop a general conceptual 

fra_n1e\torlc, empirically valid, for the accoi:u:-~oda tion of political 

interaotion in a11 · 1nilieus. To this end he has elaborated his own 

set of categories of sicnificant variables - those factdrs which in 

his view n1ust inhere in all political life. His concern is v.rith 

:the generality of ;pol·itics, to the extent that Easton 's concern with 

empirical relevan·c:e is put at some 11azard. Nonetheless, the scope 
• and r·ichness of his scheme is very considerable - far in advance,for 

example,. of the 

The Politics of --------
framevJOrk put for\iard by- Almond and Coleman in their 

the Qevelopinri Areas9 - and it is certainly produc-

_tive of heuristic "insight, at least. Before comin:j to grips v1ith 

Easton 's categorJ_es, this point is v1orth emphasizing for it bears 

I 

! 
I 

I 

-
.~ 

- -- --- ·-- - . -· ---- -- - . --- --- - -- - - -;:::-.:;.. ---·. - - - . ·'---- -· - -
- - - - . __ -;-_·-_-_--;-__ -.:.::-- ·- - ~ ---- ~·----:--::::::--:-. -=;-::;:-_~-~-------·-·----·------

. ·.·----·---·--·-·----·--·-·--------·;.:. __________ _:: ___ ;.;.. __ ~_;:.-,..;;.:--., --:_--_--. ·.-·.- .. --. ___ .. _- _____ -.- .... -::. - ...... :. ________________ . __ -·--··· ..... __ ...................... -------- .. , ' . - - -------···----·- --~ - --- --- -

, upon th~ derivati;n from general systems theory (itself der~ved in 

turn from a motley body of biological, 1nechanical and social. mod.els, 

.as we have already noted) of models or conceptual schemes purporting 
- ' ' to possess relevance for p~rticular milieus of other sorts. The degree 

of relevance will vary, and it will al,1ays be argu_able, but our ex-

9 (Princeton, 1960) 
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perience provides justification for the confident assertion that 
.. 

the·re ·is some scope for v1hat has been ter111ed "illumination through 

retranslationn10 • The transference of a state1nent or proposition 

from one medium to another - for instance from verbal to mathernati-

cal repres.entation - may yield nev1 insights. This· has clearly 
~ 

been a characteristic of game and bargai11ing th·e·ory; and the work 

of l\arl Deutsch in r;e:rieral., and l1is Nerves of Government in particu--
lar ~ 1 has de.nons tra ted, the great po te11 tial to be ga:i:-n-€cl througl1 

restatement of propo~i tions in different 'languages'. The borrov1ing 

of general systems theory and its application to such a fieid as 

international relations is thus bound to have some worth • 

.i1he extent of that v;orth .depends: upon ho,·/ accurately the theore-
' ·, 

tical t1odels and concepts borrovred yield an appropriate, re:erese_~~-

tive 1nodel of the seg,nent of reality in question; For political 

. life i11 general Easton presents a systemic model of flows, both 

inputs and outputs - the former being denan~s and support, and the 

latter being_ the responses to inputs mediatecl tl1rough a regulator, 

\\Th·ose function is defined as ''the authoritative allocation of res-
. 12 

ources 11 .,· · -Tllis function, indeed, .is felt to be the central, 

defining, feature of a political system: allocating resources 

' authoritatively is what political systems do, and b:y v1hat they are 

ltnown. 13 ' The effectiveness of this regulative function must be 
-\-

, ---- ---· - ·--- . --- -·-- ·- ---· ~-----·--··." --- -,-'-: ___ .. --· - --- . ---------~----- --··-- ... ----- .... --- . - -·--·---- ------ ···:--. - - . ----- .: ····---·-······ -·······--·····-······· . --········" ......... ----·--······-·-···-··•. -

adequate to relieve the stress which beset~ the systemt by adopting 

'\ 

suitable modifications of behaviour or even of structure, to the 

extent, perhaps, of systemic transformation , . in order that' the. 

(or a) system may endure •. \-wf}iat ·governs the effectiveness of such 

, ;~- ~daptive .response by- the· system is the quality of its feedback -

and P .-Reynolds , trGeneral 
the Eastonian Analysis", 

11 (New York, 1963) 

Systems, the International 
Political Studies, XV,1 (Feb. 

10M.1Jicholsrl>n 
System, and 
1967), 13. 

12 · 
Sy-steins Analysis of .. Political Lif~, 22-3. --------- 13Ibid., 21. 
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its capacity to modify future performance in the light of past 

reactions - a concept t1pon ·which Easton ,leans heavily, lilcening its 

importance in the present age to Darv1in 's evo111:tio11 theory ~ri an 

earlier. 14 ' This, in large outline, is the constellation of compo-

nents of Easton 's sy.stem model "Of politics; to deterrnine' its empiri

cal validity for our,purposes - as students of international rela-
. . 

tions - it is necessary to loo}c at Easton 's more specific treatment l 

of the 'international system'. 
,,, 

A first, and by no means trivial, observation about his 

attention to the international system is~ that it is grossly inad

equate with respect to the length of the work: a mere handful of 

pages in a book containing 500. It is true that everything that 

Easton has 'Written in his· major book -purports to d_eal with the 

general nature of political systems, including international ones. 

But since the comparability of national and i!}ternational systems 

is generally felt to require demqnstration by those who assert it . . 

~(see for instance t C .F. Alger 's article, "Comparison of In trana tio-
,. 

nal and International Politics"15), and si11ce the identity is 

widely rejected by students of politics (under one rubric or· ano

ther), Easton might reasonably have been expected to be at special 
-- -- ----:.:~::~:.:------- :-: :::-:.=:;_:..-=:.--:::-:::..~:=-:-:-::=-::=-. ---__ -- -_------··---- · .. - ------· ···-- ·_:· .. --.. - -------·-···- - ------ . - .-· - . - - - ---·-------··-··· ---..--·----

-pains to forestall criticism along the lines of an attacl-c upon the 

unwarranted_ subsiun.~~1!:~ of the international system under a cp;tegory 
. \ of sy~_ten1 which cannot pro_perly accom.t:p..o.dat.e __ .... :it .•...... -.He ·.h,as not, in· 

fact, devoted iufficient atte~tion to pl~ading t~e applicability of 
14· 

Ibid., 367. 15 .American Political Science Review, LVII (June., 1963) ,. 406..;.19: • 
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his abstract general scheme to this concrete par_ticular system. 

&3.ston-merely asserts that: 

1 llot only is there an international politic al sys;. 
tem, but it rnay in fact be usefully interpreted 
as just another type of syste1n,. to· be ar1alJzed, 
described, a11d con1:pared l·ri th all o.ther systen1s. It 
is not any 1nore a typical or unique than other 
classifications ••• 16 

And further: 
· .. , 1' 

The international system is comparable in all 
respects to any other kind o~ system, at the theo
retical level, although the values for the relevant 

,. variables 1:1ill clearly be different. 1111a t is to 
say, i/Je can identify ir1 the international system 
all of the basic variables ••• (of) political· systems 
in general .17 

' ; :· ,: 

This terminology is a little obscure. If the international system(s) 
~ 

are to be~ regarded as 'another type' of syitem(s) ther~ would seem, 

i·n logic, to be grounds for e1cpecting 1 its characteristic features 
.. 

t:o be different, perhaps significatitly, from the 'type' of system 
0 

i 
\ 

operating at the national state level. Differences of a_egree, if 

not of ldnd, · \vould be \•Jidely sul)posed to exist as between the main 
' 

elements of a cohesive national system and a fragmentary global one·, 

even if it is to be granted Easton that it is possible to !identify 

in the international system all of the basic variables'. In fact, 

howev_er, few observers would gTant this point. to Faston. Whereas 

in his terms the mediatory, allocative_.f11ncti-011---that is-central -to. · 

political systems is performed int~rnationally by "the great 
; 

powers and, more rece_ntly, various kinds of international organiza-

tions, such as the League of N:ltions and the United Nations 1118 , most· 
~' - " 

"' students of inter'national society would not be inclined to regard b I I 

1 Easton, .2E.• cit., 485. 17Ibid., 487. 18Ibid.,., 487. 
•J 
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the great po,·rers or global inter-state bodies as very si~ificantly 

characterized by 'authority' in the sense that it .would be under

stood domestically. Elsewhere in the book Easton does, it is true, 
.,:,-1 

,. · qualify his notion of authority and legitimacy ,dth respect to 

international society, acknowledging their very limited scope 
· 19 therein. What it is necessary for us to decide, if only: pro-

visionally, is how much, to what extent, this central element of 

·Eastonian systems nature is present in international society. It .. 

,..is unfortunate that F.aston makes no serious attempt to come to 

grips with this~ the central question from the International iela

. tions standpoint - and this neglect is not allied to" a respect for 
---· 

what may be achieved in that subject by independent effort. 20 There 

is much need for students of international society to clarify the 

nature and extent of the societal authorities characteristic of 

their milieu, and Fasto:ds concepts may prove valuable as points of 

reference (and probably for much else besides) even though he him

self appears content simply to impose his analytical scheme upo~ 

an international reality enormously recalcitrant to its shape. The 

nature of •authority' in an anarchy having some quasi-governmental 

institutions is an area of. enquiry to which more may be encouraged 

to turn by F.aaton's manif~st failure to accommodate -·and perhaps 

to comprehend - it. 'l1he field ·stands in need of clarlfica tion on . . ,1;',· .. , ... }~! . 
such matters as, for instanc.e, ·the effect of General Assembl;,y 

. 21 resolutions within the international sy~tem. ., 

191l:!,i.!!,o g 284-5. 201bid. t 484-5. 
21Gabriella Rosn~r Iande, ffThe Effect of the Reaolutions of the· 

United Nations General Assembly", World Politics, XIX,1 (bet. 
1966), 83-105. 
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In conclusion, we may readily admit of the application of 

systems terminology and _conceptualization in ·respect of international 

socipty - acknowledging the generality of the systems perspective -

but. this is not per. ~ ~o endorse each and every formulation of 

syst~m as applicable to the. specific, concrete international field. 

The Easton scheme has value only of a negative sor~, it wouid 

appear: it may be used as a ci'tone upon which to hone a more 

suitable blade, aa ~n Aunt Sally, but it does not constit~te even 

an adJquate introduction to viewing system internationally. 

Of more positiv~ value are certain other works, applying 

the systems analysis perspective more narrowly, focusing upon the 

· international ~ystem (or systems) and thereby aYo\ding the distortion 

which might be called 'domesticism '. Chief among these _works is 

Morton Kaplan's Sys.tern and Process 2:E;. International Poli tics, 22 the 

pione.ering work in this, as in many other fields of sci~tific theory 0 ' 

in its international relations applications. In S1.st,em and Process 

Kaplan is writing abstractly, though his conclusions and procedures 

. are expected arid hoped to have considerable relevance to empirical \. 

reality. The work has several dimensions, being directed towards 

the employment of ( then..;.new) scientific perspectives in a. number 
• '--·· of ways. Kaplan approaches separately four important aspects of the 

' subject and tre.ctts them theoretically, namely; the overall system; 

the processes of interaction of ,1:1,nits within ~it; values; and stra

tegy. Ea.ch of these aspects is alloted a part of the work and the 

resultant discrete nature of the volume makes for.difficulty in 
220n. . t ~ C1 • 

,:=·,,. ='· 
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assembling a detailed exposition of a cohesive, integrated type. 

Though there ia a (very brief) chapter ( the t\velfth) presenting a 

"unified theory", it is a fault of the book that tl1e theoretical 

richness of its s.everal parts is not matched by. the impact of a 

' 

coherent whole. ~nis is only to be regretted, though it is not 

perhaps reasonable to expect everything from a work which encapsu-

' 
lates such important innovations and refinements as does Syst~~ 

and Process; it means, however, that the expository effort devoted 

to other works is less readily applicable and fruitful for this-· 

it is important that the scale of treatment here is not taken as 

indicative of the view of this writer of the relative worth of, say,·/ 

Snyder, Bruck and Satizt, on the one hand, and Kaplan, on the other. 

I 

The most important - and most widely remarked - element of 

tlte analysis revolves about Kaplan's elaboration of the structure 

_of (various types of) international systems, \·1hich it is his view 

det,ermines the process - the \1orking - of those systems. The study 

of the subject has long recognized intuitively, and empirically in 
~J ~ 

so far as research has taken place, that there will be differences 

in the international relations of worlds differently constituted -
·' 

', 

' \ 

!_. ···' I I,, 

-

that, for instance, the world of '1924 differed from that of 19141 ,·· --···---·-·--···---··--·-----------·· ....... "'-o"······r·· ·-···· ....... ·-······-·--··------····-·-.•-··.-- .····-·-···---·--·-·--·····"· . _,, ............ "···-·····-"""''"'"""''"·-·"- . - ik . ---.,---------·--·---·--·-·---------·------ ·-------·--~. - -. - - . . - - .· - ., . . . --- ; ··-·······. -··· ----· 

"! .· 

·~ ,........,_.. 

and both from that/1715 as of 2000 B.C. Kaplan attempts to make 

our understanding of the nature of, and reasons for, such differen

ces more firmly based by 9pecifying the·most significant variables -

such as the presence or, other-v1ite of an internatioilJll organization, 

and its character; the number, and relative·weight,of the, sovereign 

. .: . ~ . '. 
.. .., 

.,;.•. 

..~ . . . 
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units comprising the international society.; the extent of hostili

ties and allian"ces among states; the eth.os of the system - for 

example the perceptions entertained 'of· interna ti_onal roles enjoined 

by some such doctrine as that of the ·'balance of power'. Ultimately, 

Kaplan is hope_ful that it will be possible to attain some degree 

of predictive skill in assessing the n~ture of a part.icular int-erna.

tional systemic reality, and therefrom inferring the ways in which 

it will operate or develop. 23 To this end he seeks ·to determine 

the distinct past, and likely possible future, ideal-type interna

tional systems; it is in the context of the models adduced that 

the author develops his hypotheses concerning the inter-relation~hips 

of structure and process in international ·systems. Of these, Kaplan 

specifies six, respectively named, the 'balance of power' system; 

the loose bipolar _system; the tight bipolar· system; the universal 

system; the hierarchical system (encompassing directive and non-di

rective varieties); and the unit veto system~4 (These are for the 

most part what their labels suggest; the 'unit veto' system·, is of a 
. /~ 

"··-- .. 

. , singular kind - though· one conceivable, indeed conceived by Kahn -
,., 

in which each member is capable of destroying any other but is not 

capable c;,f preventing its own destruction simultaneously·.) Kaplan 

also explores the mechanism of transformation of systems one to 
.. , 

I 

I ~~--r···- ···-------------·------ -.----,·--:·;-·-· --· ... _______ . ---------·-·----·---··-···· .... --1 another. 
- ___ --..:._ - -. - _,,-- --·- ---- -----·-- ··- --·--·-········~-.-----

i 

·4',. ·- -- • • -·-

It .. is of interest t-o look a little more closely at one of 

Kaplan's systems - the 'balance of pow~r' system, one of the two 

outlined ivhich has existed historically. This system lacks an over-

· 23 .. Chapter 3, "The International Actors u. 
24Ibid. , 21 ff. 
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arching - or .rather interconnecting - organizational dimension, -
\. but a·degree of centrality and cohesive, purposive behaviour is 

lent to the system by a number of. "essential rules" respected b..Y 
C • component states as tl1e precepts enjoined and endorsed by the 

doctrinal valuation placed upon balance and equilibrium. These 
rules ~pecify in some detail the behaviour characteristic of _this 
type of system

1
: 1. act to increase capabilities but negotiate rather· 

than fight; 2. fight rat·her than pass up an· opport.unity to increase 
capabilities; 5. stop fighting rather tha.n eliminate an essential 
national actor; 4. act to oppose· any coalition or single actor which 
tends to asswne a position of predominance; 5. act to constrain actors 
who subscribe to supranational organizing principles; 6. perr.ait · 

.. defeated or constrained essential national actors to re-enter the 
system as acceptable role partners or act to bring some previously 
inessential actor within .the essential actor classification. Treat 

.J all essential actors as acceptable role partners. In somewhat more 
rigorous language, these rules specify the characteristics of • 

diplomatic and political motivation and moderation which we regard 
as typical of the 17th and 18th centuries of h'uropean history - the 
golden era of. the 'balance of power'. Ubjections may be made, how-/ . 'I\ 

ever. 

' 
. ~: 

•.\ 
/ 

The first.rule applies to all- international relations; the 
• •• •••••-•••""-• ·-~ - - - • - -·a-•~'•• •---,--- :.....~----·.- -•• -···--··-···-···--

. 
.... . c.c·.,c=.cc~--~'-='·'..-. .c~--·~--"-"-·-scecond· is stated in a- way- '.which seems to. exclude the diploraatic 

adjustment, by negotiation, wh~ch was a very significant feature 
.~ 

.. of balance sJtStems·; moreover, it is dubious whether states did or 
would now be ready to restrain themselves before po.int at which 
_._the ttelimination" of a state as an-"essential actor" would ensue -

• 
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for the maintenance of the balance system cannot truly be said to 
.. have been the constant, overriding objective of all the states 

wit~in it: BritG.in, widely.supposed to have-been manipulat·ing the , .. 

19th century international system to maintain an equilibrium, can 
e.qually be seen as operating a hegemonial swa1 - in limited but 
significant areas - over the system.. · Ori. the poin l, of I elimination, 
to return to that, it was not the case that the submergence of 
essential national actors was technologically or administratively 
feasible in the (supposedly) golden era of the balance of powei~ -
Poland was not an-essential actor by any criteria. On balance, 
therefore, Kaplan's rules acnnot be ~ocepted as \iholly sa tis fac
tory, because they are not adequately isomorphic with reality. 

While Kaplan's general thesis of the determinacy'of system 
strucure_· in shaping system process has great at·tractiveness, the 
particular nature of his abstract assertions concerning the rela
tionship in various systems is open to question. This is in part 

, . the result of his having elaborated four of his six systems by a 
completely hypothetical and speculative pro·cess of reasoning; nor 
does the confident use of scientific terminology and his penchant 
for enunciating dogmatically what ·ought only to be asserted t~qta~--~"~=~-

~. ···- .. -- tively lessen the· analytical. dangers to which his work is' s_ubject. 
Fo.r._pill this, the wor·k is of seminal importance - not only in the ----------_____ , ~-----------·-

s. c,.~~;n ti fic- th eor! t ica l school but, for its truly enormous heuristic 
value, in iess rigorous quarters. Even without the fallacy of 
'domesticism' to which we referred above the systems theorist c·an .... 
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be liable to error - particularly if his analysis i·s -pitched at 
..... , 

a level of abstraction 1r1hich allows the lines of general systems· 

<·ttheory to over,r1helm the substantive nature of the particular· 
--

~ea l i ty to ~Nhich it is apJ?lied. 

.. ,, 

) 

~One adherent of the systems· approach who attempts to avoid 

the dangers inherent in this bver-abstraction is Hichard N. Rose

crance, whose Action and Reaction~ World Politics: International 

Syste}TIS ~ Perspective25 intendedly eschews both. the 'general · 

e:=q:,lanatory concepts' pitfall of abstraction and the 'detailed 

empirical analysis' pitfall of over-particularization (of which 

schools typical examples are, respectively, Kaplan and Snyder). 

Rosecrance is seeking a via media ailowing the blending of sytematic 
< 

and empirical concepts and techniques - attemptinr; to get th·e best 

of both iiorlds but ready to · acknoi,rledge the drawbacks of such a 

co11:1proroise·: "•• .the ,approach of system~ti.c empirica~ a.nalysis would 
. 

pay attention- to the largest trees, bu~ not to all trees; it would 

look at the fores·t, but probably fail to see all ~f it. n26 His in

tention is to groWld his analysis in diplomatic historical data in 

order to give flesh to the si~eleton of systems theory, and this exer

cise takes up the bulk of the volume. The identification and list-

ing of international systems _is an operation open to objection, and 
I ;• .... ,' 

,,I 

,,, the' classification adopted by Rosecranc;~ ___ has __ b~-~~ cri~icis~d .. on. __ t_he_ ______________ _ 
- - ~ ..... - - --- - - --- -----........ -- . 

·; 

' § 
" ' 

' ' fit 

. ) 

' 
' ~ ' . 
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, 

ground that his-specification of systems - all of which lie draws 

from actual historical experience - is too rigorous and prone to 

subdiv;ision, in accordance with "traditional divisions of historical ,. ... 

! 

I 
.... •7 ... _ ... _ ·• 

25 (Boston, 1963) 
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· ·hi u27 hi h have not been framed in terms of, and alleged1y 
scholars p w c 

· 
do not reflect ·significant changes in "the mode of conducting inter-

/ 
' ' . 

national relations". 28 Within the time-scale covered by the Kaplan 

f 

.,.., 

'bat'ance of .power' system model - say, from the mid-18th century 
until the penultimate ·aecade of the 19th century - Rosecrance. ~ 

·-.. · ., ""r 

discer~s as many as six systems, marked off one from another by 
"bench marks u of importance in the charfcter of international inter
course. VJhether the most valuable system specification is - or ~""-
nearer to - that of Kaplan or that of Rosecrance is unclear, though 
it would seem evident that formulations of wider or narrower gauge 
systems perspectives \vould be very much less isomorphic wit~ reality 
:as so far experienced. Having worked through his depiction of, .r alto0ether, nine separate international systems Rosecrance concludes •., . ' 1) with a theoretical section in which a major objective is to accommo-
date the problem of systemic change which, ·he fairly observes, is not 
at all well treated in Kaplan and other \'lritings. In a sense Rose
cranc~ goes further than l{aplan in abstracting, for he _constructs a . 

~ 
' 

ma them.a tical formulation of the variables of greatest significance 
in in international systems. 29 ,,Here he is resorting to formal 
sys terns theory and analogizing and it cannot be · said that his 
scientific-theoretical formulae ·can be readily converted into quan-

' ' 

---- · · ·. tifiably va'luable. hypotheses in terms of his previous, in many ways 

.. 

most helpful_ (though arguably prone to d·istor_~----~~ce_pted hjst.oriogrli~ 
. 

------------· ---------.---------~------
,··· 

-- ----- -----··-- -----p liy·r-empirical representations of past systems (or anyway 'states' 
of the ongoing ~ystem). Rosecrance has not·- at least yet - develo
ped the true golden mean ·of abstract and concrete, theoretical and 

. " 

/ 
28 

Loe. cit. 29Ib. ·. , iu., 224ff. 
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empirical, wh~ch he sought. 
r 

·t1 ----- ---

Systems analysis - understoo.d catholically-,as encompassing, 
.., 

' . 

t)/ ·as"<borrowii1g from, a· variety of scientific-theoretical concepts and 

techniques, ihclud.ing inter alia cybernetics and co11Dunica tions 

·theory, and (s.everal varieties of) equilibrium analysis - has 

constituted the most cl1allenging area in the contemporary explo~ion 

' of theorizing within the ·field. 'ilia t is not ·to say that it has 

been outstandingly productive - of op~ra tional hypotheses, useful 

empirical work, and so forth; but it js promised much, and hence 

canalized much energy· into, more careful theorizing. The .system 

concept, though essential.ly simple, and heuristically beneficial 

even at low levels of the subject, has in a sense become the 

dom:i.na.nt substantive idea of International Relations. Though there 

are those who warn of the dange-rs inherent in teaching as well as 

researching in the ligh't of the systems perspective alone, it ~ 

probable that the general progress of the subj'ect will be largely 
,,. .I 

carri.ed out in terms of, and owe a very great intellectual debt to, 

these early proponents of 'thinking system'. 
\. y 

- __ - _ •·•- -a--a. . -·- -~ - ------- - •-- -~·- - •• 
---- -- .. : __ - ------- -- .~.~-·-, ····- -
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